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Abstract

The atomic-scale Monte Carlo simulation study focuses on the intrinsic behaviors of a
defect-free crystal that undergoes a cubic-to-tetragonal martensitic transformation. The
quasi-spin variable associated with the lattice sites characterizes the local unit cells of the
orientation variants of the ground-state martensite phase, which interact with each other
through long-range elastic interactions. It is shown that the diffuse scattering in the premartensitic austenite state results from the spatial correlation of the atomic-scale
heterogeneous lattice displacements and manifests the displacement short-range ordering.
The effects of temperature, elastic anisotropy, and shear modulus softening on the diffuse
scattering and displacement short-range ordering are investigated. It is found that elastic
softening in the shear modulus 𝐶 # = (𝐶&& − 𝐶&( )/2 promotes 110 | 110 displacement
plane waves that stabilize the cubic austenite phase through increased entropy, decreasing
the martensitic transformation temperature. The simulated diffuse scattering is compared
and agrees with the complementary synchrotron X-ray single-crystal diffuse scattering
experiment.

DFT-based Monte Carlo has been used to determine the lattice site occupancies of solute
atoms to study the disorder-order transitions in the Fe- 25at%Ga alloy. Both the chemical
energy and the elastic energy from the Ga atomic misfit have been considered. The
parameters used in the simulation are determined from First Principle. The effective
atomic radius misfit has been determined indirectly. Up to third-nearest-neighbor
ix

chemical bond energies and elastic energies have been considered. The energetic and
kinetic properties of different types of the DO3 antiphase domain boundaries (APDBs)
have been analyzed. Four BCC-based phases: A2, B2, DO3, and B32 during the A2→
DO3 transition have been analyzed. Through separating the chemical disorder and the
static atomic displacement, it is found that the atomic displacement has more effects on
APDBs/B2 clusters than DO3 from the long range order and the Ga-Ga <100> pair is not
sensitive to the temperature from short range order.

x

1 Introduction and Background
1.1 Unsolved Problems of Displacement Short-Range
Ordering in Pre-Martensite
A martensitic transformation is a first-order solid-state displacive (diffusionless)
ferroelastic phase transition that breaks the crystal symmetry of the high-temperature
austenite phase by inducing spontaneous anisotropic lattice strain upon cooling and
producing multiple low-symmetry orientation variants of low-temperature martensite
phase [1-4]. Martensitic transformations are widely observed in a large group of materials
including metal alloys and ceramics [5]. They have been extensively studied [1,2] for
their fundamental importance in solid-state materials science and physics. They also
provide the physical basis of the shape memory effect, making some martensitic alloys
important functional materials [6]. Despite successful applications of martensitic alloys
as structural and functional materials, our fundamental understanding of martensitic
transformations is still incomplete, and some important issues remain to be clarified [710]. One intriguing issue is pre-martensitic phenomena, also called martensite precursor
effects. Prior to martensitic transformation, the high-symmetry cubic austenite phase
usually undergoes incomplete phonon softening in a wide temperature range 10-100K
above the martensite start temperature, which is accompanied by various anomalies that
are unexpected in the cubic phase [4,5,10,11]. In particular, strong diffuse scattering is
observed in diffraction, which depends on the temperature and exhibits different
characteristics around different Bragg reflection peaks [11]. Figure 1.1 shows the
1

experimentally measured three-dimensional (3D) diffuse scattering around (800) Bragg
reflection peak in Ni49.90Mn28.75Ga21.35 single crystal at 490 K and 327 K, respectively,
above the martensite start temperature 323 K. The measured 3D diffuse scattering around
different Bragg reflection peaks (HKL) at 330 K is shown in Figure 2.2. Details of the 3D
diffuse scattering experiment using in-situ high-energy synchrotron X-ray single-crystal
diffraction are described in [11].

Figure 1.1. Experimental measurement of 3D diffuse scattering around (800) Bragg
reflection peak in Ni49.90Mn28.75Ga21.35 at (a) 490 K and (b) 327 K using in-situ highenergy synchrotron X-ray single-crystal diffraction. The ferroelastic transition
temperature (martensite start temperature) is TC=323 K. The x, y, and z axes are aligned
along [100], [010], and [001] crystal axes, respectively. From Y.M. Jin et al. [11].

The experimental phenomena exemplified in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 are intriguing because
diffuse scattering manifests structural deviations from the cubic austenite crystal
structure, and such deviations occur long before the first-order martensitic transformation
2

(i.e., at temperature far above the martensite start temperature). Moreover, according to
reciprocal relation, the intensity distribution of the diffuse scattering in the reciprocal
lattice cells shown in Figure 1.2 implies an atomic length scale of the structural
deviations with characteristic wavelengths of a few lattice parameters. Furthermore,
repeated experiments reproduce the same diffuse scattering results at corresponding
temperatures irrespective of prior thermal and mechanical histories, e.g., forward and
reverse martensitic transformations, stress-induced martensitic transformation, annealing
at temperatures up to 500 K, etc. These observations indicate that the diffuse scattering
and underlying structural deviations are intrinsic properties of the cubic austenite phase in
a thermodynamic equilibrium pre-martensitic state. In this dissertation, we focus on the
intrinsic behaviors of a defect-free crystal that undergoes cubic«tetragonal martensitic
transformation. In particular, we carry out material modeling and computer simulation to
correlate the diffuse scattering to the short-range ordering of atomic-scale heterogeneous
displacement field developed in the pre-martensitic austenite crystal lattice prior to the
development of long-range order during martensitic transformation.

3

Figure 1.2. Experimental measurement of 3D diffuse scattering around different Bragg
reflection peaks (HKL) in Ni49.90Mn28.75Ga21.35 at 330 K using in-situ high-energy
synchrotron X-ray single-crystal diffraction. From Y.M. Jin et al. [11].

1.2 Unsolved Problems of Short-Range Ordering in FeGa
Magnetostrictive alloys are multifunctional materials, which enable a variety of
technological applications as sensors, actuators, and transducers [12]. A broad application
of magnetostrictive materials demands a certain combination of the materials properties
as well as cost, manufacturability, sustainability, and environmental impacts. A primary
figure of merit for magnetostrictive materials is the magnitude of magnetostrictive strain
that can be generated by the application of a magnetic field. Currently, the leading
magnetostrictive material is Terfenol-D (TbxDy1-xFe2) [13], which can generate a fieldinduced strain up to 1600 ppm. However, Terfenol-D has multiple shortcomings. First of
4

all, it is costly, unsustainable, and environment-unfriendly because of its essential
compositions involving rare earth elements (Tb, Dy). Additionally, Terfenol-D has poor
mechanical properties: its high brittleness [14] hinders machining and prevents
application under tensile stress. Rare earth-free alternatives include cobalt (Co), nickel
(Ni), Metglas (Fe81Si3.5B13.5C2), Co- and Ni-ferrites. The typical values of
magnetostriction are ~90 ppm for Co (the largest room-temperature magnetostriction of a
pure element) [15], ~50 ppm for Ni [15], ~40 ppm for Metglas [16], ~200 ppm for Coferrite, and ~20 ppm for Ni-ferrite [17,18]. Co is a relatively expensive element, both
ferrites are brittle, and both Ni and Metglas have low magnetostriction. These
magnetostrictive materials cannot meet the requirements for future technologies. A new
type of magnetoelastic materials, magnetic shape memory alloys [19], was developed
recently that exhibit large field-induced strain up to 0.1 [20,21]; however, they are also
brittle [22] and suffer a very low blocking stress (~3 MPa) thus do not perform at high
enough stress level as required by technological applications [23]. Fe-Ga alloys
(Galfenol) represent the latest advance in the discovery of advanced magnetostrictive
materials [24], which are rare earth-free thus environment-friendly, and exhibit an
appealing combination of magnetostriction, mechanical properties, cost, and
sustainability because of the abundant Fe and Ga elements. They offer magnetostrictive
strain up to 400 ppm in single crystals and ~270 ppm in polycrystals [25,26], provide
good ductility and machinability [27,28], and perform under both compressive and tensile
stresses [29].

5

Figure 1.3 shows the metastable phase diagram of the Fe-Ga alloys. As shown in Figure
1.4, the magnetostriction strain of Fe1-xGax alloys sensitively depends on the composition
and heat treatment history. The magnetostriction value as a function of composition x
exhibits two peaks, one with a peak value ~400 ppm at around 20 at% Ga and another
with a peak value ~450 ppm at around 30 at% Ga [25]. Each peak value also depends on
the heat treatment history. After being annealed to achieve a homogenized disordered A2
phase, water quenching is found to increase both peak magnetostriction values of Fe1xGax

alloys compared with furnace cooling [25]. The effects of heat treatment on the

magnetostriction of Fe1-xGax alloys indicate that the atomic configurations in the
disordered A2 phase and the short-range ordering prior to the disorder-to-order transition
play important roles, and quenching helps retain the disordered A2 phase to higher Ga
solute concentration beyond the equilibrium solubility limit [24,30]. First-principles
density functional theory has been employed to investigate the origin of enhanced
magnetostriction in Fe-Ga alloys [31,32]. In particular, it is shown that the enhancement
of magnetostriction in Fe1-xGax alloys in the composition range of the first peak stems
from the intrinsic electronic origin and is associated with the Ga-Ga pairs in <100>
directions [31,32]. It is generally accepted that the specific local atomic configurations in
the disordered A2 phase play a critical role in the magnetostriction of Fe-Ga alloys, while
precipitation of ordered phase particles decreases the magnetostriction strain [30-32].
However, the lattice parameters of the various cubic phases are nearly identical, and the
atomic scattering factors of Fe and Ga are similar, result in extremely low intensity of the
superlattice. The intensity of the strongest superlattice reflection associated with DO3
6

long-range order is calculated to be only 0.6% of the strongest primary reflection [33]. In
general, the measuring techniques and the analysis of the ordering is crucial, and
unraveling the mystery of the extraordinary enhancement of magnetostriction is still very
challenging. In this dissertation, we carry out material modeling and computer simulation
to reveal the long-range ordering and the short-range ordering during the disorder-order
transition in reciprocal and real space.

Figure 1.3. Metastable Fe-Ga phase diagram. From Ikeda et al. with permission [63].

Figure 1.4. Magnetostriction coefficients vs. Ga concentration. From Xing et al. with
permission [64].
7

1.3 Atomistic Methods and Requirement for Atomic
Scale Monte Carlo
The above-discussed phenomena of diffuse scattering and atomic-scale heterogeneous
lattice displacements dictate an atomic-scale modeling and simulation approach to
martensitic transformations. While the phase-field microelasticity model is a wellestablished computational method to simulate microstructure evolution in martensitic
transformations [34,35], its mesoscale nature makes it unsuitable for this task. Various
atomic-scale computational methods have been employed to simulate martensitic
transformations. Density Functional Theory has been employed to calculate the
energetics of martensitic transformation along Bain path [36], but its limited supercell
size and zero Kelvin computation make it unfit for direct simulation study of
heterogeneous displacement field developed at finite temperatures in the pre-martensitic
austenite crystal lattice. Molecular Dynamics has also been employed to simulate
martensitic transformation [37], but its limited timescale (nanoseconds or shorter) and
demanding computing requirements make it undesirable for comparing simulation results
with the diffuse scattering experiments that measure the time-averaged intensities (over
seconds or longer) of the weak diffuse scattering (the effects of time-averaging of the
simulated diffuse scattering intensity are discussed in Chapter 2.3.3). The Atomic-scale
Monte Carlo method covers sufficient length and time scales with affordable computing
requirements and thus is ideal for simulation study of diffuse scattering and displacement
8

short-range ordering at varying temperatures in the pre-martensitic austenite state. In this
work, a quasi-spin Ising model of ferroelastic phase transition is developed and employed
to perform an atomic-scale Monte Carlo simulation of martensitic transformation.
As to the disorder-order transitions in Fe-Ga alloys, unlike the well-defined atomic
configuration of an ordered phase that can be modeled with a small unit cell, a disordered
phase exhibits a variety of local atomic configurations, each of which needs to be
modeled with a bigger supercell to reduce the artifacts of periodic boundary conditions.
Because density functional theory calculation is computationally very costly, a systematic
electronic-scale study of a large number of disordered Fe1-xGax atomic configurations is
still very unaffordable. It is desirable to narrow down the local disordered atomic
configurations for density functional theory to focus its computational efforts. To this
end, the atomistic Monte Carlo method is employed in this work to simulate the disorderto-order transition phenomenon in Fe1-xGax alloys with a focus on identifying the most
possible atomic configurations representative of Fe1-xGax alloys with different
compositions and heat treatment histories. The simulated atomic configurations will also
help understand the diffraction data that are difficult to interpret because of the similar
atomic scattering factors of Fe and Ga atoms.

It is worth introducing the Monte Carlo method briefly. The term Monte Carlo (MC)
refers to a class of stochastic calculation methods firstly proposed by Stanisaaw Ulam
and John von Neumann at Los Alamos during the “Manhattan Project”. As one of the
earliest algorithms to be used on the first computers, it was later applied extensively to
9

model atomic systems. Now it has been widely employed in atomistic, molecular
simulation, and many other fields like finance. The basic idea of MC is a random
sampling of microstates with a given probability distribution allowing to obtain the most
probable value of parameter(s) being of interest - hence the given solution has a statistical
nature. The MC aims to simulate trajectories representative of the thermal equilibrium
state of the system which means that trajectories should be ergodic and constructed in
such a way that the Boltzmann distribution law agrees with the relative frequencies with
which the different configurations are visited. Considering a trajectory going through two
states 𝜏 and 𝜏′, produced by flipping a spin in the 𝜏 state. The two states 𝜏 and 𝜏′ have a
probability of existence, respectively 𝑝2 and 𝑝23 , given by Boltzmann’s law (Eq. 1.1). In
the canonical ensemble for a classical system, the microstate distribution is proportional
to the Boltzmann factor:
&

89

5

:; <

𝑃2 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

Eq. 1.1

The energy associated with a possible change of state ∆𝐸223 = 𝐸23 − 𝐸2 governs the
relative probability of this change through the Boltzmann distribution law. Let’s call 𝑤223
the probability of change per unit time. The evolution of the state’s probabilities follows
the Master equation
@A9

Eq. 1.2

@B

=

23 [−𝑤223 𝑝2

At equilibrium in the canonical ensemble,

@A9
@B

= 0, which is associated with Eq. 1.1

results in
Eq. 1.3
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+ 𝑤23 2 𝑝23 ]

)

Provided a trajectory obeys this condition, the statistics acquired from this trajectory will
coincide with those obtained from a canonical ensemble. Following the Metropolis
algorithm, the 𝑤223 is
Eq. 1.4

K

𝑃L = 𝑒𝑥𝑝
1,

∆M

993
N; O

,

∆𝐸223 > 0
∆𝐸223 ≤ 0

The general procedure for each MC step is:
1) Pick a random spin/particle 𝑖.
2) Compute the current energy of 𝑖 with all other spin/particles.
3) Make a random move proposal.
4) Compute the new energy of 𝑖 with all other spin/particles.
5) Compute the change in potential energy.

There are several attractive features, MC methods naturally and easily treat different
thermodynamic ensembles; many statistical mechanics methods require a summation
over all states such as fluctuations, and the Monte Carlo method is efficient to provide a
good sample of such sums. Also, the atomic-scale Monte Carlo method covers sufficient
length and time scales with affordable computing requirements. It is ideal for our
simulation study of atomic displacement which requires a lot of computing time and
Bragg peaks/diffuse scattering which may require the summation over states. However,
the trajectory can be blocked in a local minimum surrounded by large energy barriers in
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some sluggish systems, so it is still necessary to indicate whether the statistical results are
reliable by using a certain degree of experimentation.

1.4 Requirement for Computational Diffraction for
Analysis of LRO and Diffuse Scattering for Analysis
of SRO
The diffraction should be computed for analysis of LRO. The Bragg peak was usually
strong and sharp. It can give information of an average crystal structure: spatial and
temporal average (atomic site position, site occupancy, etc.). The analysis of SRO is also
an essential part of both the martensite transformation and the disorder-order transition in
Fe-Ga systems. Diffuse scattering associated with various nanoscale structural disorders
usually comes from chemical disorder and displacement disorder. While separating and
interpreting their respective contributions distributions from multiple types of disorders
are a challenge. Jin and Wang associated the diffuse scattering intensity distribution with
static and dynamic atomic position fluctuations in their previous theoretical work [38].
They indicate the experimental and computational works could be effectively combined
by using their theoretical formulation to interpret some diffuse scattering from different
origins. In that paper, the diffuse scattering intensity distribution is expressed in terms of
the atomic position displacement field, with the chemical disorders ignored. In fact, a
general formulation accounting for both chemical and displacement disorders follows the
same mathematical formalism. This dissertation as an extension and application of Jin
12

and Wang’s work, considering both the chemical and displacement disorders, can extract
useful information from Bragg peaks/diffuse scattering by combining experimental
measurement, quantitative data analysis, theoretical interpretation, and computer
simulations in different systems which including phase transitions. Two kinds of
transformations are discussed, in Chapter 2, the pre-martensitic state in the martensitic
transformation of the shape memory alloy Ni49.90Mn28.75Ga21.35 has been discussed; in
Chapters 3-5, the disorder-order transition of the magnetostrictive Fe-Ga alloy has been
discussed.

It is worth mentioning that there is one program called DISCUS which supports Monte
Carlo simulation and calculates the diffuse scattering [39]. The main difference between
the DISCUS and us is, the energy used in their Monte Carlo is only chemical energy, it
doesn’t include the elastic energy. To study the influence of atomic displacement on
diffuse scattering, there is a paper [40] which applies the atomic displacement calculated
from the First Principle to the microstructure simulated by the DISCUS and calculate the
diffuse scattering then. Our advantage is both the chemical and the elastic energy are
considered during the evolution, like in our systems, in Chapter 2, the elastic energy is
the only driving force for the martensitic transformation; in Chapter 3, the elastic energy
is unneglectable compared to the chemical energy for the Fe-Ga system which may
change the microstructure significantly, so the DISCUS is not suitable for our tasks. The
programming codes used in this dissertation are written in C language with Massage
Passing Interface(MPI) for parallel. Main codes are displayed in Appendix C. Appendix
13

C.1 includes the codes of Monte Carlo for the martensitic transformation and the codes of
corresponding computational diffuse scattering, Appendix C.2 includes the the codes of
Monte Carlo for disorder-order transition and the codes of corresponding computational
diffraction. The programming codes are running in the Stampede supercomputer which is
located in the Texas Advanced Computing Center.

14

2 Martensitic Transformation: Short-Range Ordering in
Pre-Martensite

2.1 Introduction
As we discussed in Chapter 1.1, there are still some important issues remain to be
clarified for understanding the fundamental of the martensitic transformations. One
intriguing issue is the pre-martensitic phenomena. Prior to martensitic transformation, the
high-symmetry cubic austenite phase usually undergoes incomplete phonon softening in a
wide temperature range 10-100K above the martensite start temperature, which is
accompanied by various anomalies that are unexpected in the cubic phase [4,5,10,11].
The strong diffuse scattering is observed in diffraction, which implies an atomic length
scale of the structural deviations from the high symmetric cubic austenite crystal structure
with characteristic wavelengths of a few lattice parameters, depends on the temperature
and such deviations occur at a temperature far above the martensite start temperature. The
same diffuse scattering results at corresponding temperatures irrespective of prior thermal
and mechanical histories. These observations indicate that the diffuse scattering and
underlying structural deviations are intrinsic properties of the cubic austenite phase in a
thermodynamic equilibrium pre-martensitic state. In this chapter, we focus on the
intrinsic behaviors of a defect-free crystal that undergoes cubic«tetragonal martensitic
transformation. In particular, we carry out material modeling and computer simulation to
correlate the diffuse scattering to the short-range ordering of atomic-scale heterogeneous
15

displacement field developed in the pre-martensitic austenite crystal lattice prior to the
development of long-range order during martensitic transformation. As discussed in
Chapters 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, the heterogeneous lattice displacements treated in this manner
are equivalent to displacement plane waves that mimic acoustic phonon branches relevant
to the martensitic transformation.

It is worth noting that the Monte Carlo simulation has been implemented in different
manners based on different models. In one type of Monte Carlo simulations, Landau-type
free energy density function is defined in terms of local structural order parameters
(spontaneous strain components in the case of martensitic transformations), local
disorders are introduced through coupling to the free energy expansion coefficient
leading to deviations in local transformation temperature, and Monte Carlo simulation is
used to minimize the total system free energy [41]. This type of model and Monte Carlo
simulation is not adopted in our atomic-scale computational study of heterogeneous
lattice displacements and diffuse scattering, because definitions of both free energy and
transformation temperature are not well justified on a local unit cell level, and Monte
Carlo simulation (i.e., Metropolis algorithm) based on the free energy change (rather than
energy change) is inconsistent with statistical mechanics. To perform atomic-scale Monte
Carlo simulation in this study, we adopt the Ising-type models with quasi-spin variables
and generalized interactions specific to relevant physical problems. An Ising model with
a fictitious spin variable associated with discrete lattice sites and nearest-neighbor
effective Hea-Heb interactions has been developed to simulate the superfluid ordering and
16

phase separation in He3-He4 mixtures [42]. An axial Ising model with a quasi-spin
variable arranged in a 1D array characterizing the stacking sequences of close-packed
atomic layers and interlayer interaction potentials beyond nearest atomic layers has been
employed to simulate stress-induced martensitic transformations in Cu-Al-Ni alloys [43].
A similar 1D Ising model has been used to simulate the evolution of diffuse scattering
associated with the deformation-type stacking faults resulting from the shear of closepacked planes during HCP to FCC martensitic transformation [44]. Besides the Monte
Carlo simulations based on the Ising-type models with quasi-spin variables defined at
lattice sites, the off-lattice Monte Carlo method has also been employed to simulate
martensitic transformation, where a randomly selected atom is displaced by a small
random distance in a random direction during each Monte Carlo sampling trial and the
energy change is evaluated from embedded atom method-derived interatomic potential
[45]. Such an off-lattice Monte Carlo method extends the timescale of Molecular
Dynamics at the expense of smoothing out thermal vibration dynamics, thus bridging the
timescales of Molecular Dynamics and Ising lattice-based Monte Carlo methods. In this
study, we adopt a quasi-spin Ising model to carry out lattice-based Monte Carlo
simulation, where the quasi-spin variable associated with the lattice sites characterizes the
local unit cells of the orientation variants of the ground-state martensite phase, which
interact with each other throughout all lattice sites as characterized by the long-range
elastic interactions. This method is effective to treat the heterogeneous lattice
displacements deviating from the average cubic lattice sites of the pre-martensitic
austenite phase.
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This chapter divides into four parts: the first part is an introduction, briefly introduce the
research background (more details of this research significance can be reviewed in
Chapter 1.1) and present different models employ Monte Carlo simulation in different
manners; the second part is the methodology, focus on the quasi-spin Ising model, the
Monte Carlo simulation, and the computational diffuse scattering (the requirement for
Monte Carlo and computational diffuse scattering for analysis of SRO can be reviewed in
Chapter 1.3 and 1.4, respectively); the third part is results and discussions, exhibit the
simulation results of phase transition phenomena, the diffuse scattering and displacement
short-range ordering and their dependence on Bragg peak and temperature, and the effect
of elastic anisotropy and softening of shear modulus on the phase transition; the last part
is a summary.

2.2 Methodology
To gain insights into the intrinsic atomic-scale behaviors of a defect-free crystal that
undergoes a martensitic transformation, we develop a quasi-spin Ising model of
ferroelastic phase transition (Chapter 2.2.1) in analogy to the Ising model of
ferromagnetic phase transition. The model is employed to perform an atomic-scale Monte
Carlo simulation of thermoelastic martensitic transformation (Chapter 2.2.2). 3D diffuse
scattering in the pre-martensitic austenite state is computed at different temperatures
(Chapter 2.3) and compared with the complementary synchrotron X-ray single-crystal
diffraction experiments results.
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2.2.1 Quasi-Spin Ising Model of Ferroelastic Phase Transition
and Thermoelastic Martensitic Transformation
The Ising model is one simple statistical model for phase transitions. It was introduced by
Lenz and Ising in 1925 [46]. It considers interactions between spin variables on the sites
of a simple d-dimensional lattice. The Ising spin Hamiltonian is given by
Eq. 2.1

ℋ = −𝐽

WX

𝜎W 𝜎X − 𝐻

Z
W[& 𝜎W

𝜎W is a random variable assuming the values ±1 on the sites i = 1,2, ..., N of a ddimensional simple lattice. The first term, where the sum is over pairs of nearestneighbor sites, represents the interaction energies introduced to bring about an ordered
ferromagnetic state (if J > 0). In the second term, an external magnetic field h can split
the energies of the spin-down and spin-up state, so that one is higher in energy and the
other is lower. The simplest consideration of the Ising model is only the nearest neighbor
spins interact: a pair of parallel spins has energy -J and a pair of antiparallel spins has
energy J. The Ising model can represent the main features of distinct physical systems.
For example, it can be considered in alloy systems. The spin variables indicate whether a
certain site on the crystalline lattice is occupied by an atom of either type A or type B
(neighbors of the same type contribute with energy -J; neighbors of different types,
contribute with +J) [47]. As another example, in a fluid system, the spin variables
indicate either the presence (+ 1) or the absence (-1) of a molecule in a certain cell of a
"lattice gas" [47]. This multiplicity of interpretations is compatible with the ability of the
Ising model to represent the main features of the critical behavior of many different
physical systems. In one dimension, as shown by Ising in 1925, this one-dimensional
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solution is quite deceptive, since the free energy is an analytic function of T and H
(except at the trivial point T = H = 0), which implies that the disordering occurs
spontaneously in the 1-D system [46]. Lars Onsager, in 1944, obtained an analytical
solution for the Ising model on a square lattice, with nearest-neighbor interactions, in the
absence of an external field [48]. The well-defined critical temperature is:

:; <]
^

=

2/𝑙𝑛 (1 + 2). When the dimension of the system is d ≥ 3, the high number of
configurations impedes the calculation of the explicit expression of the canonical
partition function. The solution of the Ising model in three dimensions remains an open
(and probably impossible) problem.

In analogy to the spin variable in the Ising model of ferromagnetism, the proposed Ising
model of ferroelastic phase transition and thermoelastic martensitic transformation
employs a multivalued quasi-spin variable s(r) defined at each lattice site r to describe
the system state. To be specific while without loss of generality, a martensitic system of
the tetragonal ground state is considered in the following. In such an exemplary system,
the quasi-spin variable s(r) assumes one of three values at each lattice site r, namely, s =
1, 2, or 3 characterizing the unit cell of tetragonal orientation variant 1, 2, or 3 of the
ground-state martensite phase draw in Figure 2.1, respectively, each of which is
b
associated with a stress-free lattice misfit strain 𝜀WX
(𝑠):
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Eq. 2.2
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Figure 2.1. Schematic drawing of (a) cubic austenite (b-d) martensite variants.

For a given quasi-spin configuration described by the field variable s(r), the lattice misfit
strain field is:
Eq. 2.3

&

b
b
𝜀WX
𝐫 = 𝜀WX
1 2−𝑠 𝐫
(

b
3 − 𝑠 𝐫 + 𝜀WX
2 𝑠 𝐫 −1 3−𝑠 𝐫 +

1 b
𝜀 3 𝑠 𝐫 −1 𝑠 𝐫 −2
2 WX
b
The elastic energy generated by this lattice misfit strain field 𝜀WX
𝐫 is [3]:

Eq. 2.4

𝐸gh = ∫

& @j:

𝐵
( (k j WX:m

b
b
𝐧 𝜀WX
𝐤 𝜀WX
𝐤
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∗

Where 𝐵WX:m 𝐧 = 𝐶WX:m − 𝑛A 𝐶WX:m Wqr (𝐧)𝑛s , 𝐶WX:m is elastic modulus tensor, k is a vector
in reciprocal space, 𝐧 = 𝐤/𝑘 is a unit directional vector in k-space, WWX (𝐧) is the elastic
b
Green function tensor inverse to WWX K& 𝐧 = 𝐶WX:m 𝑛: 𝑛m , 𝜀WX
𝐤 is the Fourier transform of
b
the lattice misfit strain field 𝜀WX
𝐫 , the superscript asterisk * indicates complex conjugate,

summation convention over repeated indices is assumed, and ∫ is a principal-value
integral in k-space that is evaluated by excluding the point 𝐤 = 0.

While the above formulation of the Ising model of ferroelastic phase transition and
thermoelastic martensitic transformation is straightforward, the lattice misfit strain field
b
𝜀WX
𝐫 in Eq. 2.3 is a nonlinear function of the quasi-spin variable 𝑠 𝐫 , which prevents a

simplification of the formulae for the elastic energy and strain field and thus hinders
efficient algorithms of Monte Carlo simulation and diffuse scattering computation.
Therefore, it is desirable to reformulate Eq. 2.3 in an equivalent but more convenient
fashion. To this end, a three-component field variable 𝜂 = (𝜂& , 𝜂( , 𝜂v ) is adopted (note
that 𝜂 is not a vector), where each component describes one orientation variant, i.e.,
𝜂& , 𝜂( , 𝜂v = 1,0,0 , 0,1,0 and (0,0,1) correspond to 𝑠 = 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and
thus one and only one component assumes value 1 at each lattice site while the other two
components assume value 0. The lattice misfit strain field is a linear function of 𝜂W (𝐫):
Eq. 2.5

b
b
b
b
𝜀WX
𝐫 = 𝜀WX
1 𝜂& 𝐫 + 𝜀WX
2 𝜂( 𝐫 + 𝜀WX
3 𝜂v 𝐫

Upon substitution of Eq. 2.1, Eq. 2.4 becomes:

Eq. 2.6

b
𝜀WX
𝐫 = 𝜀L 𝛿WX + 𝛾b

𝜂& 𝐫
0
0
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0
𝜂( 𝐫
0

0
0
𝜂v 𝐫

where 𝛿WX is Kronecker delta, 𝛾b = 𝜀d − 𝜀L , and the identity 𝜂& + 𝜂( + 𝜂v = 1 at every
lattice site r has been used. The first term in Eq. 2.6 represents an isotropic volume strain
that is homogeneous throughout the whole system and thus does not generate lattice
misfit ¾ it does not contribute to the elastic energy in Eq. 2.4 since its Fourier transform
is nonzero only at 𝐤 = 0 which is excluded in the principal-value integral.

Substituting Eq. 2.6 into Eq. 2.4 reduces the elastic energy formula, which can be
expressed explicitly in terms of 𝜂W (𝐤), the Fourier transform of 𝜂W (𝐫), when elastic
modulus tensor of cubic symmetry is considered. Instead of the three cubic elastic
constants 𝐶&& , 𝐶&( and 𝐶yy , it is more convenient to formulate in terms of shear modulus
𝐶 # = (𝐶&& − 𝐶&( )/2 on (110) plane, Poisson’s ratio 𝜈 = 𝐶&( /(𝐶&& + 𝐶&( ) under [100]
uniaxial stress, and elastic anisotropy parameter 𝐴 = 1 + 𝑎 = 𝐶/𝐶 # defined as the ratio
between shear modulus 𝐶 = 𝐶yy on (100) plane and shear modulus 𝐶 # on (110) plane.
The elastic energy is expressed as:
𝐸gh = 𝐶 # 𝛾b( ∫

Eq. 2.7

@ j : }(𝐤)
(k j ~(𝐧)

where 𝐷(𝐧) is defined as:
Eq. 2.8

𝐷 𝐧 = 1−𝜈 1+𝑎

(

− 2𝑎 1 + 𝑎 𝑛&( 𝑛(( + 𝑛(( 𝑛v( + 𝑛v( 𝑛&(

+2𝑎( [3 + (1 − 2𝜈)𝑎]𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝑛v(
and 𝐹(𝐤) is an explicit function of 𝜂W (𝐤):
Eq. 2.9

𝐹 𝐤 =

v
W[&

v
X[& ϕWX

𝐧 𝜂W 𝐤 𝜂X (𝐤)∗

where ϕWX 𝐧 has the following components (note that ϕWX is not a tensor):
Eq. 2.10

ϕ&& 𝐧 = 1 + 𝑎 { 1 + 𝑎 1 − 𝑛&(
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(

− 2𝑎 1 + 𝜈 𝑛(( 𝑛v(

+2𝑎[2 + 𝑎(1 − 𝜈)]𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝑛v( }
ϕ(( 𝐧 = 1 + 𝑎 { 1 + 𝑎 1 − 𝑛((

(

− 2𝑎 1 + 𝜈 𝑛v( 𝑛&(

+2𝑎[2 + 𝑎(1 − 𝜈)]𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝑛v( }
ϕvv 𝐧 = 1 + 𝑎 { 1 + 𝑎 1 − 𝑛&(

(

− 2𝑎 1 + 𝜈 𝑛(( 𝑛v(

+2𝑎[2 + 𝑎(1 − 𝜈)]𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝑛v( }
ϕ(v 𝐧 = ϕv( 𝐧 = 1 + 𝑎 [ 1 + 𝑎 𝜈𝑛&( + 1 + 𝑎 𝑛(( 𝑛v( − 2𝑎 1 − 𝑎𝜈 𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝑛v( ]
ϕv& 𝐧 = ϕ&v 𝐧 = 1 + 𝑎 [ 1 + 𝑎 𝜈𝑛(( + 1 + 𝑎 𝑛v( 𝑛&( − 2𝑎 1 − 𝑎𝜈 𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝑛v( ]
ϕ&( 𝐧 = ϕ(& 𝐧 = 1 + 𝑎 [ 1 + 𝑎 𝜈𝑛v( + 1 + 𝑎 𝑛&( 𝑛(( − 2𝑎 1 − 𝑎𝜈 𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝑛v( ]
In the case of isotropic elasticity, 𝑎 = 0 (i.e., 𝐴 = 1), Eq. 2.8 reduces to 𝐷 𝐧 = 1 − 𝜈,
and Eq. 2.9 simplifies to:
𝐹 𝐤 =

Eq. 2.11
1 − 𝑛&( ( 𝜂& 𝐤 𝜂& 𝐤

∗

+ 1 − 𝑛(( ( 𝜂( 𝐤 𝜂( 𝐤

∗

+ 1 − 𝑛v( ( 𝜂v 𝐤 𝜂v 𝐤

+ 𝜈𝑛&( + 𝑛(( 𝑛v( 𝜂( 𝐤 𝜂v 𝐤

∗

+ 𝜂v 𝐤 𝜂( 𝐤

∗

+ 𝜈𝑛(( + 𝑛v( 𝑛&( 𝜂v 𝐤 𝜂& 𝐤

∗

+ 𝜂& 𝐤 𝜂v 𝐤

∗

+ 𝜈𝑛v( + 𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝜂& 𝐤 𝜂( 𝐤

∗

+ 𝜂( 𝐤 𝜂& 𝐤

∗

∗

Here it is worth making a brief conceptual comparison between the above formulated
model with the Ising model of ferromagnetism. The role of the exchange interaction
between nearest-neighbor spin pairs in the Ising model of ferromagnetism is replaced by
the long-range dipole-dipole-like elastic interactions among the orientation variants over
all lattice sites in the above quasi-spin Ising model of ferroelastic phase transition and
thermoelastic martensitic transformation. At sufficiently low temperature, the
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ferromagnetic exchange interactions (with a positive sign) bring the system into an
ordered spin configuration of aligned spins, i.e., ferromagnetic phase; similarly, the
elastic interactions (which always produce a nonnegative total elastic energy) bring the
system into an ordered quasi-spin configuration described by the field variable 𝑠(𝐫),
which characterizes martensitic phase. At sufficiently high temperature, thermal
fluctuations disturb the spins into disordered configurations and each site possesses a zero
average magnetic dipole moment, i.e., paramagnetic phase; similarly, disordered quasispin configurations described by the time-dependent field variable 𝑠(𝐫; 𝑡) are expected to
result from thermal fluctuations, where each lattice site frequently switches among the
three orientation variants and thus the unit cell possesses an average cubic symmetry, i.e.,
austenitic phase. In addition to the phase transitions occurring in both models, there is
another aspect of fundamental importance in the analogy: a strong correlation develops
among the spins at temperature close to but above the Curie point of ferromagnetic
transition, which reflects the short-range ordering in the paramagnetic state; similarly,
displacement short-range ordering is expected in the austenitic phase, which could shed
light on the pre-martensitic phenomena. In particular, this proposed quasi-spin Ising
model of ferroelastic phase transition and thermoelastic martensitic transformation will
be employed to investigate the displacement short-range ordering phenomenon. To this
end, diffuse scattering produced by the short-range ordered displacement field will be
computed for the simulated quasi-spin configuration 𝑠(𝐫; 𝑡), as described in Chapter
2.2.3.
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2.2.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
The elastic energy of the quasi-spin configuration 𝑠(𝐫; 𝑡) or equivalently 𝜂 𝐫 =
[𝜂& 𝐫 , 𝜂( 𝐫 , 𝜂v 𝐫 ] in Eqs. 2.4 and 2.7 is the Hamiltonian function, which is used to
evolve the quasi-spin configuration and explore equilibrium state at given temperature
via Monte Carlo simulation using Metropolis algorithm [49]. In each sampling trial, one
lattice site is randomly selected, its current orientation variant is switched randomly into
one of the other two variants, and the acceptance ratio of this attempt is given by the
probability ratio of the Boltzmann factors of the attempted and current configurations:
𝑎=𝑒

K

∆M†‡
N; O

, where 𝑘ˆ is Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, and ∆𝐸gh is the

elastic energy change associated with this attempted variant switching on the selected
lattice site.

According to Eq. 2.9, in order to evaluate the elastic energy change ∆𝐸gh associated with
the orientation variant switching on a lattice site 𝐫 # , the Fourier transforms 𝜂W 𝐤 and
𝜂W# (𝐤) of the affected field variables 𝜂W (𝐫) before and 𝜂W# (𝐫) after the attempted switching
are needed to calculate the respective energies. To be specific, let us consider 𝜂‰ (𝐫 # )
which switches from 1 to 0, and 𝜂^ (𝐫 # ) which switches from 0 to 1, while the third field
is not affected. Before the attempted switching, their Fourier transforms are 𝜂‰ 𝐤 and
𝜂^ 𝐤 , respectively; after the above considered variant switching at the lattice site 𝐫 # , the
Fourier transforms 𝜂‰# (𝐤) and 𝜂^# (𝐤) can be evaluated from 𝜂‰ 𝐤 and 𝜂^ 𝐤 using the
following updating formulae:
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Eq. 2.12

3

𝜂‰# 𝐤 = 𝜂‰ 𝐤 − 𝑒 KW𝐤∙𝐫 , 𝜂^# 𝐤 = 𝜂^ 𝐤 + 𝑒 KW𝐤∙𝐫

3

which is more efficient than performing discrete Fourier transform for 𝜂‰# (𝐫) and hJ¢ ( r ) .
Therefore, only the initial fields 𝜂W 𝐤; 𝑡b need to be evaluated by fast Fourier transform,
while the subsequent fields can be recursively updated by using Eq. 2.12 during the
Monte Carlo simulation.

In terms of discrete Fourier transform, the k-space integration in Eq. 2.7 becomes
summation over all k points within the first Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice
associated with the lattice sites r in real space:
Eq. 2.13

𝐸gh = 𝐶 # 𝛾b(

‹
ZŒ

}(𝐤)
• ′ ~(𝐧)

where V is the total system volume, 𝑁 = 𝑁• 𝑁• 𝑁‘ is the total number of lattice sites, and
•′

excludes 𝐤 = 𝟎. According to Eqs. 2.8-10 and 13, the elastic energy 𝐸gh before the

attempted switching is evaluated using 𝜂‰ 𝐤 and 𝜂^ 𝐤 (together with the third
#
unaffected field), the elastic energy 𝐸gh
after the attempted switching is evaluated using

𝜂‰# 𝐤 and 𝜂^# 𝐤 , and the energy change associated with this attempted switching is
#
∆𝐸gh = 𝐸gh
− 𝐸gh , which is used to determine the acceptance ratio of the attempt in each

Monte Carlo sampling trial. The programming codes for the Monte Carlo of the
martensitic transformation and the codes for corresponding computational diffuse
scattering are displayed in Appendix C.1.
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2.2.3 Computational Diffuse Scattering
b
The lattice misfit strain field 𝜀WX
𝐫 given in Eq. 2.6 generates a displacement field 𝑢W (𝐫)

distributed on the lattice sites r, which can be expressed as a sum of a linear function of r
and a heterogeneous displacement field 𝑣W (𝐫), i.e., 𝑢W 𝐫 = 𝜀WX 𝑟X + 𝑣W (𝐫). The symmetric
tensor 𝜀WX = 𝜀XW describes a homogeneous strain throughout the system and is given by:
Eq. 2.14

b
𝜀WX = 𝜀WX
= 𝜀L 𝛿WX + 𝛾b (𝜂& 𝛿W& 𝛿X& + 𝜂( 𝛿W( 𝛿X( + 𝜂v 𝛿Wv 𝛿Xv )

where 𝜂W = 𝑉 K& ∫‹ 𝜂W 𝐫 𝑑 v 𝑟 = 𝑁 K&

r 𝜂W (𝐫)

is the spatial average of 𝜂W (𝐫) over the

system volume. The homogeneous strain 𝜀WX determines the positions of Bragg reflection
peaks from the quasi-spin configuration 𝑠(𝐫) or equivalently 𝜂 𝐫 =
[𝜂& 𝐫 , 𝜂( 𝐫 , 𝜂v 𝐫 ]. As shown in Chapter 2.3.2, the temperature-dependent thermal
fluctuations during ferroelastic phase transition and thermoelastic martensitic
transformation can be monitored by the macroscopic average strain 𝜀WX , i.e., the three
principal components 𝜀&& = 𝜀L + 𝛾b 𝜂& , 𝜀(( = 𝜀L + 𝛾b 𝜂( and 𝜀vv = 𝜀L + 𝛾b 𝜂v .
The heterogeneous displacement field 𝑣W (𝐫) produces local heterogeneous strain in the
lattice, which describes the structural deviations from the homogeneous average lattice
structure. The Fourier transform 𝑣W 𝐤 of the heterogeneous displacement field 𝑣W (𝐫) is
given by [3]:
Eq. 2.15

W

b
𝑣W 𝐤 = − WWX (𝐧)𝐶X:m˜ 𝑛: ∆𝜀m˜
(𝐤)
:

b
b
b
where ∆𝜀WX
𝐫 = 𝜀WX (𝐫) − 𝜀WX
and thus ∆𝜀WX
𝐤 = 𝟎 = 0 and 𝑣W 𝐤 = 𝟎 = 0. Using Eq.

2.6 and elastic modulus tensor of cubic symmetry, Eq. 2.15 reduces to:
Eq. 2.16

𝑣W 𝐤 = 𝛾b

W ™š (𝐤)
: ~(𝐧)
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𝑛W

where no summation is assumed over the repeated index i, 𝐷(𝐧) is the same as defined in
Eq. 2.8, and ψW (𝐤) is (note that ψW is not a vector):
Eq. 2.17a ψ& 𝐤 =

1−𝜈 1+𝑎
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+ 1 + 𝑎 𝜈 1 + 𝑎 − 1 + 𝑎 𝑛(( + 2𝑎𝑛v( 𝑛(( − 𝜈 𝜂( 𝐤
+ 1 + 𝑎 𝜈 1 + 𝑎 − 1 + 𝑎 𝑛v( + 2𝑎𝑛(( 𝑛v( − 𝜈 𝜂v 𝐤
Eq. 2.17b

ψ( 𝐤 = 1 + 𝑎 𝜈 1 + 𝑎 − 1 + 𝑎 𝑛&( + 2𝑎𝑛v( 𝑛&( − 𝜈 𝜂& 𝐤
+ 1−𝜈 1+𝑎

(
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Eq. 2.17c

ψv 𝐤 = 1 + 𝑎 𝜈 1 + 𝑎 − 1 + 𝑎 𝑛&( + 2𝑎𝑛(( 𝑛&( − 𝜈 𝜂& 𝐤
+ 1 + 𝑎 𝜈 1 + 𝑎 − 1 + 𝑎 𝑛(( + 2𝑎𝑛&( 𝑛(( − 𝜈 𝜂( 𝐤
+ 1−𝜈 1+𝑎

(

+ 1 − 𝑎( 𝑛&( + 𝑛(( − 4𝑎 1 − 𝜈𝑎 𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝜂v 𝐤

which can be further simplified in the case of elastic isotropy, i.e., 𝑎 = 0.

The existence of the heterogeneous displacement field 𝑣W (𝐫) in the lattice produces
diffuse scattering, where the scattering intensity is distributed in the reciprocal space at
positions away from the Bragg reflection peaks. In particular, the diffuse scattering
intensity distribution around Bragg peak centered at fundamental reciprocal lattice vector
K is given by [50]:
Eq. 2.18

𝐼žŸ

K(
𝐊; 𝐤 = 𝑉¢ghh
|𝑛b |( |(𝐊 + 𝐤) ∙ 𝐯(𝐤)|( ) ∝ |(𝐊 + 𝐤) ∙ 𝐯(𝐤)|(

where 𝑉¢ghh is the unit cell volume of the lattice, 𝑛b is the structure factor, the reciprocal
lattice vector K can be expressed via the Bragg peak index(HKL), and k is defined within
the first Brillouin zone centered at K. For a cubic array of lattice sites r, 𝐊 ∝ (𝐻, 𝐾, 𝐿).
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The diffuse scattering exhibits different intensity distribution features around different
Bragg peaks through the dependence on the peak indices (HKL), as shown in Chapter
2.3.4.

2.3 Results and Discussions
To carry out Monte Carlo simulation based on the above formulated quasi-spin Ising
model of ferroelastic phase transition and thermoelastic martensitic transformation, it is
convenient to introduce normalized dimensionless temperature. To this end, an energy
unit is defined as 𝐸b = 𝐶𝛾b( ∆𝑉, where C is an elastic constant, and ∆𝑉 = 𝑉/𝑁 is the unit
cell volume of the lattice. A reference temperature is defined as 𝑇b = 𝐸b /𝑘¨ , and the
dimensionless temperature 𝑇 ∗ is defined by normalizing the temperature T with respect to
the reference temperature 𝑇b , i.e., 𝑇 ∗ = 𝑇/𝑇b . In the following, the simulation results are
presented in 𝑇 ∗ . It is worth noting that the shear modulus 𝐶 = 𝐶yy on (100) plane, rather
than the shear modulus 𝐶 # = (𝐶&& − 𝐶&( )/2 on (110) plane, is used in the normalization,
because 𝐶 # usually exhibits significant temperature-dependent softening in premartensitic austenite while C remains approximately constant. In the simulations
presented in the following, 32´32´32 computational grids are employed, and isotropic
elasticity is assumed, i.e., 𝑎 = 0 (𝐴 = 1), except for Chapter 2.3.6 which addresses the
effects of elastic anisotropy on the phase transition and diffuse scattering.

2.3.1 Phase Transition
As expected, a phase transition occurs in the above formulated quasi-spin Ising model.
Figure 2.2 shows the simulated equilibrium states representative of disordered quasi-spin
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configuration at 𝑇 ∗ = 0.22 and ordered configuration at 𝑇 ∗ = 0.20, respectively. In the
disordered state shown in Figure 2.2(a), the three martensite orientation variants appear to
be randomly distributed throughout the system, where the crystal lattice averaged over
&

the system volume is cubic (i.e., 𝜂W = ), and the local unit cell averaged over the
v

&

simulation time is also cubic (i.e., 𝜂W (𝐫) = ); nevertheless, quantitative analysis reveals
v

the existence of spatial correlation among these variants at temperatures above the phase
transition, which reflects temperature-dependent displacement short-range ordering in the
pre-martensitic austenite, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.3.3. In the ordered state
shown in Figure 2.2(b), the orientation variants self-assemble into polytwinned plates
characteristic of martensitic microstructures, which reflects the development of longrange order in the martensite. To visualize the elastic distortions in the lattice due to
coherency strain, Figure 2.2 also shows the deformed lattices defined by the displaced
sites 𝐫 + 𝐮(𝐫) at the corresponding temperatures, where the austenite maintains an
average cubic lattice (averaged over volume or over simulation time), while the
martensitic lattice exhibits characteristic surface relief features associated with the
martensite plates (such a martensitic microstructure corresponds to a low-energy quasispin configuration that is stable at low temperature with respect to time).
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Figure 2.2. Simulated equilibrium multi-variant configurations representative of (a)
disordered austenitic state at T = 1.05TC and (b) ordered martensitic state at T = 0.96TC.
The top row illustrates spatial distributions of three orientation variants by three colors
(red, green, blue). The bottom row illustrates elastic distortion in the lattice due to
coherency strain (for clarity, 𝛾b = 𝜀d − 𝜀L = 0.4 is assumed).

The simulation results shown in Figure 2.2 indicate a phase transition temperature
between 𝑇 ∗ = 0.22 and 𝑇 ∗ = 0.20. As shown in Chapter 2.3.2, the phase transition
temperature is more precisely determined to be 𝑇«∗ = 0.209 through quantitative analysis
of the temperature-dependent thermal fluctuations in strains near the phase transition.
Figure 2.3 shows the simulated evolution process during the phase transition when an
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equilibrium disordered configuration is obtained at 𝑇 ∗ = 0.22 is quenched to and held at
𝑇 ∗ = 0.20. At temperature above 𝑇«∗ , thermal fluctuations disturb the orientation variant
distribution into disordered configurations, where each lattice site frequently switches
among the three orientation variants, and thus the average lattice symmetry is cubic, i.e.,
austenite phase. At temperature below 𝑇«∗ , thermal fluctuations are inadequate to compete
with the long-range dipole-dipole-like elastic interactions among the orientation variants,
which bring the system into an ordered configuration, i.e., martensite phase. The ordered
orientation variant arrangement, i.e., polytwinned plate microstructure, selfaccommodates the lattice misfit among the orientation variants and minimizes the elastic
energy of the whole system. As shown in Figure 2.3(a-e), after being quenched to below
𝑇«∗ , the original disordered configuration becomes unstable, the orientation variants start
to develop strong spatial correlation over a longer distance and eventually form longrange ordered configuration.
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Figure 2.3. Simulated evolution process during martensitic phase transformation when an
equilibrium disordered austenite configuration obtained at 𝑇 ∗ = 0.22 (T = 1.05TC) is
quenched to and held at 𝑇 ∗ = 0.20 (T = 0.96TC) after (a) 0, (b) 50, (c) 100, (d) 150, and
(e) 200 Monte Carlo steps.

2.3.2 Thermal Fluctuations near Phase Transition Temperature
According to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [51], the thermal fluctuation of the longrange order parameter (i.e., mean square fluctuation) of the phase transition is
proportional to (𝑇 − 𝑇« )K& in the vicinity of the phase transition temperature 𝑇« . This
relation allows a more precise determination of 𝑇« based on simulation results at a limited
number of temperatures near 𝑇« . In ferroelastic phase transition and thermoelastic
martensitic transformation, which are displacive structural transformations, strain is the
∗
long-range order parameter. Thermal fluctuations in the macroscopic strain𝜀WX
= 𝜀WX /𝛾b ,
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∗
∗
∗
in particular, the three principal components 𝜀&&
(𝑡 ∗ ), 𝜀((
(𝑡 ∗ ) and 𝜀vv
(𝑡 ∗ ) as described in

Chapter 2.2.3, are simulated at temperatures above 𝑇« , and two examples are plotted as a
function of the simulation time 𝑡 ∗ (i.e., Monte Carlo steps) in Figure 2.4(a, b). As
expected, the strain fluctuations increase when T decreases towards 𝑇« . The standard
∗
∗
deviation ∆𝜀WX
in each strain component 𝜀WX
(𝑡 ∗ ) is calculated with respect to its time∗
∗ (
∗ (
∗ (
average value 𝜀WX
(𝑡 ∗ ) , and the values of (∆𝜀 ∗ )( = (∆𝜀&&
) + (∆𝜀((
) + (∆𝜀vv
) and its

reciprocal (∆𝜀 ∗ )K( are plotted as a function of the temperature 𝑇 ∗ in Figure 2.4(c). A
linear fitting of the data points in the vicinity of 𝑇« in the functional form of (∆𝜀)( ∝
(𝑇 − 𝑇« )K& yields 𝑇«∗ = 0.209, as shown in Figure 2.4(c), which is in agreement with the
simulation results presented in Figure 2.2. In the discussions of the simulation results, it
is more meaningful to consider the “homologous” temperature 𝑇-∗ =

<∗
<®∗

= 𝑇/𝑇« , which is

provided in the figures and/or captions presented in this paper.

Figure 2.4. Simulated fluctuations of strain components at representative temperatures
above phase transition temperature: (a) 𝑇 ∗ = 0.3 and (b) 𝑇 ∗ = 0.22. (c) Strain fluctuation
as a function of temperature. The blue line represents linear fitting in the vicinity of the
phase transition temperature, which gives 𝑇«∗ = 0.209.
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2.3.3 Diffuse Scattering and Displacement Short-Range Ordering

Figure 2.5. Simulated diffuse scattering around (H00) Bragg reflection peak at 𝑇 ∗ = 0.3
(𝑇 = 1.44𝑇« ) computed by using (a) full formula 𝐼žŸ (𝐊; 𝐤) ∝ |(𝐊 + 𝐤) ∙ 𝐯(𝐤)|( in Eq.
2.17 and (b) simplified formula 𝐼žŸ (𝐊; 𝐤) ∝ |𝐊 ∙ 𝐯(𝐤)|( in Eq. 2.18.

Development of short-range order prior to phase transition producing long-range order is
a phenomenon of fundamental importance. In particular, the displacement short-range
ordering (i.e., spatial correlation in the heterogeneous lattice displacements) in the premartensitic austenite state is an interesting phenomenon. The existence of such
displacement short-range ordering produces diffuse scattering in diffraction at intensities
away from sharp Bragg reflection peaks, as described in Chapter 2.2.3. Figure 2.5(a)
shows the simulated diffuse scattering around (H00) Bragg reflection peak at 𝑇 ∗ = 0.3
(𝑇 = 1.44𝑇« ) computed by using Eq. 2.16, i.e., 𝐼žŸ (𝐊; 𝐤) ∝ |(𝐊 + 𝐤) ∙ 𝐯(𝐤)|( . It is
worth noting that, in order to directly link the simulated diffuse scattering to the
experimentally measured diffuse scattering presented in Figures 1.1 and 1.2, a time
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averaging of the simulated diffuse scattering intensity over a sufficient number of Monte
Carlo steps (1000 in this work) after reaching thermodynamic equilibrium is performed
(Figure 2.5 indeed shows such time-averaged diffuse scattering), which is necessitated by
both the relatively small computational supercell (32´32´32 used in this work) affordable
to computer simulations and the relatively long exposure time required to experimentally
measure the weak diffuse scattering intensity (discussed in Chapter 2.2.4). Figure 2.6
demonstrates the simulated instantaneous diffuse scattering (without time averaging)
around (H00) Bragg reflection peak at 𝑇 ∗ = 0.3 (𝑇 = 1.44𝑇« ) and the corresponding
equilibrium microstructures at different simulation time t* (i.e., Monte Carlo step), after
the system equilibrates during t* = 0 to 1000. As expected, the instantaneous diffuse
scattering intensity shown in Figure 2.6 is very noisy due to the poor statistics associated
with the small computational supercell affordable to the Monte Carlo simulations. It is
observed that, more importantly, the time-averaging procedure very effectively improves
the statistics, and the time-averaged diffuse scattering intensity shown in Figure 2.5
achieves a significantly improved signal-to-noise ratio and exhibits the major features in
agreement with the experimentally measured diffuse scattering shown in Figure 1.1. In
this paper, simulation results of the time-averaged diffuse scattering are presented unless
otherwise explicitly specified such as in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.6. Simulated instantaneous diffuse scattering around (H00) Bragg reflection
peak at 𝑇 ∗ = 0.3 (𝑇 = 1.44𝑇« ) corresponding to equilibrium microstructures at different
simulation time (i.e., Monte Carlo step): (a) t*=1000 and (b) t*=1500.

It is also worth noting that the diffuse scattering is dominated by K and 𝐯(𝐤), while the
appearance of k in Eq. 2.16 accounts for the effect of local volume strain [50]. The
volume strain effect is small in the case considered here and can be safely neglected, thus
reducing Eq. 2.16 to the simplified formula:
𝐼žŸ (𝐊; 𝐤) ∝ |𝐊 ∙ 𝐯(𝐤)|(

Eq. 2.19

To compare with Figure 2.5(a), Figure 2.5(b) shows the simulated diffuse scattering
around the same Bragg reflection peak at the same temperature computed by using Eq.
2.19, which demonstrates the accuracy and validity of the simplified formula. Eq. 2.19
makes it easier to reveal the physical implications of the diffuse scattering. As one
example, consider the diffuse scattering around a (H00) Bragg reflection peak, where,
according to Eq. 2.19, I diff µ v!x ( k ) = v!x ( k ) v!x ( -k ) . It is readily shown that
2

Idiff µ P! ( k ) = ò P ( ρ ) e-ik×ρ d 3 r , where
Eq.2.20 P ( ρ ) = vx ( r ) vx ( r + ρ ) d 3r

ò
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is the auto-correlation function of the displacement field vx ( r ) in the lattice. This
displacement field is generated by both the spontaneous lattice misfit strain of the
martensite orientation variants and the elastic strain to maintain the lattice coherency.
Figures 2.7(a) and (b) show the auto-correlation P ( ρ ) obtained from the inverse Fourier
transform of the instantaneous diffuse scattering intensity shown in Figures 2.6(a) and
(b), respectively, which, as expected, are also noisy due to the poor statistics within a
small computational supercell. Figure 2.7(c) shows the time-averaged auto-correlation

P ( ρ) = ò vx ( r ) vx (r + ρ ) d 3r , which is obtained from the time-averaged diffuse
scattering intensity shown in Figure 2.5. As discussed above, the time averaging
effectively improves the statistics to achieve the results equivalent to that in adequately
large systems (such as in experiments). The auto-correlation function P ( ρ ) is analogous
to the Patterson function of the electron density field in a crystal structure [52] and also
the pair distribution function of the atoms in a material [53]. Unlike in long-range ordered
systems where sharp peaks appear in the Patterson function and pair distribution function,
which correspond to well-defined interatomic distance vectors in ordered atomic
arrangements, the auto-correlation function P ( ρ ) of the heterogeneous displacement
field vx ( r ) in the disordered austenite state exhibits significant values only at a small
distance r and vanishes rapidly with increasing distance, as shown in Figure 2.7, which
characterizes short-range ordering in the displacement field. The displacement shortrange ordering is dictated by the elastic interactions among the orientation variants:
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although the thermal fluctuations at a temperature above the phase transition prevent a
formation of long-range ordered configurations, the orientation variants develop a spatial
correlation over a short distance to reduce the elastic interaction energy, despite their
disordered distribution. Additionally, P ( ρ ) exhibits a pronounced directional
dependence, i.e., stronger correlation in 110 directions, indicating displacement shortrange ordering over a longer distance in 110 directions. Such anisotropic features are
also exhibited in the diffuse scattering shown in Figure 2.5, where stronger diffuse
scattering intensity is produced along with 110 directions. It has been shown that such

110 diffuse scattering rods are attributed to the displacement waves whose wavevectors
are along with 110 directions and displacement vectors are along with 110 directions
[50]. Indeed, the Fourier transform ν! ( k ) given in Eqs. 2.15 and 2.16 is the plane wave
representation of the heterogeneous displacement field v ( r ) . It is worth noting that such
displacement waves correspond to {110} 1 10 shear strains and are associated with the
twinning deformations on {110} planes that transform one orientation variant into
another variant of the tetragonal martensite.
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Figure 2.7. Simulated auto-correlation of displacement field

vx ( r )

in equilibrium

microstructures at T*=0.3 (T=1.44TC): (a) t*=1000, (b) t*=1500, and (c) time-averaged.
Isosurface at 10% maximum cross-correlation value is visualized within 32´32´32
computational supercells to illustrate the nature of displacement short-range ordering.

2.3.4 Bragg Peak Dependence of Diffuse Scattering and
Extinction Rule
According to Eq. 2.18 and analogous to Eq. 2.19, the diffuse scattering around a Bragg
reflection peak with a general index (HKL) reflects the spatial correlation of the
displacement field v(r) involving all three displacement components, i.e., 𝐻𝑣• 𝐫 +
𝐾𝑣• 𝐫 + 𝐿𝑣‘ 𝐫 , which indicates a strong dependence of the diffuse scattering on the
Bragg peak index (HKL) or the reciprocal lattice vector K as described in Eqs. 2.18 and
19. Figure 2.8 shows the simulated diffuse scattering around different Bragg reflection
peaks at the temperature 𝑇 ∗ = 0.25 (𝑇 = 1.20𝑇« ), which demonstrates the (HKL) or K
dependence of the diffuse scattering in agreement with the experimentally measured
diffuse scattering shown in Figure 1.2. There is a total of 6 diffuse scattering rods (or 12
diffuse scattering spikes, i.e., every rod consists of two spikes pointing in opposite
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directions), each along with one of 110 directions. It is worth noting that not all these
diffuse scattering rods and spikes appear around every Bragg peak. As a matter of fact,
individual diffuse scattering rods and spikes exhibit different relative intensities around
different Bragg peaks and even completely disappear around certain Bragg peaks. Such
extinction rule of diffuse scattering is described by Eq. 2.18. It has been shown that the
heterogeneous displacement field v(r) producing such 110 diffuse scattering can be
expressed as a sum of 12 branches of displacement plane waves with wavevectors along
110 directions and displacement vectors along 110 directions [11,50]. In particular,
the extinction rule of diffuse scattering allows us to associate each diffuse scattering rod
to a particular displacement plane wave branch. For example, the diffuse scattering rod
along 110 direction appears around 100 Bragg peak but disappears around 110
and 001 Bragg peaks, as shown in Figure 2.8. The displacement plane wave branch
producing the 110 diffuse scattering rod has wavevectors along 110 direction, i.e.,
𝐯(𝐤) is nonzero along k parallel to 110 as required by Eq. 2.19, and displacement
vectors along 110 direction, i.e., 𝐯 = (𝑣• , −𝑣• , 0), where 𝐊 ∙ 𝐯 = 0 at (HKL) = (110)
and (001) leading to the extinction of diffuse scattering around (110) and (001) Bragg
peaks. Around (H00) Bragg peaks as shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.8, the 4 diffuse
scattering rods respectively along 110 , 110 , 101 , and 101 appear with equal
intensity, while the 2 diffuse scattering rods respectively along [011] and [011]
completely disappear, since the displacement vectors in the latter two branches are
respectively along 011 and 011 directions, where 𝐊 ∙ 𝐯 = 0 for (H00) Bragg peaks.
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Figure 2.8. Simulated diffuse scattering around different Bragg reflection peaks (HKL) at
temperature T*=0.25 (T=1.20TC).

2.3.5 Temperature Dependence of Diffuse Scattering and
Displacement Short-Range Ordering
Figure 2.9 shows the simulated diffuse scattering around (H00) Bragg reflection peak at
different temperatures above the phase transition temperature 𝑇«∗ = 0.209, together with
the representative equilibrium microstructures at the corresponding temperatures. The
diffuse scattering becomes stronger upon cooling towards the phase transition
temperature, in agreement with the experimentally measured diffuse scattering shown in
Figure 1.1. As discussed in Chapter 2.3.3, the temperature dependence of the diffuse
scattering manifests the temperature dependence of the displacement short-range
ordering: with decreasing temperature, the correlation length of the displacement shortrange ordering becomes longer, since the role of elastic interactions among the
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orientation variants characterized by ∆𝐸gh becomes more prominent with respect to the
thermal energy characterized by 𝑘ˆ 𝑇 at lower temperature. Despite the apparent
resemblance in the disordered microstructures in the austenite state at different
temperatures shown in the second row of Figure 2.9, the diffuse scattering shown in the
first row of Figure 2.9 provides a direct means to quantitatively characterize the
difference in the spatial correlation and short-range ordering of the heterogeneous
displacement field at different temperatures in the pre-martensitic austenite state.

Figure 2.9. Simulated diffuse scattering around (H00) Bragg reflection peak at different
temperatures above the phase transition temperature 𝑇«∗ = 0.209: (a) T* = 1, (b) T* = 0.5,
(c) T* = 0.3, and (d) T* = 0.22. Representative equilibrium microstructures at
corresponding temperatures are shown in the second row.
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2.3.6 Effects of Elastic Anisotropy and Softening of Shear
Modulus
In this section, elastic anisotropy is considered. It is worth noting that while the shear
modulus 𝐶 = 𝐶yy on (100) plane is relatively insensitive to temperature and remains
approximately constant, the shear modulus 𝐶 # = (𝐶&& − 𝐶&( )/2 on (110) plane usually
exhibits significant softening upon cooling in pre-martensitic austenite state. Thus, the
anisotropy factor is defined as the Zener ratio between the two shear moduli, i.e., 𝐴 =
𝐶/𝐶 # [54], reflects the degree of elastic softening in the shear modulus 𝐶 # . Based on the
results from a series of Monte Carlo simulations, Figure 2.10(a) shows the phase
transition temperature 𝑇«∗ as a function of the reciprocal anisotropy factor 𝐴K& = 𝐶 # /𝐶,
which is proportional to the shear modulus 𝐶 # . It is observed that elastic softening in the
shear modulus 𝐶 # leads to a decrease in the phase transition temperature. This is caused
by the decrease in the strength of elastic interactions among the orientation variants: as
shown in Eqs. 2.7 and 2.13, the elastic interaction energy is proportional to 𝐶 # , and thus
elastic softening in 𝐶 # leads to the decreased value of 𝐶 # and weaker elastic interactions,
resulting in a more prominent role of thermal fluctuations and a decrease in the phase
transition temperature. Therefore, the elastic softening in the shear modulus 𝐶 # stabilizes
the disordered state (austenite). On the other hand, elastic hardening in 𝐶 # leads to an
increase in the phase transition temperature. Even though the elastic interaction energy is
proportional to 𝐶 # , the phase transition temperature 𝑇«∗ is not linearly proportional to 𝐶 #
as shown in Figure 2.10(a), because the elastic interaction energy also depends on the
anisotropy factor through 𝑎 = 𝐴 − 1 as shown in Eqs. 2.8 – 2.10.
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Figure 2.10. Effects of elastic anisotropy. (a) Simulated dependence of phase transition
temperature on reciprocal anisotropy factor 𝐴K& (proportional to shear modulus 𝐶 # ),
where the dashed line is a guide to the eye. Simulated diffuse scattering around (H00)
Bragg reflection peak at temperature T* = 0.3 with different elastic anisotropy factors: (b)
A = 10 corresponding to 𝐶 # softening; (c) A = 1 corresponding to elastic isotropy; and (d)
A = 0.6 corresponding to 𝐶 # hardening.

Figures 2.10(b)-(d) show the simulated diffuse scattering around (H00) Bragg reflection
peak at temperature T* = 0.3 with different elastic anisotropy factors (i.e., different
degrees of elastic softening in the shear modulus 𝐶 # ). It is observed that, at the same
temperature T* = 0.3, softened shear modulus 𝐶 # leads to weaker diffuse scattering. This
is caused by the weaker elastic interactions among the orientation variants due to
decreased 𝐶 # and thus weaker spatial correlation in the heterogeneous displacement field.
Also, the same temperature T* = 0.3 corresponds to different “homologous” temperatures
𝑇- = 𝑇 ∗/𝑇«∗ in the systems with different phase transition temperatures 𝑇«∗ due to
different elastic anisotropy factors (different degrees of elastic softening in the shear
modulus 𝐶 # ): according to 𝑇«∗ shown in Figure 2.10(a), 𝑇- ≈ 7 in the softening case
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shown in Figure 2.10(b), and 𝑇- ≈ 1.1 in the hardening case shown in Figure 2.10(d),
while 𝑇- = 1.44 in the isotropy case shown in Figure 2.10(c). In particular, the hardening
case of A = 0.6 corresponds to the lowest “homologous” temperature 𝑇- ≈ 1.1 among the
three cases and consequently exhibits the strongest diffuse scattering among the three
cases. It is worth noting that the elastic softening in the shear modulus 𝐶 # leads to sharper
diffuse scattering rods and spikes as shown in Figure 2.10 (b), in better agreement with
the diffuse scattering feature shown in Figure 1.1 that is experimentally measured in
Ni49.90Mn28.75Ga21.35 single crystal that undergoes significant 𝐶 # softening in the premartensitic austenite state. Softening in 𝐶 # promotes 110 | 110 displacement plane
waves that correspond to shear strains on {110} planes, resulting in sharper diffuse
scattering rods and spikes confined in 110 directions.

As discussed above, elastic softening tends to stabilize the high-temperature disordered
austenite phase and decrease the martensitic transformation temperature. It is worth
noting that such an effect can be explained in terms of increased entropy and thus
decreased free energy in the disordered austenite phase. In the quasi-spin Ising model and
Monte Carlo simulations presented above, the increased entropy effect is realized by
more frequent switching of the orientation variants and shorter correlation length of the
heterogeneous displacement field resulting from the weaker elastic interactions due to the
softer shear modulus 𝐶 # . This effect is analogous to the stabilization of the austenite
phase by a more general form of elastic softening, namely, phonon softening, where the
shear modulus softening corresponds to the long-wavelength limit of transverse acoustic
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phonon softening. It is well known that softened phonons stabilize the phases by
increasing the lattice vibrational entropy [55]. The analogy between the two mechanisms,
i.e., shear modulus softening and phonon softening, goes even further in the case of
cubic®tetragonal martensitic transformations. In austenitic systems that undergo
martensitic transformation into tetragonal phases, the transverse acoustic TA2 phonon
branches usually exhibit softening upon cooling towards the phase transition temperature.
The TA2 phonons are characterized by wavevectors along 110 directions and
polarization (displacement) vectors along 110 directions [11], which are the same as
the displacement plane waves discussed in Chapters 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. Indeed, the TA2
phonons, when going to the long-wavelength limit and undergoing complete softening,
are believed to be responsible for the formation of tetragonal orientation variants during
the martensitic transformation. Therefore, the frequent switching of the orientation
variants in the Monte Carlo simulations and the associated short-range correlated
evolution of the heterogeneous displacement field, which can be represented in the form
of 110 | 110 displacement plane waves as discussed in Chapter 2.3.3, mimic the TA2
phonons in the pre-martensitic austenite state, where both stabilize the austenite phase,
decrease the phase transition temperature, and condense to form tetragonal orientation
variants during the martensitic transformation.

2.4 Summary
In this work, we focus on the intrinsic behaviors of a defect-free crystal that undergoes
cubic-to-tetragonal martensitic transformation to gain insight into the diffuse scattering
phenomenon in the pre-martensitic austenite state. To this end, a quasi-spin Ising model
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of ferroelastic phase transition is developed and employed to perform atomic-scale Monte
Carlo simulation of thermoelastic martensitic transformation. The quasi-spin variable
associated with the lattice sites characterizes the local unit cells of the orientation variants
of the ground-state martensite phase, which interact with each other through long-range
elastic interactions. The atomic-scale heterogeneous lattice displacements deviating from
the average lattice sites are treated effectively in a manner of displacement plane waves
that mimic acoustic phonons relevant to the martensitic transformation. The diffuse
scattering is correlated to the short-range ordering of the atomic-scale heterogeneous
lattice displacements that develop in the pre-martensitic austenite crystal lattice prior to
the development of long-range order during martensitic transformation. In particular, the
110 diffuse scattering rods and spikes are attributed to the displacement plane waves
with wavevectors along 110 directions and displacement vectors along 110
directions, corresponding to 110 | 110 shear strains associated with the twinning
deformations on 110 planes that transform one orientation variant into another variant
of the tetragonal martensite. The effects of temperature, elastic anisotropy, and shear
modulus softening on the diffuse scattering and displacement short-range ordering are
investigated. The 110 | 110 displacement plane waves play a dominant role analogous
to the transverse acoustic TA2 phonons, both of which upon elastic softening stabilize the
austenite phase, decrease the phase transition temperature, and condense to form
tetragonal orientation variants during the martensitic transformation. The simulated
diffuse scattering is compared and agrees with the complementary synchrotron X-ray
single-crystal diffuse scattering experiment.
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3 Disorder-Order Transitions in Fe- 25 at % Ga: LongRange Ordering

3.1 Introduction
As we discussed in Chapter 1.2, the investigation on long-range ordering as well as the
short-range ordering is crucial for understanding the extraordinary enhancement of
magnetostriction of Fe-Ga alloys. More details of the research significance can be
reviewed in Chapter 1.2. Fe-Al alloys as one kind of earlier generation magnetostriction
materials have been studied extensively [56-60]. Al is in the same group as Ga, so the
properties of Fe-Al alloys are expected to give some useful insights for understanding the
Fe-Ga alloys. Figure 3.1 shows the iron-rich part of the phase diagram of the iron–
aluminum alloy system [61], in alloys containing more than ~19 at % Al, ordered phases
with the B2 and DO3 structures are formed. The alloys in the α-region of the phase
diagram (up to 20 at %Al) have important practical applications. For example, as shown
in Figure 3.2 the concentration dependence of the moderate tetragonal magnetostriction
coefficient on the concentration (λ100), which is analogous to the later discovered giant
magnetostriction material Fe-Ga which with low concentrations of gallium in iron
(Figure 3.5). It was shown that, in disordered alloys (α-phase), the addition of aluminum
reduces the shear modulus 𝐶 # = (𝐶&& − 𝐶&( )/2, whereas, in long-range-ordered alloys, it
reaches the minimum at the chemical composition Fe3Al. While the magnetoelastic
coupling constant b1, at room temperature has a maximum of 12.3 MJ/m3 at 16.6 at % Al
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[40]. Structural studies of the alloys of the iron-aluminum system in the α-region show
that there are signs of a trend to a local B2-type as well as DO3-type short-range ordering
[40]. Also, the local nearest chemical environment significantly influences the magnitude
of magnetic moments of the iron atoms: the ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, and spinspiral states almost have the same energy under appropriate situations [62].

Figure 3.1. Phase diagram of the iron-aluminum system in the iron-rich part. From K.Han
et al. with permission [61].
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Figure 3.2. Magnetostriction coefficients vs. aluminum concentration. From N. V. Ershov
et al. with permission [40].

Figure 3.3 shows the phase diagram of Fe-Ga alloys reported by Ikeda [63]. However,
DO3, an ordered BCC phase, has significant metastability and will precipitate prior to L12.
It is more useful to consider the metastable Fe-Ga phase diagram in Figure 1.3 [63].
Figure 1.4 shows Fe-Ga has two positive magnetostriction peaks in the Fe100-xGax alloy
[64]. Comparison of Fe-Al and Fe-Ga at Figure 3.2 and Figure 1.4 indicates the only one
magnetostriction peak in the Fe-Al system is located at the α-phase, while the two
magnetostriction peaks in Fe-Ga covers different phases. The heat treatment has much
more significant influences on the Fe-Ga alloys than Fe-Al alloys. In quenched samples
of Fe-Ga, the abrupt magnetostriction decline is pushed to a higher solute concentration
with a significant increase in λ100 to near 400 𝜇𝑆. Both the multiphase existence and the
dependence on the thermal history suggest that the structural state of the alloy is
important for understanding exceptional magnetostriction. Similar to Fe-Al, the addition
of gallium reduces the shear modulus 𝐶 # = (𝐶&& − 𝐶&( )/2 while the maximum value of
b1 is about ~15 MJ/m3 at Ga ≈ 18 at % and there is no strong magnetoelastic interaction
at room temperature in Fe100-xGax alloys with x>22 [30]. In analogy to the proposed
mechanism of Fe-Al, the short-range ordering of the Ga-Ga pairs is one possible
explanation [31,32]. The increase is ascribed to a lowering of the symmetry at Fe atoms
with Ga near neighbors and thus a marked change in the local strain dependence of the
magnetic anisotropy. There is some evidence showing the existence of <100> Ga-Ga
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pairs [65,66]. The first principle by Wu [31] shows ‘‘B2-like’’ coherent defects play a
crucial role in the large positive magnetostriction. The other possibilities for the origin of
the huge increase are thought to be related to intermediate tetragonal DO22 nanoclusters
which are transformed by the DO3 precipitation [67,68]. However, the lattice parameters
of the various cubic phases are nearly identical, and the atomic scattering factors of Fe
and Ga are similar, result in extremely low intensity of the superlattice. The intensity of
the strongest superlattice reflection associated with DO3 long-range order is calculated to
be only 0.6% of the strongest primary reflection [33]. In general, the measuring
techniques and the analysis of the ordering is crucial. In Fe-Al alloys, some works have
been done to separate the chemical short-range ordering and the atomic displacement
from the diffuse scattering, especially to investigate the Al-Al pair, Bohnes et al. by
fitting the theoretical scattering cross-section in the Borie and Sparks formulation to the
experimentally measured intensities of diffuse scattering to get the parameters of the
short-range order and atomic displacement [69]; Ershov et al. by comparing the
calculated diffuse scattering through the calculated atomic displacement from the first
principle with the assumption of the possible arrangement of the Al-Al pairs to the
experimental measured results [40]. In this dissertation, we choose Fe- 25at% Ga as the
simulation object. It has the stoichiometric composition of DO3 which is a suitable
breaking point for studying the complicated microstructure with both long-range ordering
and short-range ordering during the disorder-order (A2→DO3) transition.
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This chapter divides into four parts: the first part is an introduction, we use Fe-Al alloys
as an analogy to briefly elucidate the crucial meaning for investigating the LRO and SRO
of the Fe-Ga alloys to understand the exceptive magnetostriction (some complement of
the research significance can be reviewed in Chapter 1.2); the second part is the
methodology, focus on the DFT-based atomistic Monte Carlo simulation, and the
computational diffraction (the requirement for DFT-based atomistic Monte Carlo and
computational diffraction for analysis of LRO can be reviewed in Chapter 1.3 and 1.4,
respectively); the third part is results and discussions, exhibit the simulation results of
LRO during the disorder-order transition with two models (one with elastic energy, and
one without elastic energy); the last part is a summary.

Figure 3.3. Equilibrium Fe-Ga phase diagram. From Ikeda et al. with permission [63].
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3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Atomistic Model of Fe- 25 at% Ga and Monte Carlo
Simulation
The four phases A2, B2, DOv , and B32 may occur in the Fe-Ga system which is all bodycentered. It allows using the primitive coordinate system. The conventional and the
primitive cell are shown in Figure 3.4. There are several advantages to use the primitive
coordinate system: first, compared to the conventional coordinate system which shall
have fractions, all the lattice sites can be assigned continuous integer coordinates in the
primitive coordinate system which is a convenience for simulation; second, the discrete
Fourier transform is needed to calculate the elastic energy (will be discussed in Sec 3.2.2)
requires the periodic reciprocal k vectors. One thing to be noted is that by using the
primitive coordinate system, the simulation box is a parallelepiped box which is not a
common cubic anymore.
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Figure 3.4. The relationship between the conventional and primitive coordinate system of
BCC.

We have two models in our simulation. Model 1 only considers the chemical energy in
the evolution, in model 2 both chemical and elastic energy are considered. By separating
the two factors, more information can be caught. The relationship between real
temperature and the simulation temperature T ∗ is written in Eq. 3.1. K is a constant, k ¨ is
Boltzmann constant. The cooling is slower and slower when the temperature is lowering
down. The microstructure aging to equilibrium at each T ∗ before cooling down. Eq. 3.1
indicates the temperature cooled to 98% of the previous temperature at each cooling
process.
Eq. 3.1

∗

𝑇 = 𝐾 ∗ 0.98< /𝑘¨

The Metropolis algorithm is used to compute the probability of acceptance for a position
exchange and the position exchange only happens between the nearest neighbor.
K

Eq. 3.2

𝑃L = 𝑒
1,

∆M
N; O

,

∆𝐸 > 0
∆𝐸 ≤ 0

where DE is the total energy change after the position exchange.
The programming codes for the Monte Carlo of the disorder-order transition and the
codes for corresponding computational diffraction are displayed in Appendix C.2.

3.2.2 DFT-based Chemical and Elastic Interaction
The chemical energy change is associated with the position exchange when considering
the chemical interaction between the atoms of the kth nearest neighbor. For kth- nearest
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neighbor the expansion of the chemical energy change, ∆𝐸¢¹ is written in Eq. 3.3, where
∆E•»¹ written in Eq. 3.4 is the effective chemical energy and ∆N•»¹ is the difference in
the number of Ga-Ga pairs.
Eq. 3.3

∆𝐸¢¹ = ∆𝑁&½» − 1 ∗ ∆𝐸&½» + ∆𝑁•»¹ ∗ ∆𝐸•»¹ (𝑘 = 2, 3 … )

Eq. 3.4

•»¹
•»¹
•»¹
∆𝐸•»¹ = 𝐸¿¿
+ 𝐸¨¨
− 2𝐸¿¨

First Principles (FP) within the framework of Density Functional Theory (DFT) are
performed by using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP). The plane-wave
basis projector augmented-wave (PAW) method is used in the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA). The 3d, 4s electrons of Fe and 3d, 4s, 4p electrons of Ga are
included in valence states. To compute the effective chemical energies, 16´2´2 BCCbased supercell (8´1´1 DO3-based supercell) consisting of 128 is constructed. The
conjugate-gradient algorithm is used for structure optimization with the plane-wave
cutoff energy of 500 eV, convergence energy 10-5 eV, and 1´7´7 Monkhorst-Pack kpoints are used. Dr. Liwei Geng performed the DFT simulation.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the atomic configurations for FP DFT computations of chemical
bond energies in Fe-Ga alloys. Each configuration is embedded in a 4´4´4 BCC-based
supercell of Fe host lattice. The total energy of each corresponding supercell is 𝐸W . The
&½»
ordering energy of the first nearest neighbor chemical interactions, ∆𝐸&½» = 𝐸¿¿
+
&½»
&½»
𝐸¨¨
− 2𝐸¿¨
where A and B represent Fe and Ga, respectively, is determined by:

Eq. 3.5

∆𝐸&½» = 𝐸& + 𝐸v − 2𝐸(
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(Àž
The ordering energy of the second nearest-neighbor interactions, ∆𝐸(Àž = 𝐸¿¿
+
(Àž
(Àž
𝐸¨¨
− 2𝐸¿¨
, is determined by:

Eq. 3.6

∆𝐸(Àž = ∆𝐸&½» + 𝐸y − 𝐸v = 𝐸& + 𝐸y − 2𝐸(

vÁž
vÁž
The ordering energy of the third nearest-neighbor interactions, ∆𝐸vÁž = 𝐸¿¿
+ 𝐸¨¨
−
vÁž
2𝐸¿¨
, is determined by:

Eq. 3.7

∆𝐸vÁž = ∆𝐸&½» + 𝐸Â − 𝐸v = 𝐸& + 𝐸Â − 2𝐸(

Figure 3.5. Atomic configurations for FP DFT computations of chemical bond energies in
Fe-Ga alloys. Each configuration is embedded in a 16´2´2 BCC-based supercell of Fe
host lattice (not shown).

The lattice parameter 𝑎¢ = 2.834 Å of pure BCC iron crystal is first determined by energy
minimization, and is subsequently used to construct the atomic configurations in the
4´4´4 supercells. The VASP determined 𝑎¢ at 0 K is about 1.1% smaller than the
experimentally measured 𝑎¢ = 2.866 Å at room temperature (2.834/2.866 = 0.989), which
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is within the common range of DFT calculation accuracy. The energies of 𝐸& to 𝐸Â are
calculated with all atoms fixed (i.e., lattice undistorted). The computations give the
following ordering energies: ∆𝐸&½» = 0.408 eV, ∆𝐸(Àž = 0.241 eV, and ∆𝐸vÁž = 0.036
eV. In particular, ∆𝐸(Àž ∆𝐸&½» = 59.1%, and ∆𝐸vÁž ∆𝐸&½» = 8.8%. It is necessary to
consider the first- and second- nearest neighbor, while the third- nearest neighbor is also
considered in the Monte Carlos simulations.

The elastic constants of BCC iron host crystal are calculated by VASP, which gives
𝐶&& = 272 GPa, 𝐶&( = 158 GPa, 𝐶yy = 96 GPa. The Young’s modulus E along [100]
axis, shear modulus G on (100) plane and µ on (110) plane, Poisson’s ratio n, bulk
modulus K, and anisotropy ratio A=G/µ are determined and listed in Table 3.1. In order to
compare with the experimental values measured for polycrystalline iron, the values of
these elastic constants are averaged over random orientations by using two schemes,
namely, stiffness averaging <C> and compliance averaging <C-1>-1 that give the upper
and lower bounds of the elastic constants are listed in Table 3.1. The experimental values
of iron polycrystals from the public database are also listed in Table 3.1. Good agreement
between the calculation and experiment is observed. The bulk modulus is not affected by
the crystalline form (single- or poly-), and the VASP calculated K is about 15% higher
than the experimental value (196/170 = 1.15), which is within the common range of DFT
calculation accuracy. In our Monte Carlos simulations, the following DFT-determined
elastic constants of single-crystalline iron are used: G = 96 GPa = 0.60 eV/Å3 (µ = G/A =
57 GPa = 0.36 eV/Å3), n = 0.367 and A = 1.68 (a = A-1 = 0.68).
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Table 3.1. Elastic constants of iron: row C are calculated by VASP for iron single crystal,
row <C> and <C-1>-1 are orientation-averaged for untextured polycrystalline iron, and the
last row are reported experimental values of iron polycrystals from public database (AZO
Materials).
(GPa)

𝑪𝟏𝟏

𝑪𝟏𝟐

𝑪𝟒𝟒

E

n

G

µ

K

A

C

272

158

96

156

0.367

96

57

196

1.68

<C>

303

142

80

212

0.320

80

80

196

1

<C-1>-1

296

146

75

200

0.330

75

75

196

1

204-

0.29-

78-84

212

0.3

AZOM

160178

With respect to the host lattice of pure solvent Fe atoms, the substitutional solute Ga
atoms exhibit atomic radius misfit. The effective misfit strain of a solute Ga atom in the
bb
host BCC lattice is a volumetric misfit strain, 𝜀WX
= 𝜀Î 𝛿WX , where 𝜀Î = (𝑟ÏÐ − 𝑟Ñg )/𝑟Ñg is

the effective atomic radius misfit. The value of 𝜀Î is determined from the VASPcomputed energies 𝐸ÒÒ and 𝐸ÒÒÒ of the atomic configurations shown in Fig. 3.6. In
particular, 𝐸ÒÒ is the energy without lattice distortion, which takes into account the
chemical interactions through the ordering energies; 𝐸ÒÒÒ is the energy of equilibrium
state with lattice distortion; and 𝐸gh = 𝐸ÒÒÒ − 𝐸ÒÒ is the elastic energy of heterogeneous
lattice relaxation caused by the misfit strain 𝜀Î . The following microelasticity theory is
employed to determine 𝜀Î . Table 3.2 exhibits the parameters used in the Monte Carlo
simulations for Fe- 25 at% Ga.
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Figure 3.6. Illustration by the 2D square lattice of the atomic configurations for
computations of atomic radius misfit and volumetric misfit strain in Fe-Ga alloys. Each
configuration is calculated by FP DFT using a 4´4´4 BCC-based supercell (not shown).
Relaxation of Fe atoms only in the first nearest neighbor shell is illustrated in (c, d).
Table 3.2. Parameters determined from FP and used in the Monte Carlo simulations for
Fe- 25 at% Ga.
lattice parameter 𝑎d

2.834 Å

∆𝐸&sB

0.408 eV

∆𝐸(Ô@

0.241 eV

∆𝐸vr@

0.036 eV

Anisotropy Ratio A

1.68

Poisson’s Ratio n

0.367

𝜀Î

0.047

𝑎¢

2.834 Å
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In a binary substitutional Fe-Ga solid solution, the solvent-solute atomic configuration is
described by a two-value field 𝑐(𝐫), where c=0 and 1 correspond to solvent Fe and solute
Ga atoms, respectively. With respect to the solvent host lattice of pure A atoms, the misfit
strain of a solute B atom is:
1 0 0
bb
𝜀WX
= 𝜀Î 0 1 0
0 0 1

Eq. 3.8

b
bb
Where 𝜀Î = (𝑎¨ − 𝑎¿ )/𝑎¿ . The misfit strain field of the solid solution is 𝜀WX
𝐫 = 𝜀WX
𝑐(𝐫).

For a solid solution of cubic anisotropy, a = A-1 where A = G/µ, the elastic energy of
heterogeneous lattice relaxation is:
Eq. 3.9

𝐸gh = −𝜇𝜀Î ( ∫

@j: Ö 𝐧
(k j ™ 𝐧

𝑐(𝐤)𝑐(𝐤)∗

Where
Eq. 3.10

ϕ 𝐧 = (1 + 𝜈)( [ 1 + 𝑎

(

− 4𝑎 1 + 𝑎 𝑛&( 𝑛(( + 𝑛(( 𝑛v( + 𝑛v( 𝑛&( +

12𝑎( 𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝑛v( ]
and
Eq. 3.11

ψ 𝐧 = 1 − 2𝜈 { 1 − 𝜈 1 + 𝑎

(

− 2𝑎 1 + 𝑎 𝑛&( 𝑛(( + 𝑛(( 𝑛v( + 𝑛v( 𝑛&( +

2𝑎( 3 + 1 − 2𝜈 𝑎 𝑛&( 𝑛(( 𝑛v( }
The elastic energy 𝐸gh = 𝐸ÒÒÒ − 𝐸ÒÒ for a 4´4´4 supercell consisting of one solute Ga
atom and 127 solvent Fe atoms is computed by VASP. To determine EIII , all Fe atoms
can relax to reach equilibrium positions, which gives 𝐸gh = −0.0931 eV. The same
elastic energy is calculated by using Eq. 3.9, which is a function of one unknown variable
𝜀Î , allowing a determination of the misfit strain and yielding 𝜀Î = 0.047. The typical
elastic energy of the lattice misfit in Fe-Ga substitutional solid solution is 𝐸gh =
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&
(

𝐾(3𝜀Î )( 𝑎¢v = 0.14 eV (where K is bulk modulus and 3𝜀Î is volumetric strain), which is

comparable to the chemical ordering energies and thus is expected to play a competitive
role (note 𝑘¨ 𝑇 = 0.1 eV at T = 1160 K).

We compared the elastic energy of samples that are fully ordered DOv with fully
disordered Fe- 25at% Ga; fully ordered B2 with fully disordered Fe- 50at% Ga. The fully
disordered sample has lower energy than the ordered sample no matter what kind of
ordering the sample is. Obviously, both the concentration and the order parameters
influence the elastic energy. The results can be explained as the elastic energy comes
from the lattice relaxation, and the larger effective atomic radius of the Ga atom is
supposed to push the neighboring atoms away, while the Fe atoms in the ordered
structure have lower relaxation than the disordered structure due to the symmetric
position of the Ga atoms in the ordered structure.

3.2.3 Diffraction, Long-range Order Parameter, and Bonds
Counting
In the reciprocal space, the diffraction intensities of the superlattice and the fundamental
peaks can be calculated. Through the superlattice-to-fundamental peak intensity ratios, we
may get the long-range order parameters that can give information on the phases.

The heterogeneous displacement field vi ( r ) is given through its Fourier transform:
Eq. 3.12

𝑣W 𝐤 = −𝜀×
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W Øš 𝐧
:~ 𝐧

𝑛W 𝑐(𝐤)

where there is no summation over the repeated index i, and
Eq. 3.13a

𝑓& 𝐧 = (1 + 𝜈)(1 + 𝑎 − 2𝑎𝑛(( )(1 + 𝑎 − 2𝑎𝑛v( )

Eq. 3.13b

𝑓( 𝐧 = (1 + 𝜈)(1 + 𝑎 − 2𝑎𝑛v( )(1 + 𝑎 − 2𝑎𝑛&( )

Eq. 3.13c

𝑓v 𝐧 = (1 + 𝜈)(1 + 𝑎 − 2𝑎𝑛&( )(1 + 𝑎 − 2𝑎𝑛(( )

The diffuse scattering intensity distribution around Bragg peak K caused by the
displacement field is given by:
𝐼žŸ

Eq. 3.14

𝐊; 𝐤 = |(𝐊 + 𝐤) ∙ 𝐯(𝐤)|(

where the Bragg peak K is indexed by ( HKL ) .
The full diffraction intensity distribution of Bragg peak and diffuse scattering can be
calculated as follows. For the atomic field 𝑐(𝐑), where c=0 and 1 correspond to solvent A
(Fe) and solute B (Ga) atoms, the electron density field is:
Eq. 3.15

𝑛 𝐫 =

Û{

1 − 𝑐 𝐑 𝑛¿ 𝐫 − 𝐑 − 𝐯 𝐑

+ 𝑐 𝐑 𝑛¨ 𝐫 − 𝐑 − 𝐯 𝐑 }

where R indicates all lattice sites, and thus 𝑐(𝐑) and 𝐯 𝐑 correspond to above
𝑐(𝐫) and 𝐯 𝐫 , respectively. The Fourier transform is:
Eq. 3.16

𝑛 𝐊+𝐤 =

Û{

1 − 𝑐 𝐑 𝑛¿ 𝐊 + 𝐤 + 𝑐 𝐑 𝑛¨ 𝐊 + 𝐤 }
𝑒 KW𝐤∙𝐑 𝑒 KW𝐊∙𝐯(𝐑) 𝑒 KW𝐤∙𝐯(𝐑)

where 𝑛¿ 𝐊 + 𝐤 = 𝑓Ñg and 𝑛¨ 𝐊 + 𝐤 = 𝑓ÏÐ are the atomic scattering factors. Let us
assume that 𝑓Ñg = 𝑓b and 𝑓ÏÐ = 1.2𝑓b . The diffraction intensity is:
Eq. 3.17

𝐼 𝐊; 𝐤 = |𝑛 𝐊 + 𝐤 |(

For disordered A2«ordered B2/D03 phase transition in Fe-rich Fe1-xGax alloy (x£0.5), the
probability to find Ga at BCC unit cell-based atomic site r is:
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Eq. 3.18

𝑃ÏÐ 𝑟 = 𝑥 − 𝑥𝜂& 𝑒 W(k

•Ü•Ü‘

+ 𝑐𝜂( 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜋 𝑥 + 𝑦 + 𝑧 =

𝑥 − 𝑥𝜂& @𝛼 site
𝑥 + 𝑥𝜂& − 𝑐𝜂( @𝛽 site
𝑥 + 𝑥𝜂& + 𝑐𝜂( @𝛾 site

where 𝑐 = 2𝑥 if 𝑥 ≤ 0.25 and 𝑐 = 1 − 2𝑥 if 0.25 < 𝑥 ≤ 0.5. The ordered B2 phase is
characterized by one long-range order parameter 𝜂& with 𝜂( = 0, while the ordered D03
phase is characterized by two long-range order parameters 𝜂& and 𝜂( . The structure factor
F for fundamental Bragg peak (ℎ + 𝑘 + 𝑙 = 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛), superlattice satellite peak for ℎ + 𝑘 +
&

𝑙 = 𝑜𝑑𝑑, and superlattice satellite peak for ℎ, 𝑘, 𝑙 = 𝑛 + is respectively:
(

Eq. 3.19

𝐹b = 16[ 1 − 𝑥 𝑓Ñg + 𝑥𝑓ÏÐ ]
𝐹ℎ+𝑘+𝑙=𝑜𝑑𝑑 = 16𝑥(𝑓Fe − 𝑓Ga )𝜂1
𝐹

ℎ,𝑘,𝑙=𝑛+

1
2

= 8𝑐(𝑓𝐹𝑒 − 𝑓𝐺𝑎 )𝜂2

For disordered A2«ordered B32 phase transition in Fe-rich Fe1-xGax alloy (x£0.5), the
probability to find Ga at BCC unit cell-based atomic site r is:
Eq. 3.20

𝑃ÏÐ 𝑟 = 𝑥 − 𝑥𝜂[cos 𝜋 𝑥 + 𝑦 + 𝑧 − sin 𝜋(𝑥 + 𝑦 + 𝑧)] =

𝑥 − 𝑥𝜂 @𝛼& & 𝛽 site
𝑥 + 𝑥𝜂 @𝛼( & 𝛾 site
Ordered B32 phase is characterized by one long-range order parameter 𝜂. The structure
factor F for fundamental Bragg peak ( ℎ + 𝑘 + 𝑙 = 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 ), superlattice satellite peak
&

for ℎ + 𝑘 + 𝑙 = 𝑜𝑑𝑑, and superlattice satellite peak for ℎ, 𝑘, 𝑙 = 𝑛 + is respectively:
(
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𝐹b = 16[ 1 − 𝑥 𝑓Ñg + 𝑥𝑓ÏÐ ]

Eq. 3.21

𝐹ℎ+𝑘+𝑙=𝑜𝑑𝑑 = 0
𝐹

ℎ,𝑘,𝑙=𝑛+

1
2

= 8 2𝑥((𝑓𝐹𝑒 − 𝑓𝐺𝑎 )𝜂

Table 3.5 shows the existence of fundamental/superlattice peak for each phase, the
structure factor equals zero correspondings to the extinction of the superlattice peak.
Table 3.5. The existence of fundamental/superlattice peak for each phase.
A2

B2

𝐷𝑂v

B32

×

×

×

×

×

×

ℎ + 𝑘 + 𝑙 = 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛
ℎ + 𝑘 + 𝑙 = 𝑜𝑑𝑑
ℎ, 𝑘, 𝑙 = 𝑛 +

1
2

×

×

The superlattice peak intensity is the sum of the superlattice peak intensity of each phase:
~ò

ˆ(
j
𝐼ðÜ:Üm[ñ@@ = 𝐼ðÜ:Üm[ñ@@
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Eq. 3.22
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The combination of the Eqs. from 3.19 to 3.22, and introduce the volume fraction of B2,
D03, and B32, we may have:
‰ôõNõö÷øùù

Eq. 3.23
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(𝑉ˆ( + 𝑉~òj )
• Œ (Øûü KØýþ )Œ

([ &K• Øûü Ü•Øýþ ]Œ

𝜂( 𝑉ˆv(

While it is impossible to solve six unknowns 𝑉ˆ( , 𝑉~òj , 𝑉ˆv( , 𝜂& , 𝜂( , and 𝜂 with only two
independent equations from Eq. 3.23. In paper [70], the B2, D03, and B32 LRO parameters
for the 𝐴𝐵v stoichiometry was obtained in Eq. (24-28) with assumptions not accepted here.
reports B32 is unstable if

∆8 Œÿù
∆8 ó!"

(

< [71]. In our simulation, ∆𝐸(Àž ∆𝐸&½» = 59.1%. It is
v

reasonable to assume no B32 during the evolution. Then the Eq. 3.23 could be simplified
to:
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Eq. 3.24
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We may consider fundamental Bragg peak (222), B2 superlattice satellite peak (111), and
D03 superlattice satellite peak (1½ 1½ 1½), where the peak indices (hkl) are defined for
BCC unit cell. For the rhombohedral primitive cell, these three peak indices are ( 111 ), (½
½ ½), and (¾ ¾ ¾), respectively. The integrated peak intensity is used. We estimate the
volume fraction of different phases by counting bonds. We could first count the number of
bonds per identical supercell (same size as DO3 unit cell) for A2, B2, DO3, and B32,
respectively, then count the bonds in the simulation results for comparison. For example,
ÿ$!"

##
the 𝑁#(

means the number of n-nearest AA bonds per supercell for identical A2
ÿ$!"

structure, 𝑁′##

means the total n-nearest AA bonds from the simulation results, n up to

three. Eq. 3.25 shows the equations we could establish with the number of bonds per
supercell per structure and the volume fraction of different structures. N is the number of
supercells per simulation box which equals 2048.
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Table 3.6 shows the values of the number of bonds per supercell per structure. Remember
only DO3 has 25% Ga atoms which have the same concentration as our alloy system, the
probability of the atoms when counting the bonds for other structures needs to be
considered. One way to count the number of bonds per supercell per structure is to put the
atoms with the probability each structure should have at the 25% Ga composition in a big
simulation box, then divide the number of supercell per simulation box into the number of
the bonds counted from the simulation box to have the average number of bonds per
supercell per structure. By adding three equations together from Eq. 3.25, we obtain 𝑉#( +
𝑉ˆ( + 𝑉~òj + 𝑉ˆv( = 1 for all 1st, 2nd, and 3rd cases. The unit value ensured the physical
meaning of this method.
Table 3.6. The values of the number of bonds per supercell per structure.
𝐴𝐴&sB

𝐵𝐵&sB

A2

36

4

24

27

3

B2

32

0

32

30

DOv

32

0

32

B32

36

4

24

𝐴𝐵&sB

𝐴𝐴(Ô@

𝐵𝐵(Ô@ 𝐴𝐵(Ô@

𝐴𝐴vÁž

𝐵𝐵vÁž

𝐴𝐵vÁž

18

54

6

36

6

12

60

12

24

24

0

24

74

24

0

24

0

24

60

12

24
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After doing some simple algebra on Eq. 3.25, we could get the Eq. 3.26 as shown below.
There are only three independent equations in the following 6 equations. Below shows
when you combine Eq. 3.26(1a), (1b), (2a), and (3a), as an example, writing that in the
matrix format as Eq. 3.27, we get the determinant of the left 4×4 matrix is 0, the singularity
matrix means we can’t solve all the volume fractions.
Eq. 3.26 (1a)
Eq. 3.26 (1b)

𝑉#( + 𝑉ˆv( =
𝑉ˆ( + 𝑉~òj =

v(Z

𝑉#( + 2𝑉ˆ( =

Eq. 3.26 (2b)

𝑉~òj − 𝑉ˆ( + 𝑉ˆv( =

Eq. 3.26 (3b)
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Eq. 3.26 (3a)
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(yZ
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&(Z

Same as the diffraction, 𝑉ˆv( could be assumed to be 0 for analyzing results. Then the Eq.
3.27(a) could be simplified to Eq. 3.27(b). The non-zero determinant of the left 3×3 matrix
indicated the existence of the answers as shown in Eq. 3.28. One thing that needs to be
noted, this bond counting method is only accurate in the coarse domains due to the
APDB/IPDB effects, while it could be served as a complementary method for the
diffraction results to give some insight.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
The definition of model 1 and model 2 is in Chapter 3.2.1. For model 1, only chemical
energy is considered during the evolution from the initial A2 phase; for model 2, both
chemical and elastic energy is considered during the evolution from the initial A2 phase.
More details of the model and the Monte-Carlo could be reviewed in Chapter 3.2.1.

3.3.1 Long-Range Ordering during the Phase Transitions of Fe25 at% Ga from A2→ DO3
3.3.1.1 The model with Chemical Energy Only
Monte-Carlo simulations are performed in our model system from the initial disordered
A2 phase and slowly cooled to 300K. The cooling process is followed by Eq. 3.1. The
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size of the simulation box is 32×32×32. At the initial state, lattice sites are randomly
occupied by 75 at% Fe and 25 at% Ga atoms. Figure 3.7 shows the evolution of volume
fraction of different phases for model 1 by using the method we described in Chapter
3.2.4. Both 𝑉ˆ( and 𝑉~òj are gradually increased below the 𝑇s . Above the 𝑇s , the 𝑉~òj
always higher than 𝑉ˆ( in the disordered A2. Recall in our bonds counting method, the
supercell has 8 BCC cells. The volume of the B2 will be counted only when the 8 BCC
cells are all fulfilled with B2, while for DO3 the unit cell has 8 BCC cells originally. The
strict restriction underestimates the volume of the B2. 𝑉ˆ( has a small peak before the 𝑇s
may suggest transient B2 clusters which are also reported by [72,73]. 𝑉ˆ( has a rapidly
decreasing and 𝑉~òj has a rapidly increasing during the ordering transition. At low
temperatures, the 𝑉#( , 𝑉ˆ( , and 𝑉~òj has stable value around 0.03, 0, and 0.93,
respectively. It corresponds to disordering to ordering transition from A2→ DOv . The
value of 𝑉~òj is almost 1, very low value of 𝑉#( suggest the final structure may be very
coarse 𝐷𝑂v domains with APDBs. One thing needs to be mentioned, 𝑉#( + 𝑉ˆ( + 𝑉~òj is
not 1. This is due to the 𝑉ˆ( had a very low negative value around -0.03 after the
transition when we assumed 𝑉ˆv( was always 0 through Eq. 3.28. To use the volume
fraction in the diffraction, we artificially forced 𝑉ˆ( to be 0 when it had a negative value,
which automatically gave positive value to 𝑉ˆv( due to the restriction on Eq. 3.28. Recall
the bonds counting method is only accurate with coarse domains and our simulation box
is very small. Consider two fully ordered 𝐷𝑂v domains meet with APDB, the number of
the 𝑁′ˆˆ

ó!"

maybe increased by the APDBs. In fact, we only have 𝐷𝑂v . Followed by Eq.

3.28, where the 𝑉#( is calculated directly through the 𝑁′ˆˆ
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ó!"

, then we will have an

overestimated value for 𝑉#( . With the overestimated 𝑉#( , followed by Eq. 3.28, the 𝑉ˆ(
will be underestimated.

Figure 3.7. The evolution of volume fraction of different phases vs T for model 1.

From now on, for simplicity, 𝜂& calculated only with chemical effect for model 1 is
named as Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh , 𝜂& calculated with both chemical effect and elastic effect for
model 1 are named as Model1_𝜂&Ðhh , and so on. Figure 3.8(a) shows the evolution of the
order parameters Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh and Model1_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh with the help of the calculated
volume fraction. One can observe in Figure 3.8(a) that both Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh and
Model1_2 have small values at the initial disordered A2 phase. Followed with the
cooling process, the Model1_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh is stable, and Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh always has a
relatively higher value than Model1_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh with the difference between them is
gradually increase until the beginning of the ordering transition. It suggests the system
tends to form B2 transient state at least B2 clusters, note the long-range order parameter
for fully ordered B2 phase is 𝜂& = 1, 𝜂( = 0, and for fully ordered DOv is 𝜂& = 𝜂( = 1.
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This transient B2 state has also been observed in other alloy systems which undergo the
A2→ DOv [72,73]. Then two order parameters rapidly increase in the range of 1145K to
1100K followed by a gradual increase (shown in the inset of Figure 3.8(a)) until reaching
steady values. Recall from the Figure 1.3, the 𝑇s is around 1048K from the metastable
phase diagram. The 𝑇s calculated from our simulation around 1100K is close to that. At
300K, Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh = 0.92, and Model1_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh = 0.85. It is obviously the
microstructure that forms DOv phase at 300K. While it is not a perfect fully ordered DOv
phase, there may be several reasons for this slight difference. For example, the existence
of B2, or the IPDB/APDB could lower the order parameters. It is obviously the transition
is A2→ DOv which is consistent with the evolution of volume fraction. The inset of
Figure 3.8(a) indicates the sharp transition of the LRO, as the Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh increases
from 0.22 to 0.87 and Model1_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh increases from 0.1 to 0.75 in around 50K
temperature interval, which are the characteristics of the first-order transition. More
details of the phase classification are in Appendix A. In Appendix A.2, the criteria for
first and second-order from the landau theory can be found. Followed the description in
A.2, we can find criterion 1 is satisfied for B2, B32, and DO3. The space group of the
symmetry elements of these three phases is a subgroup of the space group of A2.
Criterion 2 is also satisfied, the ordering wave vectors <100> for B2, <
&& &

and <100> and <

(( (

&& &
(( (

> for B32,

> for DO3 are all located at the “special points” of the FCC lattice

(reciprocal lattice of BCC) <000>, <100>, <

&& &
(( (

> and <

&&
((

0> in the first Brillouin

zone. Due to the B32 phase has been excluded, we only discussed the transitions which
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include A2, B2, and DO3 for criterion 3. For A2 → B2 transition, three <100> cannot be
added up to form an A2 reciprocal lattice vector, it is possible but not necessarily of
second order. For A2 → DOv transition, criterion 3 for the first-order transition is also
fulfilled. The wave vectors can be added up to form an FCC lattice vector, e.g. [-100] + [
& &
( (

]+[

&& &

<

(( (

&& &
(( (

] = [011] so that it must be of the first order. For B2 → DOv transition, three

> DO3 wave vectors cannot be combined to form a simple cubic lattice vector. The

<100> wave vectors are conserved so they cannot be counted. Same as A2→ B2, it is
therefore possibly but not necessarily of second order. Our results of the first-order
transition are also consistent with Landau's theory.

Figure 3.8. The evolution of order parameters 𝜂& and 𝜂( vs T for model 1. (a) Only
chemical ordering is considered in the diffraction intensity, (b) chemical ordering and
atomic displacement due to the elastic effect are considered in the diffraction intensity.

Compared to (a), in Figure 3.8(b), the atomic displacement due to the elastic effect is
considered into the diffraction intensity although the elastic energy hasn’t been
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&
(

considered in the simulation. The characteristics of the first-order transition are still
obvious. The LROs are both highly depressed at room temperature: the Model1_𝜂&Ðhh is
decreasing by around 44%, Model1_𝜂(Ðhh is decreasing by around 42%. The long-ranged
elastic effect significantly influences the diffraction intensity due to the involved atomic
displacement adding the diffuse scattering. Before the transition T, a contrast to (a),
where Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh always have a higher value than Model1_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh before the
transition T, the Model1_𝜂&Ðhh and Model1_𝜂(Ðhh above 5000K both fluctuate around 0.1.
The difference of Model1_𝜂&Ðhh and Model1_𝜂(Ðhh is gradually increasing only below
5000K. Also, in contrast to (a), Model1_𝜂&Ðhh is stable, the Model1_𝜂(Ðhh is decreasing
before the transition T. It may suggest the influence of the atomic displacement of the
short-range ordered B2 clusters below 5000K is significant.
3.3.1.2 The model with Chemical and Elastic Energy
Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the volume fraction of different phases for model 2. It
is almost identical to Figure 3.7 which shows the evolution for model 1. As shown by
Figure 3.10, the Ts is still in the range of 1145K to 1100K. The characteristic of the firstorder transition doesn’t change with the participation of the elastic energy. Comparing
Figure 3.10(a) to Figure 3.8(a), the Model2_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh is decreasing by around 2%
compared to Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh , Model2_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh is decreasing by around 16%
compared to Model1_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh at room temperature. The elastic energy affects the
transition. Recall 𝜂& = 1, 𝜂( = 0 represents fully ordered B2, the slightly lower value of
Model2_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh and unneglectable lower value of Model2_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh suggest that with
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the elastic energy, the microstructure may have more DO3 APDBs and/or more B2
clusters. It is consistent with the results we discussed in Chapter 3.2.2 that disordered
structure has lower elastic energy than the ordered structure, so the elastic energy could
suppress the ordering process which may cause more DO3 APDBs and more B2 clusters.
Although the B2 has the same elastic energy as DO3, more B2 clusters could introduce
more IPDB. Like model 1, comparing Figure 3.10(b) to (a), the long-ranged elastic effect
significantly depresses the diffraction intensity. At room temperature, the Model2_𝜂&Ðhh is
decreasing by around 51%, Model2_𝜂(Ðhh is decreasing by around 43% if compared to
Model2_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh and Model2_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh , respectively. Recall the Model1_𝜂&Ðhh is
decreasing by around 44%, Model1_𝜂(Ðhh is decreasing by around 42% compared to
Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh and Model1_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh , respectively. The slightly stronger decreasing
of Model2_𝜂&Ðhh may suggest the atomic displacement has more effects on DO3
APDBs/B2 clusters. Similar to model 1, where Model2_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh always have a higher
value than Model2_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh before the transition T, still suggests the formation of B2
clusters; the Model2_𝜂&Ðhh and Model2_𝜂(Ðhh above 5000K both fluctuate around 0.1 with
the difference of them gradually increasing only below 5000K still suggests the atomic
displacement has more effects on B2 clusters. Comparing Figure 3.10(b) to Figure 3.8(b),
the Model2_𝜂&Ðhh is decreasing by around 13%, Model2_𝜂(Ðhh is decreasing by around 18%
compared to Model1_𝜂&Ðhh and Model1_𝜂(Ðhh , respectively. Recall the Model2_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh is
decreasing by around 2% only compared to Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh , Model2_𝜂(¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh is
decreasing by around 16% compared to Model1_𝜂&¢¹g4Ÿ¢Ðh , it consistent with the
assumption we discussed just above that the atomic displacement has more effects on
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DO3 APDBs/B2 clusters while model 2 forms more DO3 APDBs/B2 which makes
Model2_𝜂&Ðhh − Model1_𝜂&Ðhh and Model2_𝜂(Ðhh − Model1_𝜂(Ðhh closely.

Figure 3.9. The evolution of volume fraction of different phases vs T for model 2.

Figure 3.10. The evolution of order parameters 𝜂& and 𝜂( vs T for model 2. (a) Only
chemical ordering is considered in the diffraction intensity, (b) chemical ordering and
atomic displacement due to the elastic effect are considered in the diffraction intensity.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we investigate the long-range ordering during the disorder-order transition
of Fe- 25 at% Ga alloy. Two models have been considered, for model 1, only chemical
interaction between Fe and Ga is involved; for model 2, the elastic energy resulting from
the atomic misfit of Ga is added. The volume fraction for all the four possible BCC
phases (A2, B2, DO3, and B32) couldn’t be solved with the bond counting methods. With
the reasonable assumption of 𝑉ˆv( = 0, the long-range order parameters 𝜂& and 𝜂( have
been calculated from the integrated diffraction with the help of the volume fraction of the
B2 and DOv . No matter with the elastic energy or not, the ordering transition remains the
first ordered A2→DO3. For model 1, the existence of transient B2 phase/ B2 clusters may
exist before the transition. The long-range order parameters have been strongly decreased
with the atomic displacement, and the atomic displacement of the short-range ordered B2
clusters below 5000K is significant. For model 2 which has the elastic energy involved,
the microstructure at room temperature may have more DO3 APDBs and/or more B2
clusters. It is consistent with the results we discussed in Chapter 3.2.2 that disordered
structure has lower elastic energy than the ordered structure, so the elastic energy could
suppress the ordering process which may cause more DO3 APDBs and more B2 clusters.
Similar to model 1, the formation of B2 clusters may exist before the transition and the
atomic displacement has more effects on B2 clusters below 5000K. Furthermore, the
atomic displacement may have more effects on DO3 APDBs as well as B2 clusters.
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4 Disorder-Order Transitions in Fe- 25 at % Ga:
Antiphase Domain Boundaries
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, the evolution of the long-range ordering during the A2→ DO3 of Fe-25 at %
Ga has been studied with a focus on the evolution of the long-range order parameters.
There are still some details that can be mined through the real space with the appropriate
visualization, for example, the inevitable DO3-APDBs which lower the order parameters
of the DO3 ordered phase. In fact, the investigation of the APDBs has its own
significance. Especially, the DO3-type ordering can result in several features that are
absent for the simplest B2 ordering [73]. The APDBs are believed to significantly
influence the plastic and pseudoelastic properties. Although the pseudoelasticity is
generally based on a thermoelastic martensitic transformation, DO3 ordered Fe3Al single
crystals with 22–25 at % Al showed pseudoelasticity over a wide temperature range
(223–473K) without the martensitic transformation [74-76]. It was reported that the DO3
ordered Fe3Ga single crystals were found to show pseudoelasticity regardless of
martensitic transformation as Fe3Al [77-79]. The phenomenon in both alloys is believed
related to the “APB pseudoelasticity” result from the superpartial dislocations and the
antiphase boundaries [76,78].

Figure 4.1(b-e) shows four types of domains depending on the position of the fcc
sublattice enriched with B atoms, a-, b-, c-, and d- domain occupies 𝛼& , 𝛼( , 𝛽, and 𝛾 site,
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respectively. Figure 4.1(a) exhibits two types of APDBs exist with different phase-shift
vectors, a/4<111> and a/2<100>. The former is called B2-type APDBs which exist in
both the B2-type ordering and the DO3-type ordered structures, whereas the latter is
called DO3-type APDBs which exist only in the DO3-type ordering. Numerous studies on
the APDBs in ordered phases, like Fe3Al, have been carried out. Mesoscopic models on a
continuous medium are commonly used for studying the interfacial energy and the
mobility of the APDBs [80-83]. However, to the best of my knowledge, the APDBs
energy of the Fe-Ga system has not been revealed, while the atomistic scale of the
APDBs in the DO3 ordered structure is also lack. In this Chapter, as structural
investigations, besides the quantitative analysis of the long-range ordering during
ordering of the stoichiometric Fe3Ga from the simulated diffraction results, some
qualitative properties of the antiphase domain boundaries (APDBs) occurred in the
evolution have been discussed from the simulated microstructure.
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Figure 4.1. (a) DOv crystal structure with displacement vectors; (b-e) four types of
domains.

4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Pattern Match Method for Visualization
There are two ways to observe the evolution of the microstructure. One is through the
direct space, the other is through the reciprocal space. For visualizing the antiphase
domain boundaries, the different antiphase should be recognized. The template which
includes all the lattice sites of a designed unit cell can be made for each interested
phase/antiphase. Below we introduce the DOv phase as a sample which is the most
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concerned phase in this research. For DOv structure, we have 4 templates that represent 4
kinds of domains. Each template has 35 lattice sites and the occupied atoms are shown in
Figure 4.1. Each domain is assigned one RGB value. Through these RGB values, the
domains will be colored by the Tecplot Software. The domain-color comparison table is
shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. The RGB values and the used colors in this paper for DOv domains.
𝐃𝐎𝟑 APD

(R, G, B)

a-domain

(0, 0, 255)

b-domain

(255, 0, 255)

c-domain

(0, 255, 255)

d-domain

(255, 255, 0)

Color in Figure

Two things need to be noted: first, every lattice site in the simulation box needs to be
considered as the new origin then be scanned by each template. Although translating the
template from the initial origin can tile the whole lattice, DOv domains that don’t have the
multiple integer distance from the initial origin will be missed. Second, the corresponding
template-domain relation should be transferred depending on the relationship between the
new origin and the initial origin. This relationship is correlated with the remainder of
(x + y + z)/4. The x, y, and z are the coordinates of the new origin in the primitive
coordinate system. Table 4.2 shows the template transformation chart. Only the new
origin which has the multiple integer distance from the initial origin doesn’t influence the
template-domain relation. It is shown in the second column of Table 4.2 which states the
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template-domain relation remains the same when the remainder is 0. The lattice sites will
be marked as the corresponding domain followed by the template transformation rule
only when the scanned lattice sites are identical to the template.
Table 4.2. The template transformation chart for DOv domains. The remainder is defined
in the paragraph.
Remainder
Template

0

1

2

3

a-domain

a-domain

d-domain

b-domain

c-domain

b-domain

b-domain

c-domain

a-domain

d-domain

c-domain

c-domain

a-domain

d-domain

b-domain

d-domain

d-domain

b-domain

c-domain

a-domain

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Segregation on Conservative and Non-Conservative
APDBs in Stoichiometric Fe-Ga DO3 Phase
At the beginning of this part, several confusing terminologies in the papers for describing
APDBs in the DOv ordered structure will be clarified. The primitive definition of the
conservative APDB is it doesn’t generate excess concentration, on the contrary, the nonconservative APDB creates excess concentration [84]. There is also one definition that
the normal vector e of conservative APDB has zero dot product with the translation
vector n, while for the non-conservative APDB, the n ∙ e has non-zero dot product [85].
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In pioneering works [84,85], the authors showed the segregation happens in both
stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric alloys in the B2 structure. Even in the
stoichiometric alloy, the segregation effects vanish only if the APDB is in the class of
conservative APDB that verify n ∙ e = 0. The segregation on APDB in DOv ordered
structure also has been studied [82]. They demonstrated the spatial variation of solute
concentration happens in the stoichiometric alloy in both the B2-type and DOv -type
APDBs. While the authors considered the APDBs in the DOv ordered structure as
isotropic, they have focused on the segregation on APDBs with different phase-shift
vectors but don’t identify the conservative and non-conservative effects.

In the DOv ordered structure, the APDBs can form between any two of the four antiphase
domains. There are six APDB cases. We consider three orientations here, (100) (110) and
(111), only two APDB cases are independent, namely, a|b formed between a-domain and
b-domain and a|d formed between a-domain and d-domain, while the other four cases are
equivalent to one of these two, i.e., a|c, b|c, and b|d are equivalent to a|d, and c|d is
equivalent to a|b. The a|b is the DOv -type and the a|d is the B2-type APDB, so the results
of a|b and a|d can be generalized to DOv -type and B2-type, respectively. It is obvious that
both B2-type and DOv -type APDBs can be conservative or non-conservative. Figure 4.2
and Figure 4.3 show the (100) a|b and (100) a|d APDBs, respectively. For (100) a|b
APDBs, there are four positions shown in Figure 4.2. There are no segregations in any of
the positions. Unlike the (100) a|b APDB which is conservative that does not change the
local composition and its energy does not depend on its position, shown in Figure 4.3 the
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(100) a|d APDB is non-conservative and its energy depends on its position. Two types of
(100) a|d APDBs can form, namely, (100) a|d(FeGa) and (100) a|d(Fe) as shown in
Figure 4.3(a) (c) and (b) (d), respectively. (100) a|d(FeGa) have Ga excess, (100) a|d(Fe)
have Fe excess. Similar conclusions on (110) and (111) two orientations could be derived
with the same procedure. We could get one conclusion at least in these three orientations
that no segregation on any position of the conservative APDBs and the kind of
segregation is depending on the position of the APDBs in the non-conservative case. One
thing that need to be noted, the segregation effects don’t correspond to bonds alternation,
for example, the (100) a|b APDB is conservative, it may still alter the bonds, and the
influence on the energy of the APDBs which will be discussed later.

Figure 4.2. Four positions of (100) a|b APDBs of Fe3Ga DO3 phase in 3´1´1 supercell,
where the first nearest neighbor bonds across the boundaries are visualized.
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Figure 4.3. Four positions of (100) a|d APDBs of Fe3Ga DO3 phase in 3´1´1 supercell,
where the first nearest neighbor bonds across the boundaries are visualized. Two types of
(100) a|d APDBs formed between them: (a) and (c) (100) a|d(FeGa) boundaries, (b) and
(d) a|d(Fe) boundaries.

4.3.2 Energy Densities of APDBs in Stoichiometric Fe-Ga DO3
Phase
The energy densities of one perfect APDBs are γ = ΔE/S, where ΔE is the energy change
after inserting the APDB, and S is the cross-section area of the APDB. Without the
elastic energy, the ΔE can be calculated by counting the change of the bonds which cross
the APDB. As we mentioned previously, the results of a|b and a|d can be generalized to
the DO3-type and B2-type APDBs respectively due to symmetric reasons. Because the
chemical ordering energy may depend on the position of the APDB, it is necessary to
identify all the positions of each APDB. For (h k l) APDBs, the positions have been
named as 0|1, 1|2, 2|3, etc., the number represents the (h k l) plane in the middle cell
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(yellow color) in the order on Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 (a), (b), and (c) show the positions of
0|1 a|a imaginary APDB at (100) (110) and (111), respectively. For the full details of the
counting the change of the bonds up to second- nearest bonds of a|b, and a|d APDBs at
(100), and (110) can be found in Appendix B. Bonds cross (111) and third- nearest bonds
is too complex to draw clearly. Below the details of a|d (110), APDBs are discussed as an
example. There are four positions 0|1, 1|2, 2|3, and 3|4 for (110) APDBs. While 0|1 and
2|3, 1|2 and 3|4 are equivalent, for simplicity, only 0|1 and 1|2 will be demonstrated in the
future. Only 0|1, 1|2, 2|3, and 3|4 are independent in the twelve positions of (111)
APDBs. As an example, the first-, and second- nearest-neighbor bonds across the 0|1 a|d
(110) APDBs are visualized in Figure 4.5(a), (c), respectively; and (b), (d) is for the first-,
and second- nearest-neighbor bonds of 1|2 a|d (110) APDBs, respectively. In comparison,
Figure 4.6 shows the first-, and second- nearest-neighbor bonds across the 0|1 and 1|2 a|a
(110) of a fully ordered structure. The change of the bonds which cross the APDB can be
calculated through the difference of the number of the bonds which cross a|d APDBs and
cross the imaginary a|a fully ordered structure.
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Figure 4.4. Show the position of 0|1 a|a imaginary APDB of (a) (100), (b) (110), (c)
(111).

Figure 4.5. The first- nearest neighbor bonds across the 0|1 a|d (110) APDBs are
visualized in (a), the second nearest neighbor bonds are visualized in (c); (b) and (d) are
for the position 1|2.

Figure 4.6. The first- nearest neighbor bonds across the 0|1 a|a (110) imaginary APDBs
are visualized in (a) while the second nearest neighbor bonds are visualized in (c); (b) and
(d) are for position 1|2.
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Table 4.3 and 4.4 show the chemical ordering energy change of DO3-type and B2-type
APDBs, respectively. It could be found that the energies change of (100), (110) DO3type, and (110) B2-type APDBs doesn’t depend on the positions, it indicates the energy
of the conservative APDB doesn’t depend on the positions. (100) in DO3 ordered phase
can be considered as two types of planes alternated stacking. One is mixed by the same
amount of A and B atoms which will be named AB, another plane is occupied only by A
atoms which will be named as A. The (AB|AB) means AB mixed plane and AB mixed
plane are met together and so on. For (100) B2-type APDBs, 0|1 and 2|3 have the same
energy, and 1|2 and 3|4 have the same energy. It can be classified into (100) B2-type
(AB|AB) and (100) B2-type (A|A) APDBs. For (111) DO3-type APDBs, 0|1 has the same
energy as 1|2, and 2|3 as the same energy as 3|4. Because (111) plane in DO3 ordered
phase is occupied by only one kind of atoms, (111) DO3-type APDBs are classified into
A|B and A|A. For (111) B2-type APDBs, it can be classified into B|B, B&A|A, and A|A.
The B&A means the first- and the second- nearest (111) plane is occupied by A and B,
respectively.
Table 4.3. The chemical ordering energy change of DO3-type APDB in DO3 phase.
APDB

Chemical Ordering Energy Change

(100) DO3 –type

2∆𝐸 (Ô@ − 8∆𝐸 vr@

(110) DO3 –type

4∆𝐸 (Ô@ − 12∆𝐸 vr@

(111) DO3-type (A|B)

&½»
&½»
(Àž
(Àž
4𝐸¿¨
− 4𝐸¿¿
+ (12𝐸¨¨
− 12𝐸¿¨
) − 12∆𝐸 vr@
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(111) DO3-type (A|A)

&½»
&½»
(Àž
(Àž
12𝐸¿¿
− 12𝐸¿¨
+ (12𝐸¿¿
− 12𝐸¿¨
)−

12∆𝐸 vr@

Table 4.4. The chemical ordering energy change of B2-type APDB in DO3 phase.
APDB

Chemical Ordering Energy Change

(100) B2-type (AB|AB)

&½»
&½»
(4𝐸¨¨
− 4𝐸¿¿
) − 8∆𝐸 vr@

(100) B2-type (A|A)

&½»
&½»
(8𝐸¿¿
− 8𝐸¿ˆ
) −8∆𝐸 vr@

(110) B2-type

2∆𝐸&sB − 12∆𝐸 vr@

(111) B2-type (B|B)

(Àž
(Àž
4∆𝐸&sB − (12𝐸¿¿
− 12𝐸¿¨
) − 12∆𝐸 vr@

(111) B2-type (B&A|A)

&½»
&½»
(12𝐸¿¿
− 12𝐸¿ˆ
) − 12∆𝐸 vr@

(111) B2-type (A|A)

&½»
&½»
(Àž
(Àž
(12𝐸¿¿
− 12𝐸¿ˆ
) + (12𝐸¿¿
− 12𝐸¿¨
) − 12∆𝐸 vr@

One thing needs to be noted, in a pioneering paper [86], the energy of the APDB in both
B2- and DO3- types were calculated by the Eqs. 5-11 in that paper. Eq. 7 gave the energy
change per wrong bond which converts from an A-B pair to an A-A or B-B which only
suits the conservative APDBs perfectly. Their results for (110) DO3 –type are identical
with our results in Table 4.3. From the view of the experimental, the antiphase boundary
energy could be estimated by balancing the repulsive forces of the superpartials and the
attractive forces associated with the creation of any antiphase boundaries. While the
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identification of the superdislocation configuration by TEM using the weak-beam
technique is very difficult and the approximation only strictly applies to elastically
isotropic materials [87]. Several methods could estimate the energy of the APDBs from
the theoretical and numerical methods that will be discussed in Chapter 4.3.3.

From Table 4.4, besides the position-independent/dependent chemical ordering energy
change of the conservative/non-conservative APDBs, one other thing needs to be noted.
In our analysis, we considered up to third-nearest-neighbor interaction. If only consider
the first-nearest model, the DO3-type conservative APDBs will be special. It will not only
have no solute segregation but also without altering any first bonds which means it does
not have chemical energy. While in our simulations where we consider up to the thirdnearest-neighbor, APDBs in the DOv system alter at least one kind of the first-, second-,
and third- neighbor bonds. In the next parts, we are going to study some characteristics of
different kinds of APDBs and their relation with the position of the APDBs.

4.3.3 Evolution of Spherical DO3- and B2-Type APDBs in
Stoichiometric Fe-Ga DO3 Phase
To get more characteristics of the DO3- and B2-type APDBs, we create a spherical bdomain or d-domain immersed in an a-domain matrix. The radius of the sphere is 24, and
the simulation box is a 96×96×96 parallelepiped. The initial configuration is illustrated
in Figure 4.7. For each case, model 1 and model 2 are simulated by the Monte Carlos
method at T600K to let the spherical APDBs evolve. Recall the transition temperature 𝑇s
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from the phase diagram in Figure 3.4 is around 1048K, 600K is far below the 𝑇s as well
as the order parameter should be in the stable range. Although at this temperature, the
thermal motion still exists, the higher atomic exchange rate could make the preferred
orientation much more significant.

Figure 4.7. The configuration of the initial state: spherical b- or d-domain immersed in adomain.

Figure 4.8(a), (b), and (c) show the configuration of the b-domain at 2000, 5000, and
20,000 MC steps for model 1, respectively. (D) shows the configuration of b-domain at
2000 MC (the running speed is very low with elastic energy) step for model 2. DO3-type
APDBs show distinct anisotropy with {100} faceting as the only preferred orientation for
~ò

both two models. It suggests 𝛾&bbj has the lowest energy no matter with the elastic energy
or not. From (a) to (c), the level of shrinkage is low. Compared (a) to (d) which have the
same MC steps, the level of the shrinkage is almost the same. In model 1, the change of
Gð
8m
the chemical ordering energy ∆𝐸Eñ@Fm
& and the corresponding elastic energy ∆𝐸Eñ@Fm &

are -34eV and 2eV at t ∗ = 2000; and at t ∗ = 20,000 are -100eV and 3.6eV, respectively.
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One thing needs to be repeated, in model 1, there is no elastic energy during the
8m
evolution, but the ∆𝐸Eñ@Fm
& can still be calculated by considering the atomic

displacement to the final microstructure for the comparison. In model 2, the change of the
Gð
8m
chemical ordering energy ∆𝐸Eñ@Fm
( and elastic energy ∆𝐸Eñ@Fm ( are -34.5eV and 1.6eV

at t ∗ = 2000, respectively. The change of the chemical ordering energy and elastic
energy (imaginary or not) between model 1 and model 2 is very close at t ∗ = 2000. The
imaginary corresponding elastic energy almost remains constant during the evolution for
model 1, as well as the elastic energy for model 2. The persisted elastic energy and the
closed chemical energy of the two models suggest elastic interaction doesn’t play an
effective role on DO3-type APDBs.

Figure 4.8. The configuration of b-domain at T600K. (a), (b), and (c) are for model 1 at
t ∗ = 2000, 5000, and 20,000, respectively; (d) model 2 at t ∗ = 2000.
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Like DO3-type APDBs, B2-type APDBs show distinct anisotropy too. Figure 4.9(a) and
(b) shows the configuration of the d-domain at t ∗ = 1000 and 2000 for model 1,
respectively. (c) and (d) at t ∗ = 1000 and 2000 for model 2, respectively. (a) and (b)
demonstrate model 1 tends to form a modified octahedron from the initial spherical ddomain. This modified octahedron has fuzzy faces and edges piled by {100} and {111}
faceting. It indicates both {110} and {111} are preferred orientations for model 1. Let
&&b
&&&
𝛾ˆ(
and 𝛾ˆ(
be the B2-type APDBs’ energy density of {110} and {111}, respectively.
&&b
&&&
This coexistence of {110} and {111} faceting suggest 𝛾ˆ(
is close to 𝛾ˆ(
at 600K for

model 1. By looking at the domain-d in Figure 4.9(b), the {110} are much more like the
bottom of the well-formed by {111} and {110} together. This may suggest the {110} B2type APDBs have higher mobility compared to {111} B2-type APDBs. It may be
explained by the following explanation. Recall there are several positions for APDBs at
each orientation. Note the chemical ordering energy is constant for conservative APDB
while it depends on the positions for non-conservative APDB. There is no energy
difference between each position of the conservative APDBs, so the APDBs will not be
pinned when it moves. On the contrary, the non-conservative APDBs are not free to
move because of the existence of energy barriers. In some papers, it is called the solute
drag effect [73,85]. Vaks discussed the solute drag effect in the B2-type APDB which
happened in the B2 phase of the Fe-Al system [73]. The segregation of the solute atoms
enhances the viscosity of the APDBs in the non-stoichiometric alloys while in the
stoichiometric the effect is absent. However, they didn’t distinguish between the
conservative and the non-conservative cases. The numerical results from [82,84] are
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consistent with our analysis which elucidates even in the stoichiometric alloy the solute
segregation still exist at all non-conservative APDBs and is associated with a significant
reduction in the interfacial free energy. Compared to the non-conservative B2-type {111}
APDB, the conservative B2-type {110} APDB should have higher mobility due to the
solute drag effect that exists even in the stoichiometric alloy if the APB is nonconservative. Vaks drew the reduced viscosity of the APDBs versus the reduced time and
the presence of local maxima and minima on the curve are consistent with our results
[73]. The non-monotonicity feature reflects the “pinning” property of the nonconservative APDBs. For model 2, (c) and (d) still exhibit the coexistence of the {110}
and {111} faceting, while the {110} is diminishing with the evolution. It may suggest
Gð
that the elastic energy makes {111} more energetic favorable. In model 1, ∆𝐸Eñ@Fm
& and
Gð
8m
∗
∆𝐸Eñ@Fm
& is -167.5eV and 85.9 eV at t = 2000, respectively. In model 2, ∆𝐸Eñ@Fm ( and
8m
8m
∗
∆𝐸Eñ@Fm
( is -31eV and -21.9eV at t = 2000, respectively. The ratio of ∆𝐸Eñ@Fm ( to
Gð
Gð
∆𝐸Eñ@Fm
between the two models
( is about 70% and the large difference of the ∆𝐸

suggest the elastic interaction should not be ignored. The lower absolute value of the
Gð
Gð
∆𝐸Eñ@Fm
( then the absolute value of ∆𝐸Eñ@Fm & maybe explained by two factors, first, the

slower motion of B2-type {111} APDB than B2-type {110} APDB; second, the elastic
energy is suppressing the ordering process which is discussed in Chapter 3.2.2. The B2type APDB in the B2 phase is usually considered isotropic without considering the elastic
energy[81,82,88]. Heider et al. discussed the elastic energy anisotropy effects on the B2type APDB in the B2 phase of the Fe-Al alloys [89]. They found the elastic energy on
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APDB energy anisotropy was extremely slight. In our simulation, it is obvious, with the
elastic energy or not, the anisotropy effect should be considered.

Figure 4.9. The configuration of d-domain at T600K. (a) and (b) model 1 at t ∗ = 1000
and 2000, respectively; (c) and (d) model 2 at t ∗ = 1000 and 2000, respectively.

Compared Figure 4.8 (a) to Figure 4.9 (b), the shrinkage of the d-domain is much higher
than the b-domain when the MC steps are both 2000. The solute drag effect is not the
reason for explaining the relatively lower mobility of the {100} DO3-type APDB
compared to the {110} B2-type APDB at 600K. Same as {110} B2- type APDB, {100}
DO3-type APDB is also conservative. However, the diffusion of the atoms is required to
move the APDBs. Figure 4.10 shows the ideal atomic exchange to move {100} DO3- and
{110} B2- type APDBs. The exchange of the second- nearest neighbor atoms is required
for {100} DO3- type APDB while the first- nearest neighbor atoms is required for {110}
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B2- type APDBs. The longer diffusion distance may impede the mobility of the APDBs.
By using the phase-field method, Koizumi et al. systematically studied the mobility of the
B2-type and DO3-type APDBs in the Fe- 25 at% Al with the consideration of vacancies
[82]. In their results, the B2-type APDB has significantly lower mobility than DO3-type
APDB (they didn’t consider the orientation of the APDB), almost one magnitude, at
673K. Note the vacancies play an important role in the diffusion, the vacancy segregation
can be up to 80% larger in the APDB than in the bulk at equilibrium [82]. In our case,
without the mediation of the vacancy, it is reasonable to have the results of lower
mobility of {100} DO3- type APDB due to the shorter diffusion length than the {110}
B2- type APDBs is important. Due to the {110} and {111} DO3-type APDBs which only
need the exchange between first nearest neighbor never exist at 600K, we could get an
~ò

~ò

~ò

~ò

~ò

~ò

inequality that 𝛾&bbj < 𝛾&&&j and 𝛾&bbj < 𝛾&&bj , in which the 𝛾&bbj < 𝛾&&bj has already
been obtained from Table 4.3.

Figure 4.10. Ideal atomic exchange to move (a) (100) DO3-APDB, (b) (110) B2-APDB.

One thing that needs to be noted is the simulation results of the Fe-Ga system are lacked,
especially the DO3 APDBs, and what we used for comparison in this part are most from
the results of the Fe-Al system. One more thing is, the methods that have been used like
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phase field, fundamental master equation approach, etc., have their advantages [80-85].
For example, they could give more quantitative analysis easily about the solute drag
effect (couple and decouple the order parameter field and the concentration field),
mobility of the APDBs, etc. The Monte Carlo method [88] has been applied to study the
B2-type APDBs in a 2D stoichiometric alloy and also gave some quantitative information
about the position, the width, the solute segregation of the APDB. But their quantitative
analysis method is tedious and not suitable in our 3D system with the consideration of
elastic energy.

4.3.4 Evolution of the APDBs during the Phase Transitions of Fe25 at% Ga from A2→ DO3
This part is the following studying of chapter 3. In chapter 3, we discussed the evolution
of the LRO during the phase transitions of Fe- 25 at% Ga from the reciprocal space, in
this chapter, we continue our study on studying the evolution of the APDBs during the
phase transitions of Fe- 25 at% Ga from the real space. More details of Monte-Carlo
simulation can be reviewed on chapter 3.3.1.
4.3.4.1 The model with Chemical Energy Only
Figure 4.11(a) shows the APDBs of b-domains at T1000K of model 1. T1000K is below
the 𝑇s . B- and c- domains appear at this temperature, so only B2-type APDBs appear. At
high temperatures, the energy of the interface dominates. The periodic boundary doesn’t
dominate at the early stage of the evolution, also as the atomic diffusion. It is clearly the
B2-type APDBs have the tendency on {110} and {111} which consists with Figure 4.9.
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The striped APDs stack along <101> formed at T600K in Figure 4.11(b) accompanied
with amounts of {111} faceting tuned the {110} sides of the APDs. This is consistent
with the higher mobility of the {110} APDBs. One thing that needs to be noted is the
APDBs shown in Figure 4.11 have tiny steps. However, it is due to the pattern match
method: only the planes parallel to the sides of the template will be colored in a smooth
plane and others will be tiled in zig-zag steps. The schematic diagram shown in Figure
4.12 draws the formation of the repetitive steps. One can also find there is some distance
between the two APDs in the figure. It could be considered as the width of the APDBs.
At higher temperatures, the energy barrier is easier to overcome, while at the lower
temperature shown in (c) and (d), the coexistence of {110} and {111} APDBs is
ˆ(
consistent with Figure 4.9. We could have the following equality: Minimum( 𝛾&&&
)≈
ˆ(
𝛾&&b
at room temperature.
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Figure 4.11. Phase boundaries of equilibrium APDBs for Model 1. The transparent planes
are slices that give guides for estimating the orientation of preferred planes. (a) b-domain
APDBs at T1000K; (b), (c), and (d) at 600K, 400K, and 300K, respectively.

Figure 4.12. Briefly draws the formation of the repetitive steps by the pattern match
method. The gray square represents the template.
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4.3.4.2 The model with Chemical and Elastic Energy
For model 2, at T1061K only a- and d-domain appear. Like model 1, it is the B2-type
APDBs. Figure 4.13(a) exhibits the APDBs of a-domain at T1061K of model 2, different
from the case of model 1, the tendency on {110} is clear while on {111} is not clear.
Figure 4.13(b) shows the APDBs at T1000K of model 2. At this temperature, compared
with model 1 which has not formed parallel domains stacked along <101>, it has
completed this process. Figure 4.13(c) shows at 500K, {110} and {111} both become the
preferred orientations. (C) and (d) show the {111} APDBs are increasing from 500K to
300K. Red circles point to several increased {111} APDBs. It is consistent with Figure
4.9(c) and (d) where {111} dominates at last. We suppose the configuration has the
tendency to form flat (111) APDBs.
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Figure 4.13. Phase boundaries of equilibrium APDBs for Model 2. (a) a-domain APDBs
at 1061K, (b), (c), and (d) APDBs at 1000K, 500K, and 300K, respectively.
4.3.4.3 Discussion
Let us assume the hypothetical equilibrium APDBs at T300K are the alternation of
striped (110) and (111) APDBs. Figure 4.14 draws the (1-10) cross section’s schematic
diagram of this hypothetical APDB. Consider the volume fraction of the {111} APDBs
as Ω = 2𝑙&&& /𝑙, the average energy density E can be expressed as Eq. 4.1. Take the
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derivative of Ω, we can find the

žI
žJ

doesn’t depend on Ω. Eq. 4.2 demonstrates the

derivative only depends on 𝛾&&b , 𝛾&&& , and the dihedral angle 𝜃.
E=

Eq. 4.1

žI

Eq. 4.2
If

žI
žJ

Lóóó
¢M½ N

žJ

=

Ω + 𝛾&&b (1 − Ω)

Lóóó
¢M½ N

− 𝛾&&b

= 0, the E will be a constant which means 𝑙&&b and 𝑙&&& could be any random

values. If

žI
žJ

> 0, E would be decreasing with increasing Ω which predicts the vanishing

of {110} APDBs then the APDBs should be {111} plane runs through the parallelepiped
and this is the case for model 2. If

žI
žJ

< 0, the vanishing of {111} should be supposed.

Figure 4.14. Briefly draws the (1-10) cross-section of a hypothetical equilibrium APDB.

From Figure 4.12(c) and (d) we could find the {110} APDBs and {111} APDBs are both
the preferred orientation for model 1 which gives us
ˆ(
ˆ(
minimum( 𝛾&&&
) = 𝛾&&b
∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 in which 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =

√.
v

žI
žJ

= 0. This indicates that

at room temperature. Recall the

APDBs in model 2 has the tendency to form a flat {111} plane, it gives us
ˆ(

ˆ(

minimum( 𝛾 #&&& ) < 𝛾 #&&b ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 at room temperature in which the ¢ as the superscript
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represents both the chemical and the elastic energy are considered in the energy density
of the APDBs. The reason of {111} B2-type APDBs are more elastic energy preferred
could be understood by the {111} B2-type APDBs is non-conservative in which the local
composition is changed by the APDBs which creates a higher gradient of the composition
that can contribute to the disordered structure as discussed in Chapter 3.2.2. The {111}
B2-type APDBs have a thinner width than {110} B2-type APDBs could be one of the
reasons for the lower value of 𝜂( of model 2 than model 1.

The b|c APDBs appear in model 1 and the a|d domain appears in model 2 are both B2type APDBs. The existence of B2-type APDBs could be explained by the inheritance
from the transient B2 state/clusters. However, DOv -type APDBs have not been
recognized in the microstructure during the cooling process, no matter with or without
elastic energy. This could be explained by the transient B2 domains gives the opportunity
for B2-type APDBs to develop at a higher temperature, after that the atomic diffusion
dominates which limited the development of the DOv -type APDBs. The limited size of
the simulation box doesn’t give enough embryo of DOv -type APDBs is also one probable
reason.

4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we focus on the properties of the DO3-APDBs as well as the evolution of
the DO3-APDBs during the A2→DO3 of Fe- 25 at% Ga alloy. Prior to the analysis of the
simulation results, we first investigate the segregation on conservative and nonconservative APDBs in stoichiometric Fe-Ga DO3 phase by the bonds counting method
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with the help of the atomic-scale visualization. Three orientations (100), (110), and (111)
APDBs have been studied. At least in these three orientations, there is no segregation on
any position of the conservative APDBs and the kind of segregation is depending on the
position of the APDBs in the non-conservative case. The DO3-APDBs can also be
classified into B2-type and DOv -type. We study the energy densities of different kinds of
APDBs in the stoichiometric Fe-Ga DO3 phase by counting the n-nearest-neighbor bonds
(n up to three) across the APDBs. One conclusion has been drawn that the energy of the
conservative APDB doesn’t depend on the positions while the energy of the nonconservative APDBs depends on the positions. The segregation effects don’t correspond
to bonds alternation which results in the energy change of the conservative APDBs. After
the knowledge of the properties of APDBs, we then study the evolution of spherical
DO3- and B2-type APDBs in the stoichiometric Fe-Ga DO3 phase at 600K. DO3-type
APDBs show distinct anisotropy with {100} faceting as the only preferred orientation no
matter considering the elastic energy or not. The elastic interaction doesn’t play an
effective role on DO3-type APDBs. Like DO3-type APDBs, B2-type APDBs show
distinct anisotropy too. Without the elastic energy, {110} and {111} are preferred
orientations. The {110} B2-type APDBs may have higher mobility compared to {111}
B2-type APDBs due to the conservative property. The non-conservative APDBs are not
free to move because the chemical ordering energy depends on the positions for nonconservative APDBs, while the conservative APDBs will not be pinned because the
chemical ordering energy is not dependent on the positions. The preferred orientations
are still the same as model 1 with the elastic energy, while the {110} is diminishing with
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the evolution. It may suggest that the elastic energy makes {111} more energetic
favorable. The elastic energy may suppress the ordering process and should not be
ignored. The longer diffusion distance may impede the mobility of the APDBs which is
the reason for lower mobility of the {100} DO3-type APDB compared to the {110} B2type APDB at 600K.

We then study the simulation results of the disorder-order transition of Fe- 25 at% Ga
alloy in real space with the focus on the evolution of the APDs and APDBs. During the
evolution, for model 1, the B2-type APDBs have the tendency on {110} and {111}
existence at all temperature range. The striped APDs stack along <101> formed at T600K
accompanied with amounts of {111} faceting tuned the {110} sides of the APDs due to
the higher mobility of the {110} APDBs. For model 2, the tendency on {110} is clear
while on {111} is not clear at high temperature. At room temperature, the final
microstructures are coarse DO3 domains with an alternation of striped {110} and {111}
B2-type APDBs for both two models. Without the elastic energy, the minimum of the
ˆ(
𝛾&&&
is identical with the
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𝛾 #&&& is less than

√.
v
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, while with the elastic energy, the minimum of the

ˆ(

*𝛾 #&&b . The microstructure of model 2 tend to have less {110} B2-

type APDBs and more {111} B2-type APDBs than model 1, which is consistent with the
results the value of 𝜂( for model 2 is lower than model 1 due to the larger width of the
{111} B2-type APDBs. Only B2-type APDBs have been recognized in our simulation
results no matter with the elastic energy or not. It may be explained by the transient B2
domains gives the opportunity for B2-type APDBs to develop at a higher temperature,
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after that the atomic diffusion dominates which limited the development of the DOv -type
APDBs. The limited size of the simulation box doesn’t give enough embryo of DOv -type
APDBs is also one probable reason.
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5 Disorder-Order Transitions in Fe- 25 at % Ga: ShortRange Ordering

5.1 Introduction
In Chapters 3 and 4, the evolution of the long-range ordering during the A2→ DO3 of Fe25 at % Ga has been studied with the focus on the evolution of the long-range order
parameters and the APDBs, respectively. In Chapter 4, some qualitative properties of
different APDBs have also been investigated. In this Chapter, the short-range ordering
during the A2→ DO3 of Fe-25 at % Ga is discussed. Studying the short-range ordering is
important for understanding the giant magnetostriction of Fe-Ga alloys. In analogy to the
proposed mechanism of Fe-Al, the short-range ordering of the Ga-Ga pairs in <100>
directions is one possible explanation [31,32]. The increase is ascribed to a lowering of
the symmetry at Fe atoms with Ga near neighbors and thus a marked change in the local
strain dependence of the magnetic anisotropy. The effects of heat treatment on the
magnetostriction of Fe1-xGax alloys indicate that the atomic configurations in the
disordered A2 phase and the short-range ordering prior to the disorder-to-order transition
play important roles, and quenching helps retain the disordered A2 phase to higher Ga
solute concentration beyond the equilibrium solubility limit [24,30]. It is generally
accepted that the specific local atomic configurations ‘‘B2-like’’ coherent defects in the
disordered A2 phase play a critical role in the magnetostriction of Fe-Ga alloys, while
precipitation of ordered phase particles decreases the magnetostriction strain [30-32].
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More details of the significance of the SRO can be reviewed in Chapter 1.2 and Chapter
3.1.

Calculating the diffuse scattering is a common way to study the short range ordering, but
it is not the best choice for this case: first, the simulation box is small which is hard to
collect meaningful statistical information of the short range pairs; second, it is time
consuming due to the involved diffusion, especially the diffuse scattering usually needs to
do time-average after reaching the equilibrium, which is costy in this case.

5.2 Methodology
We use the Warren-Cowley short-range order [90] to describe the deviation from the
average on a local length scale:
Eq. 5.1

𝑆WX =

PšQ
d

The 𝑃WX is the probability to find the Ga-Ga pair in the 𝑟WX direction. C is 0.25 which is the
Ga atomic composition. When 𝑆WX =1, it describes a random distribution of Ga. When
𝑆WX > 1, it describes the tendency to have a Ga-Ga cluster, which means the Ga-Ga pairs
are more likely to occur compared to a random distribution. When 𝑆WX < 1, it describes
the tendency for unlikely pairs, which means the Ga-Ga pairs are less likely to occur
compared to a random distribution.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Short-Range Ordering during the Phase Transitions of Fe25 at% Ga from A2→ DO3
5.3.1.1 The model with Chemical Energy Only
Figure 5.1 shows the evolution of the SRO in different directions. We only considered the
nearest pair in each direction. At room temperature, the S110 has value around 1.87 with
the S100 = 0.0003 and S111 = 0.03. In fact, the S111 represents the probability of the Ga-Ga
in the first nearest neighbor, while the S100 and S110 represent the second nearest neighbor
and third nearest neighbor, respectively. The S110 has higher than 1 with a very low value
near 0 is due to the long-range ordered DO3 phase, DO3 only preferred the third nearest
neighbor and exhibits the first and second neighbor. S111 should be zero if there are no
Ga-Ga nearest bond, while it has a value around 0.03 at room temperature may suggest
the existence of APDBs (either B2 or DO3 don’t have Ga-Ga first nearest neighbor)
which is consistent with the results we discussed above. One thing needs to be noted,
although the SRO at all directions here have sharp transitions at the transition
temperature, the trending of the SRO at <100> is different with <110> and <111> above
the transition temperature. SRO at <110> or <111> show gradual increase or decrease
above the transition temperature indicates they are temperature sensitive. As to SRO at
<100>, it has a stable value above the transition temperature. The SRO at <111> is more
temperature sensitive than <100> could be explained by the diffusion. Recall the <100>
Ga-Ga pair is 2NN and <111> Ga-Ga pair is 1NN. The longer diffusion distance of the
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Ga atoms at <100> impedes the exchange rate. The <110> Ga-Ga pair is 3NN which has
the longest diffusion distance, but it is formed due to the A2-DO3 transition. Recall in
Chapter 1.2 and Chapter 3.1 we reviewed that the <100> Ga-Ga pair could increase the
magnetostriction of the Fe-Ga alloy. Our results here show the <100> Ga-Ga pair is
temperature non-sensitive above the transition temperature which is consistent with the
experiments that the heat treatment like annealing at high temperature then quenching
could increase the magnetostriction due to the reservation of the <100> Ga-Ga
pair[30,33].

Figure 5.1. The evolution of SRO vs T for model 1.
5.3.1.2 The model with Chemical and Elastic Energy
Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of SRO for model 2 at <111>, <100>, and <110>
directions. The definition of the SRO has been described in 3.3.4.3. The difference in the
evolution of SRO for model 1 and model 2 is hardly identified. We can get the
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conclusion that the <100> Ga-Ga pair is not sensitive to the temperature, while the <110>
and <111> are sensitive to the temperature no matter with the elastic energy or not. One
other thing needs to be noted that, compared to the significant difference of LRO for
model 1 and model 2, the almost identical SRO for both two models is consistent with the
long-range characteristic of the elastic effect. The decreased long-range ordered
parameter is due to the long-range elastic interaction prefers disordered state; while the
short-range order is not influenced due to the chemical interaction is dominant in the
short distance.

Figure 5.2. The evolution of SRO vs T for model 2.

5.4 Summary
In the past two chapters, we investigate the evolution of the LRO, the evolution of the
APDBs of Fe- 25 at% Ga alloy, respectively, so this chapter as the last part which focuses
on the SRO makes the investigation of the microstructure of the Fe- 25 at% Ga alloy
complete. The almost identical results of the SRO for the two models indicate that the
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elastic interaction is long-ranged. The LRO is significantly influenced by the long-ranged
elastic interaction while the SRO is dominant by the chemical interaction. One important
piece of information from SRO is the <100> Ga-Ga pair is temperature non-sensitive
above the transition temperature. The reservation of the <100> Ga-Ga pair may explain
the increased magnetostriction of the Fe-Ga alloy after heat treatment like annealing at
high temperature then quenching[30,33].
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
As to the martensitic transformation, we focus on the intrinsic behaviors of a defect-free
crystal that undergoes cubic-to-tetragonal martensitic transformation to gain insight into
the diffuse scattering phenomenon in the pre-martensitic austenite state. To this end, a
quasi-spin Ising model of ferroelastic phase transition is developed and employed to
perform atomic-scale Monte Carlo simulation of thermoelastic martensitic
transformation. The quasi-spin variable associated with the lattice sites characterizes the
local unit cells of the orientation variants of the ground-state martensite phase, which
interact with each other through long-range elastic interactions. The atomic-scale
heterogeneous lattice displacements deviating from the average lattice sites are treated
effectively in a manner of displacement plane waves that mimic acoustic phonons
relevant to the martensitic transformation. The diffuse scattering is correlated to the
short-range ordering of the atomic-scale heterogeneous lattice displacements that develop
in the pre-martensitic austenite crystal lattice prior to the development of long-range
order during martensitic transformation. In particular, the 110 diffuse scattering rods
and spikes are attributed to the displacement plane waves with wavevectors along 110
directions and displacement vectors along 110 directions, corresponding to
110 | 110 shear strains associated with the twinning deformations on 110 planes
that transform one orientation variant into another variant of the tetragonal martensite.
The effects of temperature, elastic anisotropy, and shear modulus softening on the diffuse
scattering and displacement short-range ordering are investigated. The 110 | 110
displacement plane waves play a dominant role analogous to the transverse acoustic TA2
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phonons, both of which upon elastic softening stabilize the austenite phase, decrease the
phase transition temperature, and condense to form tetragonal orientation variants during
the martensitic transformation. The simulated diffuse scattering is compared and agrees
with the complementary synchrotron X-ray single-crystal diffuse scattering experiment.

As to the disorder-order transition of Fe- 25 at% Ga alloy, we first investigate the
evolution of the LROs during the disorder-order transition of the Fe- 25 at% Ga alloy.
The volume fraction for all the four possible BCC phases couldn’t be solved with the
bond counting methods. With the reasonable assumption of 𝑉ˆv( = 0, the long-range
order parameters 𝜂& and 𝜂( have been calculated from the integrated diffraction with the
help of the volume fraction of the B2 and DOv . No matter with the elastic energy or not,
the ordering transition remains the A2→DO3. The gradually increased difference of 𝜂&
and 𝜂( and is unneglectable may suggest the transient B2 phase/ B2 clusters before the
transition. The long-range order parameters have been strongly decreased with the atomic
displacement. Through the comparison of the integrated diffraction on model 1 and
model 2, and separating the chemical effects and the elastic effects, we obtained with the
elastic energy, more DO3 APDBs/B2 clusters are developed and the atomic displacement
shows more effects on DO3 APDBs/B2 clusters than DO3.

Then we study the DO3-APDBs on the atomic scale. The segregation effects happen on
the non-conservative APDBs even in a stoichiometric alloy. Through the bonds counting,
we get the chemical ordering energy change of both DO3-type and B2-type APDBs on
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{100}, {110}, and {111} three different orientations. For the conservative APDBs, the
chemical ordering energy change doesn’t depend on the position of the APDBs, while for
the non-conservative APDBs, the chemical ordering change depends on the position. The
orientation of the APDB also influences chemical energy. For Fe- 25 at% Ga alloy, the
DOv -type APDBs show distinct anisotropy with {100} faceting as the only preferred
orientation no matter with the elastic energy or not. The elastic energy doesn’t play an
effective role in DOv -type APDBs for both energetic and kinetic. For B2-type APDBs,
both {110} and {111} are preferred orientations no matter the existence of the elastic
energy, while the {110} is diminishing with the evolution with the elastic energy. The
B2-type {110} APDBs show higher mobility than the B2-type {111} APDBs, which
could be explained by the solute drag effect that happens in the non-conservative B2-type
{111} APDBs. The energy difference of different positions on non-conservative APDBs
associate with the “pinning” phenomenon. However, the solute drag effect couldn’t
explain the lower mobility of the DO3-type {100} APDBs than the B2-type {110}
APDBs. Both APDBs are conservative, it may be elucidated by the different diffusion
distances. For {100} D0v -type the exchange of the second- nearest neighbor atoms are
required while the first- nearest neighbor atoms are required for {110} B2-type APDBs.

We then investigate the disorder-order transition of the Fe- 25 at% Ga alloy in real space.
The final microstructures are both coarse DO3 domains with an alternation of striped
{110} and {111} B2-type APDBs for both two models. Without the elastic energy, the
ˆ(
minimum of the 𝛾&&&
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minimum of the 𝛾 #&&& is less than
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*𝛾 #&&b . The microstructure of model 2 tend to have

less {110} B2-type APDBs and more {111} B2-type APDBs than model 1, which is
consistent with the results the value of 𝜂( for model 2 is lower than model 1 due to the
larger width of the {111} B2-type APDBs. Only B2-type APDBs have been recognized
in our simulation results with the elastic energy or not, it may be explained by the
transient B2 domains gives the opportunity for B2-type APDBs to develop at the higher
temperature, after that the atomic diffusion dominates which limited the development of
the DOv -type APDBs. The limited size of the simulation box doesn’t give enough embryo
of DOv -type APDBs is also one probable reason.

Last but not the least, we investigate the evolution of the SRO during the disorder-order
transition of the Fe- 25 at% Ga alloy. The almost identical results of the SRO for the two
models indicate that the elastic interaction is long-ranged. The LRO is significantly
influenced by the long-ranged elastic interaction while the SRO is dominant by the
chemical interaction. One important piece of information from SRO is the <100> Ga-Ga
pair is not sensitive to the temperature, which could be one reason that the
magnetostriction could be increased by the heat treatment like annealing then quenching
due to the researvation of the <100> Ga-Ga pair which has been generally accepted for
the enhancment of the magnetostriction of the Fe-Ga alloy.

It is valuable to extend the Monte Carlo Simulation with the analysis of LRO and SRO by
exploring more composition, for example in the range of 15% to 30%, which can cover
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two mystery peaks in the magnetostriction versus composition diagram in Figure 3.3. It
may give some insight into explaining the nonuniformity of the increased magnetostriction
versus compositions with quenching. In other compositions, the transition may include the
A2 phase as the resultant phase. We can continue studying the morphology of the resultant
A2 and DO3 phases and the properties of the APDBs by using the Monte Carlo Simulation
and the pattern match method we discussed above.

Diffuse scattering of the Fe-Ga alloy has not been done in this work, however, it is also
meaningful to calculate the diffuse scattering. While the simulation box needs to be
increased and the time-average of the diffuse scattering after reaching the equilibrium are
also ineluctable. If time permits, the calculation of the diffuse scattering could exhibit some
information such as the influence of chemical disorder, atomistic displacement effects, and
the combination of these effects on the diffuse scattering, respectively, etc.

In this DFT based Monte Carlo Simulation, DFT outputs a lot of meaningful parameters
for the following Monte Carlo Simulation. The DFT couldn’t handle such a huge
simulation size as Monte Carlo, while after the analysis of the results form the Monte Carlo,
we could select some notable atomistic configurations for the further calculating with DFT
to acquire intrinstic properties such as electronic bands, magnetic moments, elastic
constants, etc, for saving enormous time. We may also combine the magnetic domain with
the structural results to have more insights into the magnetostriction at different
compositions.
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A

Phase Transitions

A.1

Classification

In the view of thermodynamics, the phase transitions could be classified by following
Ehrenfest’s classification scheme: the order of a transition is the order of the lowest
differential of G which shows a discontinuity.
First-order transitions have discontinuities in the first derivatives of G:
RS

Eq. A.1

R< P

= −𝑆, or

RS
RP <

=𝑉

Second-order transitions have discontinuities in the second derivatives of G:

Eq. A.2
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Where S is the entropy, V is the volume, 𝐶P is the heat capacity, the 𝜅 < is the volume
compressibility, and 𝛽A is the volume thermal expansivity.
The phase transitions in solid may also be classified according to the atomic
displacement. (1) Displacive transitions in which the atomic displacements are around
0.01-0.1Å and the latent heat, 𝑇∆𝑆 is low (few J/g). These transitions can be of the first
or second order. (2) Reconstructive transitions in which the atomic displacements could
be 10-20% of the lattice, the latent heat is important (~kJ/g). The barrier of energy is
high. (3) Disorder-order transitions in which the substitution between atoms happens and
is possibly followed by small atomic displacements. Sometimes, the reconstructive also
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exists. The group-subgroup relationship between the phases exists in the displacive
transitions, while it is absent in the reconstructive transitions. The absence of the groupsubgroup relationship between the phases contrarily to the Landau transitions.

A.2

Landau’s Phenomenological Approach

Phase transitions often involve the development of some type of order with an associated
symmetry breaking. The broken symmetry is described by an order parameter 𝜉 which
usually increases on moving deeper into the ordered phase, and which measures the
degree of order as the phase transition proceeds. The order parameter is a physical
observable such as the magnetization for ferro-paramagnetic transition, the polarization
for ferro-paraelectric transition, or the percentage of atoms that are on their right
sublattice for an order-disorder transition. A phenomenological treatment of phase
transitions has been given by Landau in 1937. The theory assumes that the free energy of
the system is a continuous function that can be developed in a Taylor series near the
critical temperature Tc, depending on the order parameter. One property of the free
energy is to remain unchanged by the symmetry operations of the highest symmetric
phase implied in the transition. The development of free energy therefore only keeps the
even exponents of ξ
Eq. A.3

𝐹 𝑇, 𝜉 = 𝐹b 𝑇 +

W(<)
(

𝜉( +

X(<)
y

𝜉y +

L(<)
(

𝜉. + ⋯

Let us start with the assumption that 𝛽 and 𝛾 do not depend on the temperature. Depend
on the value of β, two cases could be classified. If 𝛽 ≤ 0, all the terms must be taken into
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account, which is the condition of the first-order transition. If β > 0, the exponent 6 term
and above could be ignored, which is the condition of the second-order transition.
No matter β < 0 or β > 0, F is minimum for 𝜉 = 0 when T ≥ Tc, and for 𝜉 > 0 when T <
Tc, the sign of α must change at Tc. In first approximation 𝛼 = 𝛼b (𝑇 − 𝑇d ).
For the case β < 0 and 𝛾 > 0, the stable states are given by
Eq. A.4
Eq. A.5

R}
RZ <
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RŒ }
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= 𝛼 + 3𝛽𝜉 ( + 5𝛾𝜉 y > 0

As shown by Figure 1.1(a), only one phase for 𝑇 > 𝑇( = 𝑇d + 𝛽 ( /(4𝛾𝛼b ), which
corresponds to 𝜉 = 0 (phase I). Another metastable phase appears just below 𝑇( , which
corresponds to 𝜉 > 0 (phase II). When 𝑇 = 𝑇& = 𝑇d + 3𝛽 ( /(16𝛾𝛼b ), phase II becomes
stable. Below 𝑇& , the phase I becomes metastable until 𝑇d is reached. For 𝑇 < 𝑇d , only
phase II exists. Figure 1.1(a) represents the order parameter of phase II and is given by
Eq. A.6

KXÜ(X Œ KyWú (<K<[ ))ó/Œ

𝜉=±

(L

As shown in Figure 1.1(b), the order parameter 𝜉, as well as the latent heat is
discontinuous at 𝑇& which is a first-order transition.
For the case β > 0, with 𝛼b > 0, the stable states are given by
Eq. A.7
Eq. A.8
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As shown by Figure 1.1(c), for 𝑇 ≥ 𝑇G , only one minimum at 𝜉 = 0, and for 𝑇 < 𝑇G , two
minima are given by
Eq. A.9

𝜉=±

Wú (<K<[ )
X

the S can be calculated by
Eq. A.10

𝑆=

R}
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W
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(
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As shown in Figure 1.1(d), the order parameter 𝜉, as well as the S are continuous at 𝑇d
which is a second-order transition.

Figure A.1. For first-order transition (a) free energy at different temperature versus order
temperature and (b) order parameter versus temperature; for second-order transition (c)
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free energy at different temperature versus order temperature and (d) order parameter
versus temperature.

The Landau theory also provides several criteria which must be satisfied for a transition
to be of the first or second order. Two criteria must be satisfied no matter first or secondorder: 1) the space group of the symmetry elements of the ordered structure must be a
subgroup of the space group of the disordered solid solution. 2) The ordering wave
vectors must be located at the “special points” of the reciprocal lattice of the disordered
phase. The sufficient and necessary condition of the first-order transition is that three
members of the star of ordering wave vectors must sum up to a reciprocal lattice vector;
the sufficient but unnecessary condition of second-order transition is three members of
the star of ordering wave vectors must be impossible to sum up to a reciprocal lattice
vector. A star of a vector is a set of vectors that can all be derived from one single vector
by applying all the symmetry operations of the lattice.
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B

Visualization of Bonds Cross APDBs

Up to second-nearest bonds cross the APDBs are considered.

B.1

Bonds cross (100) APDB

B.1.1

Bonds cross a|a imaginary (100) APDB

Figure B.1. The first- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|a (100) imaginary APDBs are
visualized in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.
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Figure B.2. The second- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|a (100) imaginary APDBs
are visualized in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.

B.1.2

Bonds cross DO3- type (100) APDB

Figure B.3. The first- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|b (100) APDBs are visualized
in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.
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Figure B.4. The second- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|b (100) APDBs are
visualized in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.
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B.1.3

Bond cross B2-type (100) APDB

Figure B.5. The first- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|d (100) APDBs are visualized
in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.

Figure B.6. The second- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|d (100) APDBs are
visualized in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.
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B.2

Bonds cross (110) APDB

B.2.1

Bonds cross a|a imaginary (110) APDB

Figure B.7. The first- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|a (110) imaginary APDBs are
visualized in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.

Figure B.8. The second- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|a (110) imaginary APDBs
are visualized in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.
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B.2.2

Bonds cross DO3- type (110) APDB

Figure B.9. The first- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|b (110) APDBs are visualized
in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.

Figure B.10. The second nearest neighbor bonds across the a|b (110) APDBs are
visualized in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.
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B.2.3

Bonds cross B2-type (110) APDB

Figure B.11. The first- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|b (110) APDBs are visualized
in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.

Figure B.12. The second- nearest neighbor bonds across the a|b (110) APDBs are
visualized in (a) position 0|1 (b) position 1|2 (c) position 2|3 (d) position 3|4.
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C

Programming Codes, Input and Output Files

C.1

One Example of Programming Codes for Martensite
Transformation and Input Parameters

1.

#include <stdio.h>

2.

#include "mpi.h"

3.

#include <stdlib.h>

4.

#include <stdio.h>

5.

#include <unistd.h>

6.

#include<fstream>

7.

#include <iostream>

8.

#include <math.h>

9.

#include<time.h>

10.

#include<complex.h>

11.

#include<fftw3.h>

12.
13.

using namespace std;

14.
15.

double Pi = 3.1415926;

16.
17.

/*Declare Variables*/

18.
19.

int i,j,k;

20.
21.

/*Variables for Output*/

22.

int scanstep;seekstep,stepfinal,seekstepcut;

23.
24.

/*MPI*/

25.

int myid;

26.

int Number_of_Processors;

27.
28.

/*Simulation Size*/

29.

int lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,lattice_size_z_myid;

30.
31.

/*Grids in K-space*/

32.

double delt_kx,delt_ky,delt_kz;

33.

double *kx,*ky,*kz,*kall;

34.

double *n1,*n2,*n3;

35.
36.

/*Properties*/
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37.

double ani,straina,strainc,poisson,shearmodulus;/*Anisotropy Parameter, Strain_a, Strain_c
, Poisson's Ratio, Shear Modulus*/

38.
39.

/*Microstructure*/

40.

int *Sequence,*Sequence_afterchange;

41.
42.

/*Variables for Monte-Carlo*/

43.

/*Variables For Generating a Random Order*/

44.

int *order,changevalue,picknumber,buffervalue;

45.
46.

/*Variables For Mutation*/

47.

double possibility,random_number;

48.

int casenumber;

49.
50.

/*Monte Carlo: Acceptance Ratio*/

51.

double saTemp,lowercontstant,weight;

52.

double cost_function(double E_next, double E_current,double saTemp,double weight);

53.

double cost_function(double E_next,double E_current,double saTemp,double weight)

54.

{

55.

double k;

56.

k=exp((-(E_next-E_current)/(saTemp*weight)));

57.

return(k);

58.

}

59.
60.

/*Variables for Calculating Elastic Energy*/

61.

fftw_complex *yita1_r,*yita2_r,*yita3_r;/*Three-Component Field Variables in R-space*/

62.

/*Lattice Misfit Strain Field*/

63.

fftw_complex *e1_r,*e2_r,*e3_r;/*R-space*/

64.

fftw_complex *e1_k,*e2_k,*e3_k;/*K-space*/

65.

fftw_plan plan_e1_r2k,plan_e2_r2k,plan_e3_r2k;/*FFTW Eplison(r) to Eplison(k)*/

66.

fftw_complex *e1_k_myid,*e2_k_myid,*e3_k_myid;

67.

fftw_complex *e1_k_afterchange_myid,*e2_k_afterchange_myid,*e3_k_afterchange_myid;

68.

double *D;/*Denominator of Eq. 2.6 for Calculating Energy*/

69.

double Energy_afterchange,Energy_afterchange_myid,E_current;

70.
71.

double Energy(double *n1,double *n2,double *n3,fftw_complex *e1_k,fftw_complex *e2_k,fftw_
complex *e3_k,double *D,int gridsize);

72.

double Energy(double *n1,double *n2,double *n3,fftw_complex *e1_k,fftw_complex *e2_k,fftw_
complex *e3_k,double *D,int gridsize)

73.

{

74.

double Energy_now;

75.

int i,j,k,index,index_all;

76.

for (k=0;k<gridsize;k++){

77.
78.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){
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79.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

80.

index_all=((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i
;

81.

Energy_now=Energy_now+shearmodulus/(index*index)*((1+ani)*((1+ani)*pow((1pow(n1[index_all],2)),2)2*ani*(1+poisson)*pow(n2[index_all],2)*pow(n3[index_all],2)+2*ani*(2+ani*(1poisson))*pow(n1[index_all],2)*pow(n2[index_all],2)*pow(n3[index_all],2))*pow(cabs(e1_k[in
dex]),2)+(1+ani)*((1+ani)*pow((1-pow(n2[index_all],2)),2)2*ani*(1+poisson)*pow(n3[index_all],2)*pow(n1[index_all],2)+2*ani*(2+ani*(1poisson))*pow(n1[index_all],2)*pow(n2[index_all],2)*pow(n3[index_all],2))*pow(cabs(e2_k[in
dex]),2)+(1+ani)*((1+ani)*pow((1-pow(n3[index_all],2)),2)2*ani*(1+poisson)*pow(n1[index_all],2)*pow(n2[index_all],2)+2*ani*(2+ani*(1poisson))*pow(n1[index_all],2)*pow(n2[index_all],2)*pow(n3[index_all],2))*pow(cabs(e3_k[in
dex]),2)+(1+ani)*((1+ani)*poisson*pow(n1[index_all],2)+(1+ani)*pow(n2[index_all],2)*pow(n3
[index_all],2)-2*ani*(1ani*poisson)*pow(n1[index_all],2)*pow(n2[index_all],2)*pow(n3[index_all],2))*2*(creal(e2_k
[index])*creal(e3_k[index])+cimag(e2_k[index])*cimag(e3_k[index]))+(1+ani)*((1+ani)*poisso
n*pow(n2[index_all],2)+(1+ani)*pow(n3[index_all],2)*pow(n1[index_all],2)-2*ani*(1ani*poisson)*pow(n1[index_all],2)*pow(n2[index_all],2)*pow(n3[index_all],2))*2*(creal(e3_k
[index])*creal(e1_k[index])+cimag(e3_k[index])*cimag(e1_k[index]))+(1+ani)*((1+ani)*poisso
n*pow(n3[index_all],2)+(1+ani)*pow(n1[index_all],2)*pow(n2[index_all],2)-2*ani*(1ani*poisson)*pow(n1[index_all],2)*pow(n2[index_all],2)*pow(n3[index_all],2))*2*(creal(e1_k
[index])*creal(e2_k[index])+cimag(e1_k[index])*cimag(e2_k[index])))/D[index_all];

82.

if(i==0&&j==0&&k==0)

83.

{Energy_now=0;}

84.

}}}

85.

return Energy_now;

86.

}

87.
88.

void Eplison_k_afterchange_myid(fftw_complex *e1_k_afterchange_myid,fftw_complex *e2_k_aft
erchange_myid,fftw_complexdouble *e3_k_afterchange_myid,double *ky,double *kz);

89.

void Eplison_k_afterchange_myid(fftw_complex *e1_k_afterchange_myid,fftw_complex *e2_k_aft
erchange_myid,fftw_complexdouble *e3_k_afterchange_myid,double *ky,double *kz)

90.

{

91.

int i,j,k,index;

92.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z_myid;k++){

93.
94.
95.
96.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){
index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;
e1_k_afterchange_myid[index]= e1_k_myid[index]-(straincstraina)*(cexp((kx[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*kx[ch
angevalue]/delt_kx+ky[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*ky
[changevalue]/delt_ky+kz[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]
*kz[changevalue]/delt_kz)*(-1*I)));
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97.

e2_k_afterchange_myid[index]= e2_k_myid[index]+(straincstraina)*(cexp((kx[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*kx[ch
angevalue]/delt_kx+ky[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*ky
[changevalue]/delt_ky+kz[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]
*kz[changevalue]/delt_kz)*(-1*I)));

98.

e3_k_afterchange_myid[index]= e3_k_myid[index];}}}

99.
100.

/*Variables for Computational Diffuse Scattering*/

101.

/***Calculate

102.

fftw_complex *kai1_k,*kai2_k,*kai3_k; /*Kai(k)*/

103.

void Kai_k(fftw_complex *kai1_k,double *n2,double *n3,fftw_complex *e1_k,fftw_complex *e2_

Kai(k) Eq. 2.16***/

k,fftw_complex *e3_k);
104.

void Kai_k(fftw_complex *kai1_k,double *n2,double *n3,fftw_complex *e1_k,fftw_complex *e2_
k,fftw_complex *e3_k)

105.

{

106.

int i,j,k,index;

107.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

108.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

109.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

110.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

111.

kai1_k[index]=((1-poisson)*(1+ani)*(1+ani)+(1ani*ani)*(pow(n2[index],2)+pow(n3[index],2))-4*ani*(1poisson*ani)*pow(n2[index],2)*pow(n3[index],2))*e1_k[index]+(1+ani)*(poisson*(1+ani)(1+ani)*pow(n2[index],2)+2*ani*pow(n3[index],2)*(pow(n2[index],2)poisson))*e2_k[index]+(1+ani)*(poisson*(1+ani)(1+ani)*pow(n3[index],2)+2*ani*pow(n2[index],2)*(pow(n3[index],2)poisson))*e3_k[index];}}}

112.

}

113.
114.

/*Calculate Heterogeneous Displacement Field V(k)*/

115.

fftw_complex *v1_k,*v2_k,*v3_k;/*Heterogeneous Displacement Field V(k)*/

116.

fftw_complex *v1_r,*v2_r,*v3_r;/*Heterogeneous Displacement Field V(r)*/

117.

fftw_plan plan_v1_k2r,plan_a1_k2r,plan_v3_k2r; /*FFTW V(k) to V(r)*/

118.

void V_k(fftw_complex *v1_k,double *kall,fftw_complex *kai1_k,double *D,double *n1);

119.

void V_k(fftw_complex *v1_k,double *kall,fftw_complex *kai1_k,double *D,double *n1)

120.

{

121.

int i,j,k,index;

122.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

123.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

124.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

125.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

126.

v1_k[index]=-(1*I)/kall[index]*(kai1_k[index]/D[index])*n1[index];

127.

v1_k[0]=0.0+0.0*I;}}}

128.

}

129.
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130.

double *I100; /*Diffuse Scattering around (100) at each timestep*/

131.

double *I100_average;

132.

double *middletrans; /*Medium for FBZ*/

/*Time-Averaged Diffuse Scattering around (100)*/

133.
134.

/*Rearrange Diffuse Scattering into FBZ*/

135.

void FBZ(double *I,double Middle);

136.

void FBZ()

137.

{

138.

int i,j,k,index;

139.

for (k = lattice_size_z/2; k < lattice_size_z; k++){

140.
141.

for (j=lattice_size_y/2;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=lattice_size_x/2;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

142.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

143.

Middle[((k-lattice_size_z/2)*lattice_size_y+(jlattice_size_y/2))*lattice_size_x+(i-lattice_size_x/2)]=I[index];}}}

144.
145.
146.
147.

for (k = lattice_size_z/2; k < lattice_size_z; k++){
for (j=lattice_size_y/2;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x/2;i++){

148.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

149.

Middle[((k-lattice_size_z/2)*lattice_size_y+(jlattice_size_y/2))*lattice_size_x+(i+lattice_size_x/2)]=I[index];}}}

150.
151.
152.
153.

for (k = lattice_size_z/2; k < lattice_size_z; k++){
for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y/2;j++){
for (i=lattice_size_x/2;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

154.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

155.

Middle[((klattice_size_z/2)*lattice_size_y+(j+lattice_size_y/2))*lattice_size_x+(ilattice_size_x/2)]=I[index];}}}

156.
157.
158.
159.

for (k = lattice_size_z/2; k < lattice_size_z; k++){
for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y/2;j++){
for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x/2;i++){

160.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

161.

Middle[((klattice_size_z/2)*lattice_size_y+(j+lattice_size_y/2))*lattice_size_x+(i+lattice_size_x/2)
]=I[index];}}}

162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z/2; k++){
for (j=lattice_size_y/2;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=lattice_size_x/2;i<lattice_size_x;i++){
index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;
Middle[((k+lattice_size_z/2)*lattice_size_y+(jlattice_size_y/2))*lattice_size_x+(i-lattice_size_x/2)] =I[index];}}}
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168.
169.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z/2; k++){

170.

for (j=lattice_size_y/2;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

171.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x/2;i++){

172.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

173.

Middle[((k+lattice_size_z/2)*lattice_size_y+(jlattice_size_y/2))*lattice_size_x+(i+lattice_size_x/2)] =I[index];}}}

174.
175.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z/2; k++){

176.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y/2;j++){

177.

for (i=lattice_size_x/2;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

178.

Middle[((k+lattice_size_z/2)*lattice_size_y+(j+lattice_size_y/2))*lattice_
size_x+(i-lattice_size_x/2)] =I[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];}}}

179.
180.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z/2; k++){

181.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y/2;j++){

182.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x/2;i++){

183.

Middle[((k+lattice_size_z/2)*lattice_size_y+(j+lattice_size_y/2))*lattice_
size_x+(i+lattice_size_x/2)]=I[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];}}}

184.

}

185.
186.

int main(int argc, char *argv[])

187.

{

188.

/*MPI Declaration*/

189.

MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);

190.

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

191.

MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &Number_of_Processors);

192.
193.

time_t t;

194.

srand(1);

195.
196.

/*I/O File*/

197.

ifstream fileinput;

198.

ofstream fileoutput;

199.

FILE *ft,*ft1,*ft2,*ft3,*fta,*ftb,*ftstr,*fcheck,*fcheck1;

200.

char filename[50];

201.
202.

/*Initialize Elastic Energy*/

203.

E_current=0;

204.
205.

/*Input Simulation Size & Properties & */

206.

ft = fopen("parameter3dA1T0p5.txt", "r");

207.

fscanf(ft, "%d %d %d %lg %lg %lg %lg %lg %d %lg %d %lg", &lattice_size_x,&lattice_size
_y,&lattice_size_z,&weight,&straina,&strainc,&poisson,&shearmodulus,&seekstepcut,&saTemp,&
stepfinal,&ani);
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208.

fclose(ft);

209.
210.

/*Z-grid in Each Processor*/

211.

lattice_size_z_myid=lattice_size_z/Number_of_Processors;

212.
213.

/*K-space Grid*/

214.

delt_kx=2*Pi/(lattice_size_x);

215.

delt_ky=2*Pi/(lattice_size_y);

216.

delt_kz=2*Pi/(lattice_size_z);

217.
218.

/*Allocate Memory*/

219.

Sequence=(int*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(int));

220.

Sequence_afterchange=(int*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(
int));

221.
222.

kx=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

223.

ky=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

224.

kz=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

225.

kall=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

226.

n1=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

227.

n2=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

228.

n3=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

229.
230.

order=(int*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(int));

231.
232.

yita1_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof
(fftw_complex));

233.

yita2_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof
(fftw_complex));

234.

yita3_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof
(fftw_complex));

235.

e1_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

236.

e2_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

237.

e3_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

238.

e1_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

239.

e2_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

240.

e3_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

241.

plan_e1_r2k=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,e1_r,e1_k,FF
TW_FORWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);
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242.

plan_e2_r2k=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,e2_r,e2_k,FF
TW_FORWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);

243.

plan_e3_r2k=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,e3_r,e3_k,FF
TW_FORWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);

244.

e1_k_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z_myid
*sizeof(fftw_complex));

245.

e2_k_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z_myid
*sizeof(fftw_complex));

246.

e3_k_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z_myid
*sizeof(fftw_complex));

247.

e1_k_afterchange_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice
_size_z_myid*sizeof(fftw_complex));

248.

e2_k_afterchange_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice
_size_z_myid*sizeof(fftw_complex));

249.

e3_k_afterchange_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice
_size_z_myid*sizeof(fftw_complex));

250.

D=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

251.
252.

kai1_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(
fftw_complex));

253.

kai2_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(
fftw_complex));

254.

kai3_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(
fftw_complex));

255.
256.

v1_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

257.

v2_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

258.

v3_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

259.

v1_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

260.

v2_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

261.

v3_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

262.
263.

plan_v1_k2r=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,v1_k,v1_r,FF
TW_BACKWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);

264.

plan_v2_k2r=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,v2_k,v2_r,FF
TW_BACKWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);

265.

plan_v3_k2r=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,v3_k,v3_r,FF
TW_BACKWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);

266.
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267.

I100=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

268.

I100_average=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(doubl
e));

269.

middletrans=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double
));

270.
271.

/*Initialize Microstructure*/

272.

fileinput.open("3d32.txt");

273.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z/2; k++){

274.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y/2;j++){

275.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x/2;i++){

276.
277.

fileinput>>Sequence[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];}}}
fileinput.close();

278.
279.

/*kx, ky, kz Components of k vector in k-spcae*/

280.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z; k++){

281.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){

282.

for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){

283.

if (k < lattice_size_z/2){ kz[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i] = k*d
elt_kz; }

284.

else{kz[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i] = (k lattice_size_z)*delt_kz;}

285.

if (j < lattice_size_y/2){ ky[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i] = j*d
elt_ky; }

286.

else{ky[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i] = (j lattice_size_y)*delt_ky;}

287.

if (i < lattice_size_x/2){ kx[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]= i*de
lt_kx; }

288.

else{kx[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i] = (i - lattice_size_x)*delt
_kx;}}}}

289.
290.

/*k Absolute Value*/

291.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z; k++){

292.
293.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){
for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){

294.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

295.

kall[index]=sqrt(pow(kx[index],2)+pow(ky[index],2)+pow(kz[index],2));}}}

296.
297.

/*n1,n2,n3*/

298.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z; k++){

299.
300.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){
for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){

301.

index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;

302.

n1[index]=kx[index]/kall[index];

303.

n2[index]=ky[index]/kall[index];
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304.

n3[index]=kz[index]/kall[index];}}}

305.
306.

/*D(n) Eq.2.7*/

307.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z; k++){

308.
309.
310.
311.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){
for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){
index=(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i;
D[index]=(1-poisson)*(1+ani)*(1+ani)2*a1*(1+ani)*(pow(n1[index],2)*pow(n2[index],2)+pow(n2[index],2)*pow(n3[index],2)+pow(n1[i
ndex],2)*pow(n3[index],2))+2*ani*ani*(3+(12*poisson)*ani)*pow(n1[index],2)*pow(n2[index],2)*pow(n3[index],2);}}}

312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.

/*Three-value Field c(r)-> Three-component Field (yita1,yita2,yita3) in R-space*/
for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){
for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){
if(Sequence[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]==1){

318.

yita1_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=1.0+0.0*I;

319.

yita2_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0+0.0*I;

320.

yita3_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0+0.0*I;}

321.

else if(Sequence[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]==2){

322.

yita1_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0+0.0*I;

323.

yita2_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=1.0+0.0*I;

324.
325.

yita3_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0+0.0*I;}
else{

326.

yita1_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0+0.0*I;

327.

yita2_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0+0.0*I;

328.

yita3_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=1.0+0.0*I;}}}}

329.
330.

/*Misfit Strain Field Eq. 2.5*/

331.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

332.
333.
334.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){
e1_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=-(strainastrainc)*yita1_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

335.

e2_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=-(strainastrainc)*yita2_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

336.

e3_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=-(strainastrainc)*yita3_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];}}}

337.
338.

/*Calculate Misfit Strain Field in k-space*/

339.

fftw_execute(plan_e1_r2k);

340.

fftw_execute(plan_e2_r2k);

341.

fftw_execute(plan_e3_r2k);

342.
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343.

/*Calculate the Initial Elastic Energy Eq.2.6*/

344.

E_current=Energy(n1,n2,n3,e1_k,e2_k,e3_k,D,lattice_size_z);

345.
346.

/*MPI: Distribute to Every Processor*/

347.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z_myid;k++)

348.

{

349.

{

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++)

350.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++)

351.

{

352.

e1_k_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=e1_k[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_
myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

353.

e2_k_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=e2_k[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_
myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

354.

e3_k_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=e3_k[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_
myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

355.

}

356.

}

357.

}

358.

/*Start Monte-Carlo*/

359.

for(seekstep=1;seekstep<(stepfinal+1);seekstep++)

360.

{

361.

if((myid==0)&&(seekstep%20==0))

362.

{

363.

sprintf(filename,"output/A1/T0p5/track.txt");

364.

ft1=fopen(filename,"at+");

365.

}

366.
367.

/*Randomly Generate an Order of Which Position Needs to Be Mutated in Each MC Step
*/

368.

for(i=0;i<lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z;i++)

369.

{order[i]=i;}

370.

for(i=0;i<lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z;i++)

371.

{

372.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

373.

picknumber=((double)rand()/(RAND_MAX)*(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_s
ize_z-i-1));

374.

buffervalue=order[picknumber];

375.

order[picknumber]=order[lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z-i-1];

376.
377.

order[lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z-i-1]=buffervalue;
}

378.
379.

/*In Each MC Step, Every Position Needs to Be Mutated*/

380.

for(scanstep=0;scanstep<lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z;scanstep++)

381.

{

382.

energy_afterchange=0;
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383.

energy_afterchange_myid=0;

384.

changevalue=order[scanstep];

385.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

386.

/*Exchange Trial*/

387.

random_number=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX;

388.

if((random_number>0.5)&&((Sequence[changevalue]==1))){casenumber=0;}

389.

if((random_number>0.5)&&((Sequence[changevalue]==2))){casenumber=1;}

390.

if((random_number>0.5)&&((Sequence[changevalue]==3))){casenumber=2;}

391.

if((random_number<=0.5)&&((Sequence[changevalue]==1))){casenumber=3;}

392.

if((random_number<=0.5)&&((Sequence[changevalue]==2))){casenumber=4;}

393.

if((random_number<=0.5)&&((Sequence[changevalue]==3))){casenumber=5;}

394.
395.

switch(casenumber)

396.

{

397.

case 0:Eplison_k_afterchange_myid(e1_k_afterchange_myid,e2_k_afterchange_m
yid,e3_k_afterchange_myid,kx,ky,kz);break;/*The Variant1->2*/

398.

case 1:Eplison_k_afterchange_myid(e2_k_afterchange_myid,e3_k_afterchange_m
yid,e1_k_afterchange_myid,kx,ky,kz);break;/*2->3*/

399.

case 2:Eplison_k_afterchange_myid(e3_k_afterchange_myid,e2_k_afterchange_m
yid,e2_k_afterchange_myid,kx,ky,kz);break;/*3->1*/

400.

case 3:Eplison_k_afterchange_myid(e1_k_afterchange_myid,e3_k_afterchange_m
yid,e2_k_afterchange_myid,kx,ky,kz);break;/*1->3*/

401.

case 4:Eplison_k_afterchange_myid(e2_k_afterchange_myid,e1_k_afterchange_m
yid,e3_k_afterchange_myid,kx,ky,kz);break; /*2->1*/

402.

case 5:Eplison_k_afterchange_myid(e3_k_afterchange_myid,e2_k_afterchange_m
yid,e1_k_afterchange_myid,kx,ky,kz);break; /*3->2*/

403.

}

404.
405.
406.

/*Caluculate Elastic Energy after the Attempt*/
energy_afterchange_myid=Energy(n1,n2,n3,e1_k_afterchange_myid,e2_k_afterchange
_myid,e3_k_afterchange_myid,*D,lattice_size_z_myid);

407.
408.

/*Calculate the Microstructure after Attempt*/

409.

if(casenumber==0){Sequence_afterchange[changevalue]=2;}

410.

if(casenumber==1){Sequence_afterchange[changevalue]=3;}

411.

if(casenumber==2){Sequence_afterchange[changevalue]=1;}

412.

if(casenumber==3){Sequence_afterchange[changevalue]=3;}

413.

if(casenumber==4){Sequence_afterchange[changevalue]=1;}

414.

if(casenumber==5){Sequence_afterchange[changevalue]=2;}

415.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

416.
417.

/*MPI: Sum Up to Calculate the Total Elastic Energy After Attempt*/

418.

MPI_Allreduce(&energy_afterchange_myid, &energy_afterchange, 1, MPI_DOUBLE, MP
I_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

419.

energy_afterchange=energy_afterchange;
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420.
421.

/*Decide If Accept the Attempt*/

422.

possibility=cost_function(energy_afterchange,E_current,saTemp,weight);

423.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

424.

random_number=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX;

425.

if(random_number<possibility){

426.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z_myid;k++){

427.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

428.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

429.

e1_k_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=e1_k_aftercha
nge_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

430.

e2_k_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=e2_k_aftercha
nge_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

431.

e3_k_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=e3_k_aftercha
nge_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];}}}

432.

E_current=energy_afterchange;

433.

Sequence[changevalue]=Sequence_afterchange[changevalue];

434.

}

435.
436.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

437.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

438.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

439.

Sequence_afterchange[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=Sequen
ce[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];}}}

440.

}

441.

/*Scanstep End*/

442.
443.

MPI_Gather(e1_k_myid,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_x,MPI_DOUBLE_
COMPLEX,e1_k,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_x,MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,0,MPI_CO
MM_WORLD);

444.
445.

MPI_Gather(e2_k_myid,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_x,MPI_DOUBLE_
COMPLEX,e2_k,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_x,MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,0,MPI_CO
MM_WORLD);

446.
447.

MPI_Gather(e3_k_myid,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_x,MPI_DOUBLE_
COMPLEX,e3_k,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_x,MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,0,MPI_CO
MM_WORLD);

448.
449.

if(seekstep>=seekstepcut)

450.

{

451.

/*Calculate Kai and Heterogeneous Displacement Field in Kspace Eq.2.16 & 2.15*/

452.

Kai_k(kai1_k,n2,n3,e1_k,e2_k,e3_k);

453.

Kai_k(kai2_k,n3,n1,e2_k,e3_k,e1_k);
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454.

Kai_k(kai3_k,n2,n1,e3_k,e2_k,e1_k);

455.
456.

V_k(v1_k,kall,kai1_k,D,n1);

457.

V_k(v2_k,kall,kai2_k,D,n2);

458.

V_k(v3_k,kall,kai2_k,D,n3);

459.
460.

/*Calculate Diffuse Scattering*/

461.

if(myid==0&&(seekstep-seekstepcut)%250==0)

462.

{

463.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

464.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

465.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

466.

I100[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=pow(creal(cabs(v1_
k[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i])),2);}}}

467.
468.

/*FBZ Diffuse Scattering*/

469.

FBZ(I100,middletrans);

470.
471.

/*Output Diffuse Scattering at Some Timestep*/

472.

sprintf(filename,"3DA1T0p5NostressDiffractionFBZ(Step%d).dat",seekstep);

473.

fta=fopen(filename,"w");

474.

fprintf(fta,"VARIABLES=\"Intensity\"\nZONE T=\"I100\"\nI=32,J=32,K=32\n");

475.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

476.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

477.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

478.

fprintf(fta,"%.15g\n",middletrans[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice
_size_x+i]);}}}

479.
480.

fclose(fta);
}

481.
482.

/*Sum up For Averaged Diffuse Scattering*/

483.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

484.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

485.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

486.

I100_average[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=I100_average[(k*la
ttice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]+pow(creal(cabs(v1_k_a1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size
_x+i])),2);}}}

487.
488.
489.
490.

if(myid==0&&seekstep==stepfinal)
{
/*Calculate Heterogeneous Displacement Field From K-space to R-Space*/

491.

fftw_execute(plan_v1_k2r);

492.

fftw_execute(plan_v2_k2r);

493.

fftw_execute(plan_v3_k2r);

494.
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495.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

496.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

497.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

498.

v1_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=v1_r[(k*lattice_size_y
+j)*lattice_size_x+i]/(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z);

499.

v2_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=v2_r[(k*lattice_size_y
+j)*lattice_size_x+i]/(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z);

500.

v3_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=v3_r[(k*lattice_size_y
+j)*lattice_size_x+i]/(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z);

501.

}}}

502.
503.

/*Output Displacement Field*/

504.
505.

sprintf(filename,"3DA1T0p5NostressDisplacement(Step%d).dat",seekstep);

506.

fta=fopen(filename,"w");

507.

fprintf(fta,"VARIABLES=\"X\",\"Y\",\"Z\",\"v1\",\"v2\",\"v3\"\nZONE T=\"Di
splacementField\"\nI=32,J=32,K=32\n");

508.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

509.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

510.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

511.

fprintf(fta,"%d %d %d %.15g %.15g %.15g\n",i,j,k,creal(v1_r[(k
*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]),creal(v2_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]),c
real(v3_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]));}}}

512.
513.

fclose(fta);

514.
515.

/*Output Averaged Time-Averaged Difffuse Scattering*/

516.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

517.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

518.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

519.

I100_average[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=I100_avera
ge[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]/(seekstep-seekstepcut+1);}}}

520.
521.

FBZ(I100_average,middletrans);/*Arranged in FBZ*/

522.

sprintf(filename,"3DA1T0p5NostressAveragedDiffractionFBZ(Step10002000).dat");

523.

fta=fopen(filename,"w");

524.

fprintf(fta,"VARIABLES=\"X\",\"Y\",\"Z\",\"Intensity\"\nZONE T=\"I100\"I=3
2,J=32,K=32\n");

525.
526.
527.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){
for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

528.

fprintf(fta,"%d %d %d %.15g\n",i,j,k,middletrans[(k*lattice_si
ze_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]);}}}

529.

fclose(fta);
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530.

}

531.

}

532.
533.

/*Output Microstructure*/

534.

if((myid==0&&seekstep%250==0)||(myid==0&&seekstep==stepfinal))

535.

{

536.

sprintf(filename,"3DA1T0p5NostressMicrostructure(Step%d).dat",seekstep);

537.

ft=fopen(filename,"w");

538.

fprintf(ft,"VARIABLES=\"X\",\"Y\",\"Z\",\"Variant\"\nZONE T=\"step%d\" I=32,J=
32,K=32\n",seekstep);

539.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

540.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

541.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

542.

fprintf(ft,"%d %d %d %d\n",i,j,k,Sequence[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lat
tice_size_x+i]);}}}

543.

fclose(ft);

544.

}

545.

}

546.

/*Monte-Carlo End*/

547.

free(Sequence);free(Sequence_afterchange);free(kx);free(ky);free(kz);free(kall);free(n1);f
ree(n2);free(n3);free(order);free(I100);free(I100_average);free(middletrans);

548.

fftw_free(yita1_r);fftw_free(yita2_r);fftw_free(yita3_r);fftw_free(e1_r);fftw_free(e2_r);f
ftw_free(e3_r);fftw_free(e1_k);fftw_free(e2_k);fftw_free(e3_k);fftw_free(e1_k_myid);fftw_f
ree(e2_k_myid);fftw_free(e3_k_myid);fftw_free(v1_k);fftw_free(v2_k);fftw_free(v3_k);fftw_f
ree(v1_r);fftw_free(v2_r);fftw_free(v3_r);

549.
550.

MPI_Finalize;

551.
552.
553.

return 0;
}

/*Input Parameters*/
32 /*lattice size x*/
32 /*lattice size y*/
32 /*lattice size z*/
10

/*weight in cost function*/

0 /*strian a*/
0.4 /*strain c*/
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0.27 /*poisson ratio*/
71761.92 /*shear modulus*/
1000 /*Start Step for Time Averaging*/
0.01752 /*simulation temperature*/
2000 /*End Step at each Monte Carlo*/
0 /*Aniosotropy*/
/*Input End*/

C.2

One Example of Programming Codes for Disorder-Order
Transition in Fe- 25 at%Ga and Input Parameters

1.

#include "mpi.h"

2.

#include <stdlib.h>

3.

#include <stdio.h>

4.

#include <unistd.h>

5.

#include<fstream>

6.

#include <iostream>

7.

#include <math.h>

8.

#include<time.h>

9.

#include<complex.h>

10.

#include<fftw3.h>

11.

#include <sys/time.h>

12.
13.

using namespace std;

14.
15.

/*Declare Variables*/

16.

int i,j,k;

17.

int ni,nj,nk;

18.

int N,M,L;

19.

int R1,R2,R3;

20.

double Ii,J,K;

21.
22.

/*MPI*/
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23.

int myid;

24.

int Number_of_Processors;

25.
26.

/*Microstructure*/

27.

int ***Sequence,*record_B_x,*record_B_y,*record_B_z;

28.

fftw_complex *cr,*ck,*ck_myid,*ck_afterchange_myid;

29.

fftw_plan plan_c_r2k;

30.
31.

/*Variables for Ga-Ga #Bonds & Chemical Energy*/

32.

double BBbondenergy,BBsecondbondenergy,BBthirdbondenergy;

33.

int B_next_second,B_current_first,B_current_second,B_next_first,B_next_third,B_current_thi
rd;

34.

double count_pairb,count_pairb2,count_pairb3;

35.

int countb,countb2,countb3;

36.
37.

/*Simulation Size*/

38.

int lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,lattice_size_z_myid;

39.
40.

int Btotalnumber;

41.
42.

/*Grids in K-space*/

43.

double *kx,*ky,*kz,*kall,*n1,*n2,*n3,*rx,*ry,*rz,

44.

double delt_kx,delt_ky,delt_kz;

45.

double Pi = 3.1415926;

46.
47.

/*Properties*/

48.

double volumestrain,poisson,shearmodulus,parameter_a,a;

49.
50.

/*Variables for Output*/

51.

int Tstep,T_number,seekstep,seeknumber,scanstep;

52.
53.

/*Variables for Monte-Carlo*/

54.

double saTemp,weight,TrueT;

55.

int stepfinal,seekstepcut;

56.
57.

/*Variables For Generating a Random Order*/

58.

int *order1,picknumber,buffervalue,changevalue;

59.
60.

/*Variable for Elastic Energy*/

61.

double *kai,*phi,*D;

62.

double E_current,E_afterchange,E_elasticity,E_elasticity_afterchange,E_Bond,E_Bond_afterch
ange,E_elasticity_afterchange_myid;

63.
64.

/*Variables for Mutation*/

65.

double random_number,xran,probability;
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66.
67.

/*Monte Carlo Accept Ratio*/

68.

double Probability(double E_afterchange,double E_current);

69.

double Probability(double E_afterchange,double E_current)

70.

{

71.

double W;

72.

W=exp(-(E_afterchange-E_current)/(saTemp*weight));

73.

return W;

74.

}

75.

/*Count Ga-Ga First Nearest Bonds at a Selected Ga*/

76.

int count(int N,int M,int L,int ***Sequence);

77.

int count(int N,int M,int L,int ***Sequence)

78.

{

79.

int count=0;

80.

int Nminus1,Nadd1,Mminus1,Madd1,Lminus1,Ladd1;

81.

if(N==0){Nminus1=lattice_size_x-1;Nadd1=N+1;}else if(N==lattice_size_x1){Nadd1=0;Nminus1=N-1;}else{Nminus1=N-1;Nadd1=N+1;}

82.

if(M==0){Mminus1=lattice_size_y-1;Madd1=M+1;}else if(M==lattice_size_y1){Madd1=0;Mminus1=M-1;}else{Mminus1=M-1;Madd1=M+1;}

83.

if(L==0){Lminus1=lattice_size_z-1;Ladd1=L+1;}else if(L==lattice_size_z1){Ladd1=0;Lminus1=L-1;}else{Lminus1=L-1;Ladd1=L+1;}

84.

if (Sequence[Nminus1][M][L]==1){count=count+1;}//#1

85.

if (Sequence[Nadd1][M][L]==1){count=count+1;}//#2

86.

if (Sequence[N][Mminus1][L]==1){count=count+1;}//#3

87.

if (Sequence[N][Madd1][L]==1){count=count+1;}//#4

88.

if (Sequence[N][M][Lminus1]==1){count=count+1;}//#5

89.

if (Sequence[N][M][Ladd1]==1){count=count+1;}//#6

90.

if (Sequence[Nminus1][Mminus1][Lminus1]==1){count=count+1;}//#7

91.

if (Sequence[Nadd1][Madd1][Ladd1]==1){count=count+1;}//#8

92.

return (count);

93.

}

94.

/*Count Ga-Ga Second Nearest Bonds at a Selected Ga*/

95.

int countsecond(int N,int M,int L,int ***Sequence);

96.

int countsecond(int N,int M,int L,int ***Sequence)

97.

{

98.

int countsecond=0;

99.

int Nminus1,Nadd1,Mminus1,Madd1,Lminus1,Ladd1;

100.

if(N==0){Nminus1=lattice_size_x-1;Nadd1=N+1;}else if(N==lattice_size_x1){Nadd1=0;Nminus1=N-1;}else{Nminus1=N-1;Nadd1=N+1;}

101.

if(M==0){Mminus1=lattice_size_y-1;Madd1=M+1;}else if(M==lattice_size_y1){Madd1=0;Mminus1=M-1;}else{Mminus1=M-1;Madd1=M+1;}

102.

if(L==0){Lminus1=lattice_size_z-1;Ladd1=L+1;}else if(L==lattice_size_z1){Ladd1=0;Lminus1=L-1;}else{Lminus1=L-1;Ladd1=L+1;}

103.

if (Sequence[N][Madd1][Ladd1]==1){countsecond=countsecond+1;}//#1

104.

if (Sequence[N][Mminus1][Lminus1]==1){countsecond=countsecond+1;}//#2
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105.

if (Sequence[Nadd1][M][Ladd1]==1){countsecond=countsecond+1;}//#3

106.

if (Sequence[Nminus1][M][Lminus1]==1){countsecond=countsecond+1;}//#4

107.

if (Sequence[Nadd1][Madd1][L]==1){countsecond=countsecond+1;}//#5

108.

if (Sequence[Nminus1][Mminus1][L]==1){countsecond=countsecond+1;}//#6

109.

return (countsecond);

110.

}

111.

/*Count Ga-Ga Third Nearest Bonds at a Selected Ga*/

112.

int countthird(int N,int M,int L,int ***Sequence);

113.

int countthird(int N,int M,int L,int ***Sequence)

114.

{

115.

int countthird=0;

116.

int Nminus1,Nadd1,Mminus1,Madd1,Lminus1,Ladd1,Nminus2,Nadd2,Mminus2,Madd2,Lminus2,Ladd
2;

117.

if(N==0){Nminus1=lattice_size_x-1;Nadd1=N+1;}else if(N==lattice_size_x1){Nadd1=0;Nminus1=N-1;}else{Nminus1=N-1;Nadd1=N+1;}

118.

if(M==0){Mminus1=lattice_size_y-1;Madd1=M+1;}else if(M==lattice_size_y1){Madd1=0;Mminus1=M-1;}else{Mminus1=M-1;Madd1=M+1;}

119.

if(L==0){Lminus1=lattice_size_z-1;Ladd1=L+1;}else if(L==lattice_size_z1){Ladd1=0;Lminus1=L-1;}else{Lminus1=L-1;Ladd1=L+1;}

120.

if(N==0){Nminus2=lattice_size_x-2;Nadd2=N+2;}else if(N==1){Nminus2=lattice_size_x1;Nadd2=N+2;}else if(N==lattice_size_x-1){Nadd2=1;Nminus2=N-2;}else if(N==lattice_size_x2){Nadd2=0;Nminus2=N-2;}else{Nminus2=N-2;Nadd2=N+2;}

121.

if(M==0){Mminus2=lattice_size_y-2;Madd2=M+2;}else if(M==1){Mminus2=lattice_size_y1;Madd2=M+2;}else if(M==lattice_size_y-1){Madd2=1;Mminus2=M-2;}else if(M==lattice_size_y2){Madd2=0;Mminus2=M-2;}else{Mminus2=M-2;Madd2=M+2;}

122.

if(L==0){Lminus2=lattice_size_z-2;Ladd2=L+2;}else if(L==1){Lminus2=lattice_size_z1;Ladd2=L+2;}else if(L==lattice_size_z-1){Ladd2=1;Lminus2=L-2;}else if(L==lattice_size_z2){Ladd2=0;Lminus2=L-2;}else{Lminus2=L-2;Ladd2=L+2;}

123.

if (Sequence[N][Madd1][Lminus1]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#1

124.

if (Sequence[N][Mminus1][Ladd1]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#2

125.

if (Sequence[Nadd1][M][Lminus1]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#3

126.

if (Sequence[Nminus1][M][Ladd1]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#4

127.

if (Sequence[Nadd1][Mminus1][L]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#5

128.

if (Sequence[Nminus1][Madd1][L]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#6

129.

if (Sequence[Nadd2][Madd1][Ladd1]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#7

130.

if (Sequence[Nminus2][Mminus1][Lminus1]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#8

131.

if (Sequence[Nadd1][Madd2][Ladd1]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#9

132.

if (Sequence[Nminus1][Mminus2][Lminus1]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#10

133.

if (Sequence[Nadd1][Madd1][Ladd2]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#11

134.

if (Sequence[Nminus1][Mminus1][Lminus2]==1){countthird=countthird+1;}//#12

135.

return (countthird);

136.

}

137.

/*Variables for Diffraction*/

138.

double *f1_n,*f2_n,*f3_n;

139.

fftw_complex *multi1,*multi2,*multi3;
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140.

fftw_complex *v1_k,*v2_k,*v3_k;

141.

fftw_complex *v1_r,*v2_r,*v3_r;

142.

fftw_plan plan_v1_k2r,plan_v2_k2r,plan_v3_k2r;

143.

fftw_complex *elec_den_total,*elec_den_dis,*elec_den_chemical;

144.

fftw_complex *elec_den_total_myid,*elec_den_dis_myid,*elec_den_chemical_myid;

145.

double *Intensity_total_average,*Intensity_Dis_average,*Intensity_Chemical_average;

146.

double Integrated_intensity_fundamental,Integrated_intensity_d03,Integrated_intensity_bcc;

147.
148.

int main(int argc, char *argv[])

149.

{

150.

/*Declare MPI*/

151.

MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);

152.

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

153.

MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &Number_of_Processors);

154.
155.

time_t t;

156.

srand((unsigned)time(&t));

157.
158.

/*I/O*/

159.

ifstream fileinput;

160.

ofstream fileoutput;

161.

FILE *ft,*ft1,*ft2,*ft3,*fta,*ft_chemical,*ft_dis,*ft_total,*ft_dis_brag_111,*ft_dis_b
rag_110,*ft_dis_brag_100,*ftstructure,*fttotalenergy,*ftelasticenergy,*ftnnBBbond,*ftnBBbo
nd,*ftbondenergy,*ft_dis_brag_011,*ft_dis_brag_010,*ft_dis_brag_001,*ft_dis_brag_101,*ft_i
ntegrated_d03,*ft_integrated_fundamental,*ft_integrated_bcc,*ft_yita1,*ft_yita2,*ft_yita;

162.

char filename[50];

163.
164.

/*Input Parameters*/

165.

ft = fopen("0p25.txt", "r");

166.

fscanf(ft, "%d %d %d %d %d %lg %lg %lg %lg %d %lg %lg %lg %lg %lg", &lattice_size_x,&l
attice_size_y,&lattice_size_z,&Btotalnumber,&T_number,&volumestrain,&poisson,&shearmodulus
,&a,&stepfinal,&BBbondenergy,&BBsecondbondenergy,&BBthirdbondenergy,&weight,&parameter_a);

167.

fclose(ft);

168.
169.

/****Z-grid in Each Processor*****/

170.

lattice_size_z_myid=lattice_size_z/Number_of_Processors;

171.
172.

/***K-space Grid***/

173.

delt_kx=2*Pi/(parameter_a);

174.

delt_ky=2*Pi/(parameter_a);

175.

delt_kz=2*Pi/(parameter_a);

176.
177.

/*Allocate Memory*/

178.

order1=(int*)malloc(Btotalnumber*sizeof(int));

179.
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180.

Sequence = new int**[lattice_size_x];

181.

for(i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){Sequence[i]=new int*[lattice_size_y];}

182.

for(i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){for(j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){Sequence[i][j]=new int[lat
tice_size_z];}}

183.

record_B_x=(int*)malloc(Btotalnumber*sizeof(int));

184.

record_B_y=(int*)malloc(Btotalnumber*sizeof(int));

185.

record_B_z=(int*)malloc(Btotalnumber*sizeof(int));

186.
187.

cr=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(fftw
_complex));

188.

ck=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(fftw
_complex));

189.

plan_c_r2k=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,cr,ck,FFTW_FO
RWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);

190.

ck_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z_myid*s
izeof(fftw_complex));

191.

ck_afterchange_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_s
ize_z_myid*sizeof(fftw_complex));

192.
193.

kx=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

194.

ky=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

195.

kz=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

196.

kall=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

197.

n1=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

198.

n2=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

199.

n3=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

200.

rx=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

201.

ry=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

202.

rz=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

203.
204.

f1_n=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

205.

f2_n=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

206.

f3_n=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

207.

kai=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

208.

phi=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

209.

D=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double));

210.

multi1=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(
fftw_complex));

211.

multi2=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(
fftw_complex));

212.

multi3=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(
fftw_complex));

213.

v1_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));
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214.

v2_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

215.

v3_k=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

216.

v1_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

217.

v2_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

218.

v3_r=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(ff
tw_complex));

219.
220.

elec_den_total=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z
*sizeof(fftw_complex));

221.

elec_den_dis=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*s
izeof(fftw_complex));

222.

elec_den_chemical=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_siz
e_z*sizeof(fftw_complex));

223.

elec_den_total_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_s
ize_z_myid*sizeof(fftw_complex));

224.

elec_den_dis_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_siz
e_z_myid*sizeof(fftw_complex));

225.

elec_den_chemical_myid=(fftw_complex*)fftw_malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattic
e_size_z_myid*sizeof(fftw_complex));

226.

plan_v1_k2r=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,v1_k,v1_r,FF
TW_BACKWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);

227.

plan_v2_k2r=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,v2_k,v2_r,FF
TW_BACKWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);

228.

plan_v3_k2r=fftw_plan_dft_3d(lattice_size_x,lattice_size_y,lattice_size_z,v3_k,v3_r,FF
TW_BACKWARD,FFTW_ESTIMATE);

229.
230.

Intensity=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*sizeof(double))
;

231.

Intensity_Dis_Brag_100_average=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_s
ize_z*sizeof(double));

232.

Intensity_total_average=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*s
izeof(double));

233.

Intensity_Dis_average=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*siz
eof(double));

234.

Intensity_Chemical_average=(double*)malloc(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_
z*sizeof(double));

235.
236.

/*K vector in K-Space: Primitive Cell*/

237.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z; k++){

238.
239.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){
for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){
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240.

if(i<lattice_size_x/2)

241.

{Ii=(i+0.0)/lattice_size_x;}

242.

else{Ii=(i-lattice_size_x+0.0)/lattice_size_x;}

243.

if(j<lattice_size_y/2)

244.

{J=(j+0.0)/lattice_size_y;}

245.

else{J=(j-lattice_size_y+0.0)/lattice_size_y;}

246.

if(k<lattice_size_z/2)

247.

{K=(k+0.0)/lattice_size_z;}

248.

else{K=(k-lattice_size_z+0.0)/lattice_size_z;}

249.

kz[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=(Ii+J)*delt_kz;

250.

ky[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=(Ii+K)*delt_ky;

251.

kx[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=(J+K)*delt_kx;

252.

kall[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=sqrt(pow(kx[(k*lattice_size_y+
j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)+pow(ky[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)+pow(kz[(k*lattice
_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2));}}}

253.
254.

/*Calculate n1,n2,n3*/

255.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z; k++){

256.
257.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){
for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){

258.

n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=kx[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_
size_x+i]/kall[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

259.

n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=ky[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_
size_x+i]/kall[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

260.

n3[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=kz[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_
size_x+i]/kall[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

261.

if((j==0&&i==0&&k==0)){

262.

n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0.0;

263.

n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0.0;

264.

n3[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0.0;

265.
266.

}
}}}

267.
268.

/*R vector in r-Space: Primitive Cell*/

269.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z; k++){

270.
271.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){
for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){

272.

rx[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=parameter_a/2*(-i+j+k);

273.

ry[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=parameter_a/2*(i-j+k);

274.

rz[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=parameter_a/2*(i+j-k);}}}

275.
276.
277.
278.

/*Calulate Phi(n) & Kai(n) in Eq. 3.9 for Solving Elastic Energy*/

279.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z; k++){
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280.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){

281.

for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){

282.

kai[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=(1-2*poisson)*((1poisson)*(1+a)*(1+a)2*a*(1+a)*(pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*la
ttice_size_x+i],2)+pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n3[(k*lattice_size
_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)+pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n3[(k*latt
ice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2))+2*a*a*(3+(12*poisson)*a)*pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)
*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n3[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2));

283.

phi[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=(1+poisson)*(1+poisson)*((1+a)*
(1+a)4*a*(1+a)*(pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*la
ttice_size_x+i],2)+pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n3[(k*lattice_size
_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)+pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n3[(k*latt
ice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2))+12*a*a*pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2
)*pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n3[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_siz
e_x+i],2));}}}

284.
285.

/*Calculate fi(n) & D(n) in Eq.3.12 for Solving Heterogeneous Displacement V(k)*/

286.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_z; k++){

287.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){

288.

for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){

289.
290.

D[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=(1-poisson)*(1+a)*(1+a)2*a*(1+a)*(pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*la
ttice_size_x+i],2)+pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n3[(k*lattice_size
_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)+pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n3[(k*latt
ice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2))+2*a*a*(3+(12*poisson)*a)*pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)
*lattice_size_x+i],2)*pow(n3[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2);

291.

f1_n[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=(1+poisson)*(1+a2*a*pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2))*(1+a2*a*pow(n3[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2));

292.

f2_n[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=(1+poisson)*(1+a2*a*pow(n3[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2))*(1+a2*a*pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2));

293.

f3_n[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=(1+poisson)*(1+a2*a*pow(n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2))*(1+a2*a*pow(n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i],2));

294.

multi1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=volumestrain*(1*I)/kall[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*(f1_n[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*
lattice_size_x+i]/D[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i])*n1[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattic
e_size_x+i];
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295.

multi2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=volumestrain*(1*I)/kall[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*(f2_n[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*
lattice_size_x+i]/D[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i])*n2[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattic
e_size_x+i];

296.

multi3[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=volumestrain*(1*I)/kall[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*(f3_n[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*
lattice_size_x+i]/D[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i])*n3[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattic
e_size_x+i];}}}

297.
298.

/*Input: Initial Microstructure and Initial Position of Each Ga Element*/

299.

sprintf(filename,"ABinitial%d.txt",Btotalnumber);

300.

fileinput.open(filename);

301.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

302.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

303.

for(i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

304.

fileinput>>Sequence[i][j][k];}}}

305.

fileinput.close();

306.

sprintf(filename,"Binitialrecordx%d.txt",Btotalnumber);

307.

fileinput.open(filename);for (i=0;i<Btotalnumber;i++){fileinput>>record_B_x[i];}filein
put.close();

308.

sprintf(filename,"Binitialrecordy%d.txt",Btotalnumber);fileinput.open(filename);for (i
=0;i<Btotalnumber;i++){fileinput>>record_B_y[i];}fileinput.close();

309.

sprintf(filename,"Binitialrecordz%d.txt",Btotalnumber);fileinput.open(filename);for (i
=0;i<Btotalnumber;i++){fileinput>>record_B_z[i];}fileinput.close();

310.
311.
312.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){
for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

313.
314.

cr[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=Sequence[i][j][k]+0.0*I;}}}
fftw_execute(plan_c_r2k);/*FFTW c(r) to c(k)*/

315.
316.

/*Initialize Variables*/

317.

E_current=0;

318.

E_elasticity=0;

319.

count_pairb=0;

320.

count_pairb2=0;

321.

E_Bond=0;

322.
323.

/*Calculate Initial Chemical Energy*/

324.

for(i=0;i<Btotalnumber;i++){

325.

N=record_B_x[i];

326.

M=record_B_y[i];

327.

L=record_B_z[i];

328.

countb=count(N,M,L,Sequence);

329.

countb2=countsecond(N,M,L,Sequence);

330.

countb3=countthird(N,M,L,Sequence);
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331.

count_pairb3=count_pairb3+countb3;

332.

count_pairb2=count_pairb2+countb2;

333.

count_pairb=countb+count_pairb;}

334.

count_pairb=count_pairb/2;

335.

count_pairb2=count_pairb2/2;

336.

count_pairb3=count_pairb3/2;

337.

E_Bond=BBbondenergy*count_pairb+BBsecondbondenergy*count_pairb2+BBthirdbondenergy*coun
t_pairb3;

338.

E_current=E_Bond+E_elasticity;

339.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

340.
341.

/*Calculate Initial Elastic Energy*/

342.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

343.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

344.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

345.

E_elasticity=E_elasticityshearmodulus*volumestrain*volumestrain/(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z)*0.5*
(parameter_a*parameter_a*parameter_a)*phi[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]/kai[(k*la
ttice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*pow(cabs(ck[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]),2);

346.

if(i==0&&j==0&&k==0){E_elasticity=0;}

347.

}}}

348.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

349.
350.
351.

/*Seperate c(k) to c(k)_myid for each Processor*/

352.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z_myid;k++){

353.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

354.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

355.

ck_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=ck[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_
myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];}}}

356.
357.

/*Start Monte-Carlo*/

358.

for(Tstep=219;Tstep<T_number;Tstep++){

359.

saTemp=pow(0.98,Tstep);/*Simulated Annealing*/

360.

TrueT=weight*saTemp/0.0000862;/*Real Temperature*/

361.
362.

/*Initialize Diffraction*/

363.

Integrated_intensity_d03=0;

364.

Integrated_intensity_fundamental=0;

365.

Integrated_intensity_bcc=0;

366.
367.

/*For each Temperature run 1000 MC Step(Can be changed to Other Ending Condition)*
/

368.

for(seekstep=1;seekstep<1001;seekstep++){

369.
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370.

/*Randomly Generate an Order of Positon for Picking Up a Ga Atoms to Exchange
with Its Neighbor*/

371.

for(i=0;i<Btotalnumber;i++){order1[i]=i;}

372.

for(i=0;i<Btotalnumber;i++){

373.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

374.

picknumber=((double)rand()/(RAND_MAX)*(Btotalnumber-i-1));

375.

buffervalue=order1[picknumber];

376.

order1[picknumber]=order1[Btotalnumber-i-1];

377.

order1[Btotalnumber-i-1]=buffervalue;}

378.
379.

/*Start Scanstep at Each Monte-Carlo Step*/

380.

for(scanstep=0;scanstep<Btotalnumber;scanstep++){

381.
382.

E_elasticity_afterchange=0;

383.

E_elasticity_afterchange_myid=0;

384.
385.

/*Locate at the Aimed Ga Atom*/

386.

changevalue=order1[scanstep];

387.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

388.

N=record_B_x[changevalue];M=record_B_y[changevalue];L=record_B_z[changevalue];

389.
390.
391.

/*Calculate the Current Ga-Ga Bonds of this Ga Atoms*/
B_current_first=count(N,M,L,Sequence);B_current_second=countsecond(N,M,L,Seque
nce);B_current_third=countthird(N,M,L,Sequence);

392.
393.

/*Decide Exchange with Which Neighbor*/

394.

random_number=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX;

395.

if (random_number<0.125){ni=N-1;nj=M;nk=L;}

396.

if (random_number>=0.125&&random_number<0.250){ni=N+1;nj=M;nk=L;}

397.

if (random_number>=0.250&&random_number<0.375){ni=N;nj=M-1;nk=L;}

398.

if (random_number>=0.375&&random_number<0.5){ni=N;nj=M+1;nk=L;}

399.

if (random_number>=0.5&&random_number<0.625){ni=N;nj=M;nk=L-1;}

400.

if (random_number>=0.625&&random_number<0.75){ni=N;nj=M;nk=L+1;}

401.

if (random_number>=0.75&&random_number<0.875){ni=N-1;nj=M-1;nk=L-1;}

402.

if (random_number>=0.875&&random_number<=1.0){ni=N+1;nj=M+1;nk=L+1;}

403.

if ( ni ==-1 ) {ni=lattice_size_x-1;}

404.

if ( ni==lattice_size_x ) {ni=0;}

405.

if ( nj==-1 ) {nj=lattice_size_y-1;}

406.

if ( nj==lattice_size_y) {nj=0;}

407.

if ( nk==-1 ) {nk=lattice_size_z-1;}

408.

if ( nk==lattice_size_z) {nk=0;}

409.

if ( Sequence[ni][nj][nk]==1 ) {continue;} /*The Selected Neighbor is Ga, Jump
out of This Loop*/

410.
411.

/*Calculate the Ga-Ga Bonds After the Attempt on Exhanging with Fe*/
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412.

B_next_first=count(ni,nj,nk,Sequence);B_next_second=countsecond(ni,nj,nk,Seque
nce);B_next_third=countthird(ni,nj,nk,Sequence);

413.
414.

/*Calculate c(k) After the Attempt*/

415.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z_myid;k++){

416.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

417.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

418.

ck_afterchange_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]= ck_myi
d[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i](cexp((kx[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*rx[(L*lattice_
size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]+ky[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_siz
e_x+i]*ry[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]+kz[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_
size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*rz[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N])*(1*I)))+(cexp((kx[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*rx[(nk*
lattice_size_y+nj)*lattice_size_x+ni]+ky[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*l
attice_size_x+i]*ry[(nk*lattice_size_y+nj)*lattice_size_x+ni]+kz[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_m
yid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*rz[(nk*lattice_size_y+nj)*lattice_size_x+ni])*(1*I)));}}}

419.
420.

/*Calculate Elastic Energy After the Attempt*/

421.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z_myid;k++){

422.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

423.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

424.

E_elasticity_afterchange_myid=E_elasticity_afterchange_myidshearmodulus*volumestrain*volumestrain/(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*latti
ce_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z)*0.5*(parameter_a*parameter_a*parameter_a)*lattice
_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z*phi[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*
lattice_size_x+i]/kai[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*po
w(cabs(ck_afterchange_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]),2);

425.

if(myid==0&j==0&&i==0&&k==0)

426.

{E_elasticity_afterchange_myid=0;}

427.
428.

}}}
MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

429.
430.
431.

/*MPI: Sum up All the Elastic Energy from Each Processor*/
MPI_Allreduce(&E_elasticity_afterchange_myid, &E_elasticity_afterchange, 1, MP
I_DOUBLE, MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

432.

E_Bond_afterchange=E_Bond+BBbondenergy*(B_next_first-B_current_first1)+BBsecondbondenergy*(B_next_second-B_current_second)+BBthirdbondenergy*(B_next_thirdB_current_third);

433.

E_afterchange=E_elasticity_afterchange+E_Bond_afterchange;

434.
435.

/*Decide if Accept the Attempt & Update the Variables If Accept*/

436.

probability=Probability(E_afterchange,E_current);

437.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);
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438.

xran=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX;

439.

if(xran<probability){

440.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z_myid;k++){

441.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

442.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

443.

ck_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=ck_afterchange_
myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];}}}

444.

Sequence[N][M][L]=0;

445.

Sequence[ni][nj][nk]=1;

446.

record_B_x[changevalue]=ni;

447.

record_B_y[changevalue]=nj;

448.

record_B_z[changevalue]=nk;

449.

count_pairb=count_pairb+(B_next_first-B_current_first-1);

450.

count_pairb2=count_pairb2+(B_next_second-B_current_second);

451.

count_pairb3=count_pairb3+(B_next_third-B_current_third);

452.

E_elasticity=E_elasticity_afterchange;

453.

E_current=E_afterchange;

454.

E_Bond=E_Bond_afterchange;

455.

}

456.

}/*scanstep end*/

457.
458.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

459.

MPI_Allgather(ck_myid,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_x,MPI_DOUBLE
_COMPLEX,ck,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_x,MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,MPI_COMM_
WORLD);

460.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

461.
462.

/*Prepare for Calculating Diffraction*/

463.

if(seekstep%1000==0&&Tstep>218){

464.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

465.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

466.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

467.

cr[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=Sequence[i][j][k]+0.0*I;
}}}

468.
469.

/*Calculate Heterogeneous Displacement Field v(k) Eq. 3.12*/

470.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

471.
472.
473.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){
for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){
v1_k[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=multi1[(k*lattice_size
_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*ck[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

474.

v2_k[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=multi2[(k*lattice_size
_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*ck[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

475.

v3_k[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=multi3[(k*lattice_size
_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*ck[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];}}}
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476.

v1_k[0]=0;v2_k[0]=0;v3_k[0]=0;

477.
478.

/*BFFTW v(k) to v(r)*/

479.

fftw_execute(plan_v1_k2r);fftw_execute(plan_v2_k2r);fftw_execute(plan_v3_k2r);

480.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

481.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

482.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

483.

v1_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=v1_r[(k*lattice_size_y
+j)*lattice_size_x+i]/(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z);

484.

v2_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=v2_r[(k*lattice_size_y
+j)*lattice_size_x+i]/(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z);

485.

v3_r[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=v3_r[(k*lattice_size_y
+j)*lattice_size_x+i]/(lattice_size_x*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_z);}}}

486.
487.

/*Clear Diffraction*/

488.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z_myid;k++){

489.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

490.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

491.

elec_den_total_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0;

492.

elec_den_dis_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0;

493.

elec_den_chemical_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0;}}
}

494.
495.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

496.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

497.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

498.

elec_den_total[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0;

499.

elec_den_dis[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0;

500.

elec_den_chemical[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=0;}}}

501.
502.

/*Calculate Diffraction*/

503.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z_myid;k++){

504.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

505.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

506.

for (L=0;L<lattice_size_z;L++){

507.

for (M=0;M<lattice_size_y;M++){

508.

for (N=0;N<lattice_size_x;N++){

509.

elec_den_total_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_
x+i]= elec_den_total_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]+((1cr[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N])*1.0+cr[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]*1
.2)*cexp((1.0*I)*(kx[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*rx[(L*lattice
_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]+ky[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_si
ze_x+i]*ry[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]+kz[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice
_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*rz[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]))*cexp((-
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1.0*I)*((kx[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]+(0))*v1_r[(L
*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]+(ky[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*l
attice_size_x+i]+(0))*v2_r[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]+(kz[((k+myid*lattice_siz
e_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]+(0))*v3_r[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_
x+N]));
510.

elec_den_chemical_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_si
ze_x+i]= elec_den_chemical_myid[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]+((1cr[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N])*1.0+cr[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]*1
.2)*cexp((1.0*I)*(kx[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*rx[(L*lattice
_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]+ky[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_si
ze_x+i]*ry[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]+kz[((k+myid*lattice_size_z_myid)*lattice
_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]*rz[(L*lattice_size_y+M)*lattice_size_x+N]));}}}}}}

511.

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

512.

MPI_Gather(elec_den_total_myid,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size
_x,MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,elec_den_total,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size_x,MPI
_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,0,MPI_COMM_WORLD);MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

513.

MPI_Gather(elec_den_chemical_myid,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_s
ize_x,MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,elec_den_chemical,lattice_size_z_myid*lattice_size_y*lattice_size
_x,MPI_DOUBLE_COMPLEX,0,MPI_COMM_WORLD);MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

514.
515.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){

516.

for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

517.

for (i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

518.

Intensity_total_average[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=pow
(cabs(elec_den_total[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]),2);

519.

Intensity_Chemical_average[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]=
pow(cabs(elec_den_chemical[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i]),2);}}}

520.

/*Output*/

521.

if(myid==0){

522.

sprintf(filename,"IntensityfundamentalTstep%d.txt",Tstep);ft_integrated_funda
mental=fopen(filename,"at+");

523.

sprintf(filename,"IntensitybccTstep%d.txt",Tstep);ft_integrated_bcc=fopen(fil
ename,"at+");

524.

sprintf(filename,"Intensityd03Tstep%d.txt",Tstep);ft_integrated_d03=fopen(fil
ename,"at+");

525.

Integrated_intensity_fundamental=0;Integrated_intensity_bcc=0;Integrated_inte
nsity_d03=0;

526.

/*Integrated Diffraction & Output*/

527.

for (k = 0; k < lattice_size_x; k++){

528.
529.
530.

for (j = 0; j < lattice_size_y; j++){
for (i = 0; i < lattice_size_x; i++){
if((i==0||i==1||i==2||i==30||i==31)&&(j==0||j==1||j==2||j==30||j==
31)&&(k==0||k==1||k==2||k==30||k==31)){
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531.

Integrated_intensity_fundamental=Integrated_intensity_fundamen
tal+Intensity_total_average[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

532.

fprintf(ft_integrated_fundamental,"%d %d %d %g\n",i,j,k,Integr
ated_intensity_fundamental);}

533.

if((i==16||i==17||i==18||i==14||i==15)&&(j==16||j==17||j==18||j==1
4||j==15)&&(k==16||k==17||k==18||k==14||k==15)){

534.

Integrated_intensity_bcc=Integrated_intensity_bcc+Intensity_to
tal_average[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

535.

fprintf(ft_integrated_bcc,"%d %d %d %g\n",i,j,k,Integrated_int
ensity_bcc);}

536.

if((i==24||i==25||i==26||i==6||i==7)&&(j==24||j==25||j==26||j==6||
j==7)&&(k==24||k==25||k==26||k==6||k==7)){

537.

Integrated_intensity_d03=Integrated_intensity_d03+Intensity_to
tal_average[(k*lattice_size_y+j)*lattice_size_x+i];

538.

fprintf(ft_integrated_d03,"%d %d %d %g\n",i,j,k,Integrated_int
ensity_d03);}}}}

539.

fclose(ft_integrated_fundamental);fclose(ft_integrated_bcc);fclose(ft_integra
ted_d03);

540.
541.
542.
543.
544.
545.

}
}
}/*seekstep end*/
MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);
/*Output Microstructure*/
if(myid==0&&Tstep%1==0){

546.

sprintf(filename,"3DT%dMicrostructure.dat",Tstep);

547.

ft=fopen(filename,"w");

548.

fprintf(ft,"AB\n 100.0\n 1 0 0\n 0 1 0\n 0 0 1\nA B\n

%d %d\n direct\n",3276

8-Btotalnumber,Btotalnumber);
549.
550.

for (k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){
for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

551.

for(i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

552.

if(Sequence[i][j][k]==0){

553.

fprintf(ft,"%g %g %g\n",(i*(0.5)+j*0.5+k*0.5)/lattice_size_x,(i*0.5+j*(-0.5)+k*0.5)/lattice_size_y,(i*0.5+j*0.5k*0.5)/lattice_size_z);}}}}

554.
555.

for(k=0;k<lattice_size_z;k++){
for (j=0;j<lattice_size_y;j++){

556.

for(i=0;i<lattice_size_x;i++){

557.

if(Sequence[i][j][k]==1){

558.

fprintf(ft,"%g %g %g\n",(i*(0.5)+j*0.5+k*0.5)/lattice_size_x,(i*0.5+j*(-0.5)+k*0.5)/lattice_size_y,(i*0.5+j*0.5k*0.5)/lattice_size_z);}}}}

559.
560.
561.

fclose(ft);}
MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}/*Tstep end*/
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562.
563.

free(Order1);free(kx);free(ky);free(kz);free(kall);free(n1);free(n2);free(n3);free(Intensi
ty);free(Intensity_total_average);free(Intensity_Chemical_average);free(f1_n);free(f2_n);f
ree(f3_n);free(kai);free(phi);free(D);free(rx);free(ry);free(rz);

564.

fftw_free(multi1);fftw_free(multi2);fftw_free(multi3);fftw_free(v1_k);fftw_free(v2_k);fftw
_free(v3_k);fftw_free(v1_r);fftw_free(v2_r);fftw_free(v3_r);fftw_free(elec_den_total);fftw
_free(elec_den_total_myid);fftw_free(elec_den_chemical);fftw_free(elec_den_chemical_myid);
fftw_free(cr);fftw_free(ck);fftw_free(ck_myid);fftw_free(ck_afterchange_myid);

565.
566.

MPI_Finalize;

567.

return 0;

568.

}

/*Input Start*/
32 /*lattice size x*/
32 /*lattice size y*/
32 /*lattice size z*/
8192 /*Ga Total Number*/
500 /*End T*/
0.047 /*Volume Strain*/
0.367 /*Poisson Ratio*/
0.36 /*Shear Modulus*/
0.68 /*Anisotropy*/
1001 /*End Step for Each Monte Carlo*/
0.408 /*1st Bonds Energy*/
0.241 /*2nd Bonds Energy*/
0.036 /*3rd Bonds Energy*/
8.62 /*weight in cost function*/
2.834 /*lattice parameter*/
/*Input End*/
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C.3

Examples of Simulation Outputs

C.3.1

Martensitic Transformation: Microstructure

Figure 2.3(a), etc.
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C.3.2

Diffuse Scattering

Figure 2.6, etc.

C.3.3

Disorder-Order Transition: APDBs

Figure 3.16, etc.
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Copyright Documentation

Permission to use Figure 1.3 and Figure 3.3 was granted through the Copyright Clearance
Center, Order License Id 5181990131969.
Permission to use Figure 1.4 was granted through the Copyright Clearance Center, Order
License Id 5181980977811.
Permission to use Figure 3.1 was granted through the Copyright Clearance Center, Order
License Id 5181970415093.
Permission to use Figure 3.2 was granted through the Copyright Clearance Center, Order
License Id 5181970049221.
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